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Conséquences physiologiques de la limitation du système respiratoire chez le master 

athlète, approches par expériences et modèles 

 

Résumé. Le système respiratoire sain est généralement surdimensionné par rapport à la demande 

imposée lors d'un exercice physique. Toutefois, les poumons s’adaptent peu à l'entraînement en 

endurance. Lors d'exercices réalisés à haute intensité, le système respiratoire des athlètes pourrait 

donc ne plus être surdimensionné face à une demande ventilatoire aussi élevée. Cela pourrait être 

accentué avec les altérations de la structure des poumons et de la fonction des muscles respiratoires 

liées à l'âge. Les personnes âgées entraînées en endurance, appelées master athlètes (> 60 ans), 

pourraient donc être particulièrement vulnérables aux limitations respiratoires pendant l'exercice. 

Cela nous amène à la question centrale : comment le système respiratoire limite-t-il l'exercice chez 

le master athlète ? Pour y répondre, une approche multidisciplinaire a été mise en œuvre combinant 

des mesures physiologiques avec une modélisation mathématique. 

Nous avons d'abord étudié la limitation de débit expiratoire chez les athlètes jeunes et âgés, 

hommes et femmes. La limitation de débit expiratoire a été mesurée lors d'un test incrémental sur 

ergocycle en positionnant la boucle débit volume courant dans la courbe débit volume expiratoire 

maximale. Nous avons constaté que les master athlètes étaient davantage sujets à la limitation de 

débit et que cela était associé à la convexité de la courbe débit volume expiratoire maximale. Chez 

un plus grand groupe de master athlètes hommes, la forme de cette courbe était un indice majeur 

de la sévérité de la limitation de débit expiratoire. Ces résultats mettent en avant l'importance de 

prendre en compte le débit expiratoire et les caractéristiques des voies aériennes pour mieux 

comprendre les contraintes ventilatoires du master athlète. 

L’objectif suivant était donc d’étudier les mécanismes physiques sous-jacents. Pour cela, 

nous avons analysé l'effet de la densité et de la viscosité du gaz avec l’utilisation d’héliox. Des 

principes de mécanique des fluides et des simulations de débits expiratoires dans un modèle d'arbre 

bronchique compliant ont été combinés avec des mesures expérimentales. Nos résultats détaillent 

le pattern du débit à travers les générations bronchiques avec de l'air et de l'heliox et indiquent où 

les flux laminaires et les turbulences apparaissent. L'heliox augmente le débit expiratoire, surtout 

quand les effets d’inertie sont dominants, et l’effet de l’héliox pourrait être amplifié chez les master 

athlètes en raison de leurs bronches âgées et donc plus étroites. 

Les contraintes ventilatoires accroissent également la demande sur les muscles respiratoires. 

Dans une troisième étape, nous avons étudié l’effet du vieillissement sur l'interaction entre la fatigue 

musculaire respiratoire et locomotrice. Lors d'une tâche inspiratoire fatigante, la pression artérielle 

moyenne et les résistances vasculaires périphériques des master athlètes ont augmenté davantage 
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que chez les jeunes athlètes. Durant l’exercice sur ergocycle qui a suivi l'activation musculaire des 

quadriceps était réduite, entraînant une diminution du temps réalisé par rapport au même exercice 

effectué sans fatigue inspiratoire préalable. Cette chute de performance était amplifiée chez les 

master athlètes. Lorsque le même exercice a été effectué à temps égal, mais sans fatigue inspiratoire 

préalable, moins de fatigue a été observée au niveau des quadriceps, suggérant que la fatigue 

inspiratoire accélère la fatigue des quadriceps et ce, de manière amplifiée chez les master athlètes. 

En étudiant les différences liées au sexe entre les athlètes jeunes et master, l’augmentation plus 

prononcée liée à l'âge de la réponse cardiovasculaire à la fatigue inspiratoire était maintenue. 

Pour conclure, les principaux résultats de cette thèse mettent en évidence le rôle crucial du 

système respiratoire dans la limitation de la performance à l'exercice chez les master athlètes. 

 

Mots clés. Fatigue neuromusculaire, limitation de débit expiratoire, master athlètes, modélisation 

mathématique, système respiratoire 
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Physiological consequences of respiratory system limitation in the master athlete, 

approaches through experiments and models 

 

Abstract. The healthy respiratory system is generally overbuilt for the demand imposed by physical 

exercise. Yet, lung adaptations to endurance training are limited. Therefore, during high-intensity 

exercise, the respiratory system of athletes may no longer be overbuilt to meet the unusually high 

ventilatory demand. This statement may be amplified in the elderly due to age-induced alterations 

of lungs structure and respiratory muscle function. Older endurance-trained individuals, called 

master athletes (>60 years old), thus emerge as particularly susceptible to respiratory limitations 

during exercise. Taken together, it brings us to the central question: how does the respiratory 

system limits exercise in master athletes? To answer this question, a multidisciplinary approach was 

implemented combining physiological measurements with mathematical modeling.  

We first examined the phenomenon of expiratory flow limitation among young and master female 

and male athletes. Airflow limitation was measured during a graded cycling test to exhaustion by 

positioning the averaged tidal flow volume loop within the maximal expiratory flow volume curve. 

We mainly found that master athletes were more likely to experience flow limitation and that it was 

associated with maximal expiratory flow volume curvilinearity. For a larger group of male master 

athletes, the shape of this curve was a major index of the severity of expiratory flow limitation. 

These results highlight the importance of examining expiratory flow pattern and airway 

characteristics to understand ventilatory constraints in master athletes. 

Therefore, in a second time, our aim was to investigate the physical mechanisms underlying 

expiratory flow in the lungs. We analyzed the effect of gas density and viscosity through heliox 

breathing in aging airways. Principles from fluid mechanics and simulations of expiratory flow in a 

compliant airway tree model were combined with experimental measurements. Our findings 

depicted flow pattern across airway generations with both air and heliox and provided insight of 

where laminarity and turbulences should be found. Heliox increases expiratory flow especially in 

branches where inertial effects are dominant and its effect may be enhanced in the master athletes 

because of their age-induced smaller airways. 

Expiratory flow constraints in the lungs increases the demand upon respiratory muscles. 

Consequently, in a third step we aimed at evaluating the influence of aging on the interplay between 

respiratory and locomotor muscle fatigue. During a fatiguing inspiratory loaded task, male master 

athletes exhibited a greater elevation of mean arterial pressure and limb vascular resistance 

compared to young athletes. On a subsequent strenuous cycling exercise, the activation of the 

quadriceps muscle was reduced. It resulted in a decrease in time to exhaustion in comparison to a 
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cycling exercise performed with no prior induction of inspiratory muscle fatigue. Moreover, the 

reduction of exercise performance was greater in master athletes. When the cycling exercise was 

performed for the same duration without prior induction of inspiratory muscle fatigue, we found 

less neuromuscular fatigue in limb muscles, implying that inspiratory muscle fatigue accelerated 

limb muscle fatigue to a greater extent in master athletes. 

Furthermore, when examining biological sex differences between young and master athletes, the 

greater age-related elevation of cardiovascular response to inspiratory muscle fatigue, was 

maintained.  

In summary, the main findings of this thesis highlight the pivotal role of the respiratory system in 

limiting exercise performance in master athletes. 

 

Key words. Expiratory flow limitation, master athletes, mathematical modeling, neuromuscular 

fatigue, respiratory system 
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Breathe better, perform better? Effortless breathing is a privilege usually taken for granted and 

most of us generally go about our daily lives without giving it a second thought. But beneath the 

apparent simplicity, breathing is a complex mechanism and research about the respiratory system 

is an area where many questions remain unanswered. 

 

The function of the lung has been studied for more than a century thanks to the continuous efforts 

of a broad community of scientists, with the roots of this research dating back to 1905 with the 

seminal article by Haldane and J.G. Priestley entitled "The regulation of lung ventilation". Initially, 

studies related to the respiratory system were primarily the domain of physiologists and physicians. 

However, because certain events in the lung are not accessible experimentally, and because these 

events are the results of physical processes, the field has evolved over the decades into a confluence 

of biological and physical sciences. This shift involved a multidisciplinary approach in which 

questions related to physiological function were addressed through the lens of the underlying 

physics. As a result, theoretical models such as mathematical models which consist of a logical 

series of equations, not only served to make precise assumptions, but also provided a mean to 

explore the physiological or biological consequences of those assumptions. For example, the lung 

structure can be mimicked by a series of perfect cylinders. Within this framework, airflow is 

governed by idealized flow patterns, such as those described by Poiseuille's law. The overall system 

can thus be described by a set of mathematical equations. By resolving these equations, it is possible 

to unlock a deeper understanding of internal dynamics, including the variation of pressures across 

the branches of the respiratory system. On one hand, the experimental approach enables to assess 

the real response of the lungs, although they often provide a more limited comprehension of the 

underlying variables. On the other hand, mathematical models offer a complementary perspective 

by yielding insights into theoretical and sometimes unobservable aspects of the system. Thus, the 

synergy between mathematical modeling and physiological measurements provides a more 

complete picture of pulmonary mechanics. 

 

This approach may greatly assist in answering questions related to the limitations of the respiratory 

system. Debates about the limiting factors of oxygen transport and exercise performance have 

historically focused solely on cardiovascular responses and muscle metabolism, portraying the 

respiratory system as overbuilt for the demands placed on it. As research has enriched our 

understanding of the remarkable precision and capacity of the healthy respiratory system to 

respond to exercise, a gradual accumulation of evidence simultaneously reported various scenarios 

in which this system was found underbuilt or associated with excessive biological cost. The 
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question of whether the healthy respiratory system is optimally built to meet the demands of 

exercise emerged as a topic of interest a few decades ago, as evidenced by Pr. Jerome Dempsey's 

review “Wolffe memorial lecture. Is the Lung Built for Exercise?” in 1986 (Dempsey, 1986). This 

paper provided an expert interpretation of the existing research and identified important 

unanswered questions that warranted further research. Notably, it was emphasized that the 

respiratory system remained unmalleable to endurance training. This implies that in situations 

where endurance trained athletes display very high respiratory demands, the respiratory capacity 

may no longer be able to accommodate the demands. When this scenario is coupled with the 

alterations in the respiratory system associated with healthy aging, master athletes emerge as 

particularly susceptible to respiratory limitation. However, most of the underlying mechanisms 

contributing to this vulnerability are unknown or unclear, and this topic still suffers from a lack of 

knowledge. 

 

The purpose of this work is to fill part of this gap and answer questions that would aid better 

understand the functional consequences of the aging process of the respiratory system during 

exercise. By studying master athletes, who are exemplars of successful aging, we wanted to 

investigate how the respiratory system may be a limiting factor to exercise performance. The 

present work focuses specifically on airflow limitation, and how respiratory muscle function may 

accelerate the onset of quadriceps muscle fatigue. Overall, evolving from the question "Is the lung 

built for exercise?", this thesis seeks to answer, at least in parts, the question: “Is the respiratory 

system sufficiently built for exercise in master athletes?” As we aimed at studying how the limits of 

the ventilatory system would potentially be reached in this specific population, we also wanted to 

provide complementary insights into the physical mechanisms underlying the physiological 

responses we observed. Therefore, a multidisciplinary approach combining physiological 

measurements with mathematical modeling has been adopted in this thesis. 
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THE LIMITATION OF EXERCISE 

CAPACITY IN MASTER ATHLETES 

 

 

Over the last century, the combination of the substantial rise in human life expectancy and the 

increases in global health care, has led to a significant aging of the population. The growing number 

of older adults has led to an increase in research interests dedicated to understanding and 

promoting the elements that contribute to the concept of successful aging (Cosco et al., 2017). In 

this thesis, we will focus on master athletes, and more specifically endurance trained individuals, 

who represent a model of this successful aging. 

 

1. Master athletes are exemplars of successful aging 

 

Individuals who reach age 60 or older are burdened with increasing levels of chronic disease and 

functional impairments (Christensen et al., 2009), which are in part explained by age-related 

physiological declines (López-Otín et al., 2013). The decline in physiological function associated 

with aging has been found to be largely the result of a prolonged sedentary lifestyle (Maharam et 

al., 1999). Increased physical fitness is associated with successful aging, and physical exercise 

appears to be a key strategy for limiting senescence in the general population in several ways 

(Maharam et al., 1999). The model of successful aging includes longevity, quality of life, life 

satisfaction and well-being (Havighurst, 1965). Within the older population, master athletes are the 

most physically active individuals (Trappe et al., 2013). Therefore, this population has been 

identified as a model of successful aging due to their remarkable athletic performance and 

physiological abilities (Brisswalter and Nosaka, 2013).  

Endurance master athletes typically train and compete in long and short distance running, cycling, 

and swimming events (Ransdell et al., 2009). For example, among the 32 master athletes (n = 21 

males, n = 11 females) recruited for this PhD thesis, 19 competed in triathlons (from M to XL 

distance), 10 competed in running events (from 10km to marathon with 1 ultra-endurance athlete), 

and 3 were trained cyclists.  

The study of performance records can be used to examine the functional consequences of 

physiological aging on performance, without the confounding effects of deconditioning, increased 

body fat, or clinical disease that may occur in the elderly (Butler-Browne and Bigard, 2006; Lexell 

et al., 1995.; Porter et al., 1995). Throughout the world, master athletes have demonstrated a 
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remarkable ability to maintain their exercise performance and mitigate the decline in exercise 

performance despite the immutable age-related changes in muscle function. For example, using 

this approach, it has been shown that endurance running performance declines with age following 

a curvilinear pattern with a modest decline in performance (increased running time) from 35 to 50 

years of age and a more pronounced decline thereafter which was more pronounced in women 

(see Figure 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 10km running time with advancing age. 
Running time increases exponentially with age and appears to steeply increase from ages 60-70. 
The discrepancy between male and female runners can be attributed to biological sex differences 
and selection bias as there are fewer female runners. Figure from Tanaka and Higushi (1998). 

 

Considering all these elements, the study of master athletes seems to be particularly useful for the 

evaluation of the effect of aging on physiological functions. Indeed, research on this specific 

population makes it possible to isolate the physiological effects of aging without the confounding 

complications generally associated with aging such as sedentarity, obesity, diabetes, or muscular 

disorders (Butler-Browne and Bigard, 2006; Lexell et al., 1995.; Porter et al., 1995). 
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2. Mechanisms of exercise performance reduction in 

master athletes 

 

Even if master athletes continue to train intensively, endurance performance inevitably declines 

with age. Endurance performance depends mainly on cardiovascular and metabolic factors such as 

cardiac output and maximal oxygen consumption (V̇O 	 ), and muscular factors, such as the 

muscle fiber characteristics and the ability to generate force (Tanaka and Seals, 2003). Thus, the 

decline in exercise performance in master athletes can mainly be attributed to the decline in these 

physiological factors.  

 

On the one hand, V̇O 	  is a primary determinant of endurance performance and has been 

shown to decline with advancing age. Despite their commitment to endurance training, master 

athletes are no exception and exhibit even more significant declines in absolute V̇O 	  compared 

to healthy, untrained counterparts (Pimentel et al., 2003). This decline could be attributed to the 

higher baseline fitness level of athletes (Wilson and Tanaka, 2000), an age-related decline in the 

training load or a greater increase in body weight with age (Tanaka and Seals, 2003). Based on the 

Fick equation, the decline in V̇O 	  with advancing age could be caused by a reduction in 

maximal heart rate, maximal stroke volume, and/or maximal arteriovenous O2 difference (A-vO2) 

(Rowell et al., 1986). Age-related differences in maximal A-vO2 and maximal heart rate have been 

shown to be similar in an endurance-trained group when compared with a sedentary group (Ogawa 

et al., 1992). Consequently, the greater absolute decline in V̇O 	  in master athlete can be 

attributed to the larger decline in maximal stroke volume and, thus in maximal cardiac output 

(Tanaka and Seals, 2003). 

 

On the other hand, the reduction in exercise performance may also be associated with the decline 

in locomotor muscle function (i.e., the capacity to generate force). Studies related to the decline in 

the muscle function of master athletes reported a 15-35% reduction in maximal voluntary force 

production capacity after the age of 60, with women experiencing a more significant decrease than 

men (Coggan et al., 1990; Macaluso and De Vito, 2004; Porter et al., 1995). More precisely, there 

is a slight decline of 5% in force production per decade beginning at age 40, followed by a steeper 

decline beginning at age 65 (Tzankoff and Norris, 1977). This age-related decrease in force 

production may occur due to changes both in the structure and function of the muscle. 
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First, from a structural perspective, the decline in muscle mass due to aging is a major factor in the 

decline of muscle strength. On average, total muscle mass decreases by ~40% between the ages of 

20 and 80 years (Tanaka and Seals, 2003) and this decrease seems to be related to the loss of muscle 

fibers and motor units (Campbell et al., 1973). Notably, type II muscle fibers (i.e., fast twitch fibers 

or glycolytic fibers) seem to be particularly affected (Coggan et al., 1990). Nevertheless, regular 

endurance training seems to help retain the number of functional motor units despite advancing 

age, as evidenced by the greater number of motor units in master athletes as compared to sedentary 

people of the same age (Power et al., 2016). The age-related decline in the ability of master athletes 

to generate force, may be primarily associated with changes in muscle fiber type, or functional 

modifications. Lexell (1995) suggests that advancing age leads to progressive changes that favor 

type I fibers, and this change is more pronounced in endurance trained individuals (Coggan et al., 

1990; Lexell et al., 1995). In addition to these structural changes, master athletes may also 

experience a decline in muscle strength because of the alteration of neural factors. For example, 

the age-related modification of sarcolemma permeability may negatively affect the exchange of 

potassium and sodium ions which are essential for muscle contraction (Desaphy et al., 2010) As a 

result, neuromuscular propagation may be altered. Other physiological modifications may also 

involve alteration of the sodium–potassium transport system, reduced concentrations of 

intracellular acetylcholine (Smith and Chapman, 1987), and a decrease in the number of 

acetylcholine receptors (Banker et al., 1983). The resulting decrease in neuromuscular excitability 

of locomotor muscles results in reduced motor unit discharge rate, which, in turn, reduces muscle 

fiber recruitment and ultimately reduces force production during muscle contraction (Bellemare et 

al., 1983). Finally, aging is associated with a decline in mechanical response to muscle activation 

caused by alterations in the excitation-contraction coupling resulting from weakened strength of 

the actin–myosin crossbridges, lower myofibrils sensitivity to calcium (Ca2+), and reduced release 

of Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (Hogan et al., 1998). 

 

Overall, the decline in exercise performance among master athletes may be influenced by both 

maximal oxygen consumption and the function of the locomotor muscles. The effect of aging on 

the ventilatory system may also have negative impacts on both V̇O 	   and locomotor muscle 

function although, to date, it is not considered a limiting factor to exercise tolerance / performance. 
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3. Ventilatory limitation in master athletes  

 

Evidence suggests that the ability of master athletes to push the limits of their cardiovascular system 

may lead them to reach the limits of their ventilatory system (Dempsey, 1986). The ventilatory 

system is believed to be overbuilt and finely regulated to meet the increased metabolic demands 

associated with physical exercise (Sheel and Romer, 2012). However, in healthy aging, various 

changes in the structure and properties of the lung (detailed later in this thesis) reduce the efficiency 

of the pulmonary system and thereby may increase the cost of breathing and/or impair O2 transport 

to the locomotor muscles.  

Healthy aging is associated with several structural and physiological changes to the pulmonary 

system, including a loss of lung elastic recoil, a stiffening of the chest wall and a decrease in 

respiratory muscle strength (Rizzato and Marazzini, 1970). Moreover, alveolar ventilation relative 

to pulmonary capillary prefusion is slightly increased, dead space ventilation is increased  and there 

is an impairment of arterial oxygenation, diffusion capacity, and pulmonary capillary blood volume 

(Bachofen et al., 1973). 

Despite the decline in lung function, older healthy individuals appear capable of maintaining blood 

gas homeostasis during exercise. This indicates that the healthy aged pulmonary system still has 

sufficient ventilatory reserve and that the aerobic capacity and pulmonary function decline 

proportionally. However, this is not always the case with older endurance trained male athletes. 

Dempsey et al., (1993) studied exercise induced arterial hypoxemia (EIAH) in older endurance 

trained male and observed a decrease in O2 partial pressure in the arterial blood. Such results are 

unique to master athletes (and to a lesser extent to young athletes) because older untrained 

individuals did not show a similar decrease  (Johnson et al., 1994). Additionally, male master athletes 

developed EIAH at lower intensities than their younger counterparts, suggesting that aging 

increases the incidence of EIAH in athletes (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the drop in partial pressure of O2 in the arterial blood (PaO2) in 

young and master athletes. DPaO2 corresponded to the difference between resting PaO2 and 
the actual PaO2 at each exercise load. A significantly greater fall of PaO2 was observed in master 
athletes at maximal but also at submaximal exercise. Figure from (Prefaut et al., 1994). 

 

 

4. Interest & motivations of this thesis 

 

The limited and limiting ventilatory response at the basis of EIAH has been suggested to be linked 

to expiratory flow limitation (EFL). EFL can be defined as the inability to increase expiratory flow 

despite extra effort (Derchak et al., 2000). Previous work found that older subjects (>60y) are more 

likely to develop EFL than younger subjects and that older women have a higher propensity toward 

EFL than older men (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). In endurance trained individuals, most studies 

investigating EFL were conducted on young individuals (Cox et al., 2020; Guenette et al., 2007; 

Mota et al., 1999; Wilkie et al., 2015) and only few data are available in master athletes (Johnson et 

al., 1991b, 1991a). Moreover, the interaction effect of endurance training, biological sex, and aging 

is unknown, and no investigation has been conducted on EFL in women master athletes. 

Therefore, the effect of age and sex on EFL in athletes remains to be determined.  

Another aspect that remains poorly understood is the resistance pattern in the lungs that leads to 

flow limitation. In fact, while evidence suggest that age-induced smaller airways may exacerbate 

resistance, we do not know the main sites of constraints in the lungs. The use of a low gas density 
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such as heliox (He-79%, O2-21%) has been proposed to help address this issue by relieving some 

of the airway resistance to flow and alleviating EFL (D’Angelo et al., 2009; Mann et al., 2020; Wilkie 

et al., 2015). However, direct physiological assessment of the pulmonary function only provides 

limited answers at understanding the role of the lung at limiting expiratory flow because we can 

only measure flow, volume, and pressure at the mouth or in the esophagus. Physiological 

phenomena that occur within the lungs and across the airways remain inaccessible. Fortunately, 

the use of mathematical models may help in the comprehension of the physiological responses by 

determining the governing physical mechanisms. Specifically, in the context of modulating EFL 

using heliox breathing, a few studies have proposed mathematical explanations of the expiratory 

flow pattern in a simulated bronchial tree (Brighenti et al., 2007; Pozin et al., 2017). These studies 

focused on flow in constricted airways due to pathological conditions and did not isolate the effect 

of aging. Furthermore, the vast majority of studies that use mathematical models to explain 

physiological responses, do not directly compare their results with actual physiological 

measurements. Therefore, combining mathematical modeling with lung function assessment to 

study expiratory flow limitation in master athletes may provide valuable information to better 

understand the mechanisms of EFL in this population and determine appropriate countermeasures 

to this limitation. 

In addition to EFL, older individuals have a higher O2 cost of ventilation and an increased work 

of breathing compared to younger individuals (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018; Molgat-Seon et al., 2019; 

Rossi et al., 1996). Increased work of breathing has been shown to redirect blood flow from the 

locomotor muscles to the ventilatory vasculature (Harms et al., 1997). Therefore, it can be 

hypothesized that in master athletes, a greater proportion of cardiac output is redirected towards 

the ventilatory muscles at the expense of the working muscles (Johnson et al., 1994), thereby 

accelerating locomotor muscle fatigue and ultimately impairing exercise performance. Studying this 

phenomenon in master athletes would help to clarify whether respiratory muscle fatigue accelerates 

locomotor muscle fatigue to a greater extent with aging. However, although the interplay between 

respiratory and locomotor muscle fatigue has been investigated in young untrained individuals 

(Fulton et al., 2020; Romer et al., 2006; Taylor and Romer, 2008; Wüthrich et al., 2013), it remains 

unknown how it would modulate exercise performance in old endurance athletes. 

 

The purpose of this thesis was thus to address some critical aspects that remain to be determined 

about our understanding of how the ventilatory system is a limiting factor to exercise performance 

in master athletes. First, we wanted to determine the prevalence and severity of EFL in aged 

endurance athletes. Since women master athletes may be particularly vulnerable to flow limitation 
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because of their narrower airways, we also wanted to include women and thus evaluate the effect 

of age, biological sex, and the combination of both on EFL in athletes. Second, we wanted to gain 

further insight into the physical mechanisms that might limit expiratory flow and increase airway 

resistance in master athletes. We chose a mathematical approach using an idealized model of the 

lung combined with physiological measurements of maximal expiratory flow breathing air and 

heliox to reach that goal. Finally, given the significant increase in the respiratory muscle work during 

exercise in the elderly, we aimed at evaluating the effect of aging on the interplay between 

respiratory and locomotor muscle fatigue during high-intensity exercise. This approach was 

inspired in part by the work of Dempsey et al., (2008) illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Summarized scheme of the effects of the ventilatory response to high-intensity, 
sustained exercise on exercise performance. CO, cardiac output. The ventilatory system may 
impair exercise performance mainly through expiratory flow limitation and respiratory muscle 
fatigue. These two aspects will be at the center of this PhD thesis. Figure from (Dempsey et al., 
2008a). 
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THE VENTILATORY SYSTEM 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the essential anatomy, physical mechanisms, and 

physiological processes that govern breathing. In addition, the pressure-volume relationships 

within the thorax and the effect of aging on these relationships will be reviewed.  

 

1. General presentation of the ventilatory system 

 

a) Anatomy of the breathing system  

 

The respiratory system refers to the network of organs and tissues responsible for breathing (see 

Figure 4). It plays a pivotal role in maintaining the overall homeostasis of the body by reoxygenating 

the blood and eliminating excess carbon dioxide. Effective gas exchange in the respiratory system 

requires a well-coordinated process known as ventilation, in which the respiratory muscles play a 

central role. In the lungs configurations studied in this thesis, air can be considered as an 

incompressible gaz. Thus, the relationship between airflow and pressure can be represented by the 

incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (Bates, 2009). Air enters the lungs thanks to the pulling 

action of the diaphragm. The contraction of the diaphragm pulls the lungs downward and the 

intercostal muscles pull the ribcage outward. The resulting air movement is associated to a negative 

pressure within the lung. During exercise, accessory muscles such as the sternocleidomastoid and 

the scalene muscles, are also recruited to support inspiration. At rest, expiration is passive, with the 

lungs deflating due to elastic recoil. However, during exercise, the increased ventilatory demand 

may require the use of the expiratory muscles such as abdominal muscles. The mechanical 

properties of the lungs involve overcoming the flow resistance of the airways and the elastic recoil 

forces of the lung tissues with each breath to ensure a constant supply of fresh air to the alveoli 

(West, 2012). Resistance in the airway tree is determined by the dimensions of its various branches, 

including the upper airways, such as the nose, mouth, and pharyngeal region, and the pulmonary 

airway tree, which branches from the trachea to the terminal bronchioles. Each bronchiole 

terminates in an acinus, often depicted as a cluster of grapes (i.e., alveoli) attached to branching 

twigs. Gas exchange between air and blood occurs primarily in these acini which are considered 

the basic ventilatory unit (West, 2012). 
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Figure 4. Main mechanical components of the ventilatory system. The lungs are attached 
to the chest wall by a structure called the pleura. Each lung is surrounded by a layer of visceral 
pleura, while the chest wall is lined with parietal pleura. Between these layers of pleurae is a space 
called the pleural cavity, which contains a thin layer of serous fluid that facilitates smooth 
respiratory movements. The upper airways include the nose, mouth, and throat. The nose warms 
and humidifies air and filters out contaminants through cilia and increased mucus secretion. Figure 

from (Bates, 2009). 
 

 

b) The respiratory tract  

 

The proper functioning of the pulmonary system depends on the mechanical properties of the 

respiratory tract. It comprises the upper airways, lungs, blood vessels, and respiratory muscles. It 

consists of two functional zones: the conducting zone, which includes the pathway from the nose 

to the bronchioles for gas conduction; and the respiratory zone, which extends from the terminal 

bronchioles to the alveoli where gas exchange occurs (West, 2012). The tracheobronchial tree, 

depicted in Figure 5, is responsible for gas transport and each branch is classified as one generation 

(Weibel, 1963). The tree undergoes 23 generations of dichotomous branching, beginning at the 

trachea (generation 0) and culminating at the terminal bronchioles (generation 22). 

The conducting zone extends from the trachea to the terminal bronchioles and serves as air 

conduits. This area, also known as the "dead space volume," does not participate in gas exchange 

and occupies an average volume of approximately 150 mL in healthy young individuals (West, 

2012). The trachea, measures about 10 to 12 cm long and 2 cm wide and displays a structure of 

horseshoe-shaped cartilage rings embedded in dense connective tissue. At its lower end, the trachea 

divides into the left and right main stem bronchi.  
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The transition from the conducting zone to the respiratory zone of an airway usually occurs toward 

the end of the 16th generation. The terminal bronchioles are the origin of the respiratory 

bronchioles or transitional bronchioles (generations 17–19). Further branching leads to alveolar 

ducts, entirely lined with alveoli, forming the acinus (generations 16–22). The acinus is a subpart 

of the bronchial tree consisting of approximately 6 generations and serves as the key site for gas 

exchange in the lung (Weibel, 1963). Alveolar ducts are thin tubular structures supported by a rich 

amount of elastic and collagen fibers that terminate in alveolar sacs containing numerous alveoli. 

Within the respiratory zone, alveolar capillaries enable effective gas exchange between air and 

blood. This blood-gas barrier is less than a micron thick, so it presents a very small impediment to 

the passage of gas molecules, and it has a substantial surface area measuring approximately 130 m2, 

so that many gas molecules can cross it in parallel. 

 

 

Figure 5. Representation of the human airways according to Weibel’s geometry. The first 
16 generations form the conducting airways, and the last 7 form the respiratory zone. There is a 
rapid increase in total cross-sectional area of the airways in the respiratory zone. The resulting 
forward gas velocity becomes very small in the acinus region, and gas diffusion becomes the 
primary mode of ventilation. Adapted from (West, 2012). 
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c) Lung pressure-volume relationship 

 

Respiratory mechanics refers to the study of the physical principles and processes that govern the 

act of breathing. It involves the study of the interactions between different structures and forces, 

and the investigation of the interplay between critical pressures, flow rates, and volumes at 

appropriate sites. The chest wall (i.e., rib cage and abdomen) and the lungs are mechanically 

connected in series and the pressure-volume properties of each structure affect the other (see 

Figure 6). Pressure-volume relationship of the lungs and chest wall is important because it 

determines the work that must be performed by the respiratory muscles to induce a given change 

in volume.  For example, when an individual breathes at a substantially high lung volume (~90% 

of total lung capacity, TLC), a greater pressure must be generated to produce a given volume 

change. In this matter several features play a critical role. Compliance refers to the ability of a 

structure to stretch and expand and is defined as the change in volume (ΔV) for a given change in 

pressure (ΔP):  

 

C = ΔVΔP (3) 
 

Higher compliance means the structure can expand easily while lower compliance means the 

structure is stiffer and harder to expand. Elastance describes the tendency of the lung or chest wall 

to return to their original shape after being deformed, and thus refers to the stiffness or the recoil 

of the structure. Elastance is the reciprocal of compliance, E = .  The effort required to breathe, 

and the efficiency of ventilation are also determined by resistance, which refers to impediment to 

the flow of gas through the respiratory pathways.  

 

Expiratory driving pressure (i.e., difference between alveolar pressure, PA, and airway opening 

pressure, Pao) at rest and during exercise, is determined by the strength of expiratory muscles, the 

inward elastic recoil of the lungs and the outward elastic recoil of the chest wall (Mead et al., 1967). 

The lung volume associated with the balance of inward and outward forces is the resting volume 

of the respiratory system (i.e., relaxation volume VREL). At this volume, airway pressure is zero and 

it corresponds to the end of a spontaneous expiration during quiet breathing. Above this volume, 

both the chest wall and the lungs retract inward, while below this volume, the chest wall recoils 

outward (Rahn et al., 1946). Thus, the lung and the chest wall act like two opposing springs. 

Compliance, expressed in liters or milliliters per centimeter of water (mL.cmH2O-1) in Figure 6, is 
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the slope of the static volume-pressure curve. During tidal volume breathing chest wall compliance 

CW and lungs compliance CL are similar. Because they are placed in series, their reciprocals can be 

summed: 

 1C = 		 1C +		 1C (4)	 
 

Similarly, the pressure of the respiratory system PRS corresponds to the pressure exerted by the wall 

PW and by the lungs PL, while the change of volume ∆V of each part is similar when blood flow 

shifts are neglected: P = P + P (5) 
 ∆V = ∆V = ∆V (6) 

 

Figure 6. Interplay of the static volume and pressure in the respiratory system in a sitting 
position. Volume is represented on the y axis in % of vital capacity and pressure is represented 
on the x-axis in cmH2O. Volume-pressure of the lungs PL is represented with the blue curve, 
volume-pressure of the chest wall PW is represented with the green curve, and volume-pressure 
of the respiratory system PRS is represented with the red curve. Purple lines represent functional 
residual capacity (FRC), and the bottom line is VREL. Bold arrows represent inward and outward 
static forces of lung and chest wall. The pressure of 0 cmH2O serves as the reference point. The 
horizontal deviation between a given point on the curve and this reference point, quantifies the 
pressure exerted intrinsically by the passive components of the respiratory system at a given 
volume. Conversely, this horizontal deviation also represents the pressure required by the 
respiratory muscles to maintain the lungs at that volume, assuming the airways are open. Adapted 
from (Rahn et al., 1946). 
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It is important to acknowledge that for simplification purposes, the pressures are presented as 

single values, but they are not uniformly distributed among the different sites mainly due to gravity. 

Considering the sigmoidal shape of the pressure-volume curve, the central, more linear portion 

represents the optimal range of lung volume where the least amount of effort is required to breathe 

(Rahn et al., 1946). In this range, the relation is almost straight and the volume change per 1 cmH2O 

is -2% of FVC. At the onset of exercise, volume of each breath increases. However, it does not 

immediately shift to the upper ranges of the lung volume. This allows for a reserve capacity that 

can be tapped into later as exercise intensity increases. Thus, breathing around FRC during the 

beginning of exercise provides a mechanical advantage by balancing the opposing forces of the 

lungs and chest wall. Moreover, breathing at lower lung volumes during initial exercise enables 

more efficient functioning of respiratory muscles as they need to generate a relatively low pressure 

change to produce a given volumes change (i.e., highly compliant part of the respiratory system) 

(Rahn et al., 1946). 

 

 

2. Methods of evaluation of the ventilatory system 

 

a) Volume and flow measurements 

 

The structural design of the respiratory tract is functionally important because it determines lung 

volume and airflow rates. Notably, airway size is a main determinant of expiratory flow rates 

because it influences the resistance to flow in the lungs. For example, during vigorous expiration, 

expiratory flow rates will be lower if the airways are smaller (Mead et al., 1967). The analysis of 

lung volume and airflow rates refers to the evaluation of lung function which is key in determining 

an individual’s respiratory status (e.g., health or disease) and is particularly useful in tracking the 

decline of the pulmonary system with age. Spirometry is a physiological screening test that measures 

how an individual inhales and exhales. 

 

The forced vital capacity maneuver is the most used lung function test. Subjects are globally 

required to inhale as deeply as possible and to exhale maximally as forcefully as they can. Several 

important variables can be deduced from this test and provide information about lung volumes 

and expiratory flow rates of the participant (see Figure 7). The forced vital capacity (FVC) is 

expressed in liters and corresponds to the maximum volume of air exhaled with maximum force 
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after a complete inspiration. The forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) is expressed in 

liters and indicates the amount of air exhaled during the first second of the FVC maneuver. The 

peak expiratory flow (PEF) is expressed in liters per seconds and corresponds to the maximum 

flow at which the air was exhaled. PEF is linked to pleural pressure and is useful to assess the 

magnitude of effort during the initial portions of the maneuver. Instantaneous forced expiratory 

flows are expressed in liters per seconds and can be measured when X% of the FVC has been 

exhaled (FEFX%). The most commonly reported are FEF25, FEF50, FEF75 and the mean forced 

expiratory flow rate between 25% and 75% of FVC, FEF25-75. The maximal expiratory flow volume 

(MEFV) curve can be drawn from pulmonary function testing data. This curve can also be built 

from several FVC maneuvers performed at increasing effort across lung volumes to account for 

the phenomenon of thoracic gas compression (Guenette et al., 2010). 

 

 

 

Figure 7. MEFV curve and spirometry values of a young healthy male. The subject is a 
healthy young athlete of 20 years. Data presented were collected in our lab with the subject 
exhaling with maximally forced effort from total lung capacity to residual volume and inhaling 
with maximally forced effort from residual capacity to total lung volume. 

 

Variable Value 

FVC (L) 6.2 

PEF (L/s) 10.4 

FEV1 (L) 4.9 

FEF25 (L/s) 8.2 

FEF50 (L/s) 4.5 

FEF75 (L/s) 2.2 

FEF25-75 (L/s) 4.2 

Slope Ratio 1.2 

Dysanapsis ratio 0.14 
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It is also possible to assess non-mobilizable lung volumes (see Figure 8) during a body 

plethysmography. The residual volume (RV) is the amount of air remaining in the lungs after a 

maximal exhalation to prevent alveoli from collapsing. Once RV is known, it can be summed with 

FVC to obtain total lung capacity (TLC) which is the maximum volume of air the lungs can hold 

after a maximal inhalation. TLC is determined by the static balance between the elastic and muscle 

force of the respiratory system (Mead et al., 1967). The functional residual capacity (FRC) is the 

combined volume of RV and the expiratory reserve volume (ERV). Essentially, FRC represents 

the volume of air remaining in the lungs following a standard exhalation. The gases that persist in 

the lungs post-expiration serve two main purposes: they prevent the alveoli from collapsing and 

ensure the continuous oxygenation of the blood as it flows through the pulmonary capillaries 

during that phase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Interplay of lung volumes and capacities. The solid black and gray arrows indicate 
lung volumes and capacities respectively. TLC, Total Lung Capacity, total volume of the lungs 
representing the sum of all individual lung volumes ; FVC, Forced Vital Capacity, maximum 
volume of air that can be forcefully exhaled after a full inhalation ; RV, Residual Volume, amount 
of air remaining in the lungs after a full exhalation ; VT, Tidal Volume, volume of air inhaled or 
exhaled during regular breathing ; RV, Residual Volume, amount of air remaining in the lungs 
after a full exhalation ; FRC, Functional Residual Capacity, volume of air present in the lungs at 
the end of passive expiration ; IC, Inspiratory Capacity, maximum volume of air that can be 
inhaled after a normal exhalation ; IRV, Inspiratory Reserve Volume, amount of air that can be 
forcefully inhaled after a normal inhalation ; ERV, Expiratory Reserve Volume, amount of air 
that can be forcefully exhaled after a normal exhalation. Figure from (Lutfi, 2017). 
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Several complementary indices, although less commonly used, can be derived from lung function 

test measurements and have recently regained interest (Molgat-Seon et al., 2022). Individuals 

matched for lung volume do not necessarily have similar airway size and the mismatch of airway 

size to lung size is termed dysanapsis. This parameter can be non-invasively estimated using 

dysanapsis ratio (DR) (Mead, 1980). A lower dysanapsis ratio indicates smaller airways size relative 

to lung size. Dysanapsis ratio can be calculated as follow (Mead, 1980): 

 

Dysanapsis	Ratio = FEF(FVC × Pst(1) %)										 (7) 
 

where FVC corresponds to the forced vital capacity, FEF50 corresponds to the forced expiratory 

flow at 50% of FVC and Pst(1)50% corresponds to static recoil pressure at 50% of FVC. Pst(1)50% 

can be estimated with age using the following regression equation (Turner et al., 1968) : 

 Pst(1) % =	−0.056	 × age + 6.3038	 (8) 
 

When using the DR, some methodological considerations must be acknowledged. For example, it 

is important to note that static recoil assessment is a challenging measure for subjects and requires 

the use of an invasive esophageal balloon. Previous work reported that direct measurements of 

Pst(1)50% values showed a slight difference of ~1 cmH2O with estimated values while both 

measured and predicted DR were found to be very similar (Dominelli et al., 2012), but others 

recommended that all data should be measured rather than estimated (Stickford et al., 2021). 

Pst(1)50% values from equation (8) should therefore be used with caution. Nevertheless, although 

DR provides only a unitless index (usually between 0.1 and 0.6) of airway size relative to lung size, 

it can be easily derived from the MEFV curve and thus represents an accessible measure that can 

be used for further analysis of expiratory flow during exercise (Dominelli et al., 2011; Smith et al., 

2014). 

 

Further insight into airway characteristics can be obtained by quantifying the shape of the MEFV 

curve. The shape of the curve plays a crucial role because a more concave shape is indicative of 

smaller airways, while a more convex shape is indicative of larger airways. The curvilinearity of the 

MEFV curve can be calculated using the slope ratio (SR) according to previously detailed method 

(Dominelli et al., 2015a, 2016). To calculate the SR, a tangent line and a chord line must be drawn 

at 30 points of interest, calculated in 2% increments between 20% and 80% of FVC. This portion 

of the MEFV curve corresponds to the effort-independent portion of the MEFV curve and is not 
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influenced by increasing alveolar pressure (Mead, 1978). The tangent line must be drawn with a 

volume difference of 200 ml above and below the point of interest and the chord line corresponds 

to the line intersecting the point of interest and the end of the vital capacity (see Figure 9). The 

average SR value of each point of interest over the analyzed range of FVC and the global SR index 

can be reported. An SR value of 1 corresponds to a linear MEFV curve, while a value <1 indicates 

a smaller change in flow per volume unit resulting in a convex shape, and a value >1 indicates a 

larger change in flow per volume unit leading to a concave shape (Dominelli et al., 2015a, 2016; 

Klimenko et al., 2023). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Details of the method to determine slope ratio (SR) from a maximal expiratory 
flow volume (MEFV) curve. The purpose of the SR is to quantify the MEFV curvilinearity. 
Data presented illustrate the calculation of SR in a young healthy subject. Figure from (Dominelli et 
al., 2016). 

 

 

b) Pressure measurements 

 

To further characterize the ventilatory system, it is possible to measure the pressure generated by 

respiratory muscles. Notably, the pressure generated by the diaphragm can be measured from 

transdiaphragmatic pressure (Pdi) which is calculated by subtracting the esophageal pressure (Pes) 

from the gastric pressure (Pga). Pes and Pga are measured by one double-lumen catheter that opens 
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into two latex balloons positioned in the esophagus and in the stomach, respectively (“ATS/ERS 

Statement on Respiratory Muscle Testing,” 2002). This method is considered the gold standard for 

evaluating diaphragm pressure, but it is not a very accessible technique, and it is invasive for the 

participant. However, another more accessible and non-invasive assessment of inspiratory muscle 

pressure is available. The simplest assessment is the sniff nasal inspiratory pressure (SNIP) which 

requires placing a nasal olive in one nostril while leaving the other nostril free and performing a 

short, sharp sniff with maximal effort. Other objective non-invasive methods to evaluate 

respiratory muscle strength include measuring maximal inspiratory pressure (MIP) and maximal 

expiratory pressure (MEP). These assessments require the subject to forcefully inhale or exhale 

against a closed valve with a small leak for at least three seconds from RV or TLC, respectively.  

 

c) Mathematical modeling of the respiratory system 

The complex and hierarchical architecture of the lung provides a rich but challenging area of 

research that requires a cross-scale understanding of lung mechanics and advanced computational 

tools to effectively model lung biomechanics. Computational modeling of the lung is an active field 

of study that integrates computational advances with lung biophysics, biomechanics, physiology, 

and medical imaging to promote individualized diagnosis (Bates and Lutchen, 2005). 

Computational modeling provides a unique platform for integrating imaging, respiratory 

mechanics, and structure-function data measured at different length scales to understand, simulate, 

and predict lung dynamics (Pozin et al., 2017). For example, understanding the distribution of 

ventilation in different regions of the lung requires understanding the mechanics of airflow through 

the airways (Bates, 2009). And this can be done using a mathematical fractal tree model developed 

by Weibel (Weibel, 1962). More recent advances in generating the airway tree structure obtained 

the lung and proximal airway morphology from MRI scans and "synthetically" generated the distal 

airway tree structure using a space-filling algorithm and lung morphology (Tawhai et al., 2004). 

Overall, mathematical modeling allows access to deeper areas of the lung that would be very 

difficult to image, and this offers the possibility of having access to new variables useful in the field 

of respiratory physiology. 
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3. The normal ventilatory system response during 

exercise 

 

 

a) The ventilatory challenge during exercise 

 

During a light or moderate exercise at a constant workload, minute ventilation (V̇E) first increases 

rapidly from rest (phase I), then increases slowly in an exponential fashion (phase II), before 

reaching a steady state (phase III) within 3 minutes (Casaburi et al., 1989; Whipp et al., 1982). 

Oxygen uptake (V̇O ) and carbon dioxide production (V̇CO ) follow a similar pattern (Casaburi et 

al., 1989; Whipp et al., 1982). V̇E closely follows the increase in CO2 production associated with 

exercise to maintain a stable ratio of alveolar ventilation to CO2 production and arterial partial 

pressure of CO2 (PaCO2) (Dempsey et al., 2020).	Therefore, from rest up to the second ventilatory 

threshold, PaCO2 and arterial oxygen pressure (PaO2), change minimally (Forster et al., 2012). As 

exercise intensity increases, hydrogen ions are produced with the increase of the role of the 

anaerobic metabolism which complements more and more aerobic metabolism. To maintain 

homeostasis, these ions are buffered by the bicarbonate system which produces CO2. The ensuing 

hyperventilatory response, results in an inflection point in the previously linear relation between 

ventilation and CO2 production (Whipp, 1994) which means that the ventilatory equivalent of CO2 

(V̇E/V̇CO ) increases until exhaustion (Casaburi et al., 1989).  In addition, during heavy exercise 

pulmonary gas exchange becomes less efficient and the alveolar-arterial difference in partial 

pressure of oxygen (i.e., PAO2 - PaO2) increases (Asmussen and Nielsen, 1960; Whipp and 

Wasserman, 1969). The hyperventilatory response maintains PaO2, homeostasis, and prevents 

arterial hypoxemia in most cases, which illustrates that the lungs of most healthy individuals are 

well designed to meet the demands of heavy exercise (Asmussen et al., 1965; Asmussen and 

Nielsen, 1960; Forster et al., 2012). This is a remarkable achievement considering the impressive 

ventilatory response required to maintain PaCO2 homeostasis during exercise (see Table 1). In fact, 

the level of minute ventilation must increase by ~20-fold above resting values (e.g., from 6 to 115 

L.min-1, see Table 1) to accomplish this when the typical untrained individual reaches V̇O 	 . In 

endurance trained individuals, the magnitude of ventilation level that must be achieved is even 

greater and can rise to 30-fold the level of resting values (e.g., from 6 to 183 L.min-1, see Table 1).  
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Table 1. Mean values of healthy untrained and trained individuals cardiorespiratory 

response across work rates. V̇O 	, oxygen consumption; V̇CO 	, carbon dioxide output; V̇E, 

minute ventilation minute; V̇A, alveolar ventilation; VT, tidal volume, fR, breathing frequency; 
VD/VT, dead space to tidal volume ratio; EELV, end expiratory lung volume as a percentage of 
total lung capacity; PaO2, arterial PO2; PAO2, alveolar PO2; PaCO2, arterial PCO2; A-aDO2, 
alveolar to arterial oxygen partial pressure difference; SaO2, arterial oxyhemoglobin saturation; V̇ /Q̇, global ventilation to perfusion ratio; Q̇, cardiac output; PCBV, pulmonary capillary blood 
volume; transit time, mean pulmonary capillary transit time; PAP, mean pulmonary artery 
pressure; PAWP, pulmonary artery wedge pressure; PVR, pulmonary vascular resistance. Group 
A experiences little arterial hypoxemia while Group B experiences substantial hypoxemia in 
heavy intensity exercise. Table from Dempsey and Jacques (2015). 

 

The mechanical and metabolic cost of maintaining adequate alveolar ventilation during exercise 

can be substantial and increase exponentially as a function of V̇E (Dominelli et al., 2015). The work 

of breathing (WOB) is the product of pressure and volume for each breath and corresponds to the 

energy necessary to perform tidal ventilation over a set unit of time (Molgat-Seon et al., 2019). 

During incremental graded exercise, the WOB increases linearly and then exponentially as a 

function of V̇E (see Figure 10). The total WOB can be partitioned into viscoelastic and resistive 

components. Viscoelastic WOB represents the work required to overcome the viscous resistance 

offered by the lung tissues to deformation and by the respiratory tract to the laminar flow of air, 

whereas resistive WOB reflects the work required to overcome the resistance to turbulent air flow 
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(Otis et al., 1950). The increasing WOB requires an increasing use of different respiratory muscle 

to meet those demands. High levels of ventilation and WOB are also associated with an oxygen 

cost of breathing up to 15% of V̇O 	  and respiratory muscles must compete for available cardiac 

output with other working skeletal muscles (Aaron et al., 1992; Dempsey et al., 2006; Harms et al., 

1997, p. 199; Vogiatzis et al., 2009). Specifically, both younger and older females have a higher cost 

to breathe than their male counterparts during moderate and high-intensity exercise and older 

individuals incur a higher cost to breathing than younger individuals for a given absolute V̇E (see 

Figure 10) (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). Despite the substantial metabolic and energetic cost of high 

levels of ventilation, the ventilatory system is able to meet the metabolic demand of high-intensity 

exercise and seems overbuilt, at least in untrained individuals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Ventilatory work and respiratory muscle �̇�𝐎𝟐 during exercise of increasing 

intensity plotted as a function of  𝐕�̇� for sedentary men, active young females, and 
trained young and older men. The increasing ventilation level required by high-intensity 

exercise requires substantial ventilatory work and respiratory muscle V̇O 	.  Figure adapted from 
Johnson and Dempsey, 1991. 
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b)   The control of breathing 

 

All the above-mentioned responses are carefully regulated. Preventing hypercapnia and hypoxemia 

when V̇E and increase up to 15-20 times resting values, represents a remarkable adaptation. This 

performance is made possible by feedforward and feedback regulatory mechanisms. 

 

Neural feed forward is the signal generated in the brain that initiates exercise-induced hyperpnea 

and facilitates appropriate ventilation in anticipation of the increased oxygen demand and carbon 

dioxide production (Forster et al., 2012). Both animal and human studies have shown that 

descending drive from supraspinal areas increases cardiac and respiratory function with exercise 

intensity (Eldridge et al., 1981; Ryan and Waldrop, 1995; Waldrop and Iwamoto, 2006). In a rodent 

model, when the hypothalamus and midbrain were electrically or chemically stimulated, ventilation 

increased similarly to exercise, and this respiratory response persisted after paralysis, indicating that 

this response was not induced by muscle contraction (Dimitrijevic et al., 1998; Viala and Freton, 

1983; Wagner and Eldridge, 1991). It has also been shown that activation of cell bodies in the 

hypothalamic locomotor region is sufficient to elicit a cardiorespiratory response (Waldrop and 

Iwamoto, 2006). In addition, some studies involving hypothalamic lesions have reported no or a 

blunted cardiorespiratory response to exercise (Ordway et al., 1989; Waldrop and Iwamoto, 2006). 

Investigating the contribution of feedforward central command to exercise hyperpnea is very 

challenging in humans. Therefore, only indirect evidence reported the involvement of midbrain 

and cortical sites in this command (Asmussen et al., 1965). During mild exercise, an increased 

activity in the mesencephalic structure (i.e., periaqueductal gray - PAG) was also found to be 

associated with small increases in ventilation when electrodes were implanted in patients with 

movement disorders (Paterson, 2014). This structure was presented as a key element of the 

subcortical neural circuitry of central command mechanisms regulating exercise hyperpnea 

(Paterson, 2014). Overall, neural feedforward plays a crucial role in efficiently adjusting oxygen 

supply and carbon dioxide removal and preventing a rapid decrease in pH levels during the 

initiation of exercise (Asmussen et al., 1965; Eldridge et al., 1981; Goodwin et al., 1972; Green and 

Paterson, 2008; Williamson et al., 2006). Central command is, at least in part, an anticipatory 

response, as demonstrated by cardiorespiratory responses occurring prior to, during, or shortly 

after the onset of exercise (Matsukawa, 2012; Secher, 2009). 

 

While brain centers may be a critical factor driving hyperpnea during mild to moderate exercise, 

respiratory neural control also relies on feedback. The ventilatory response to exercise is closely 
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linked to the metabolic demand and aims to maintain PaO2 and PaCO2 levels within a narrow 

range (Forster et al., 2012). Neural feedback is the signal that reaches the brainstem respiratory 

neurons via spinal afferents (Forster et al., 2012). Chemical feedback of arterial gas content is 

provided by central and peripheral chemoreceptors located within the medulla oblongata 

(Loeschcke et al., 1963; Nattie and Li, 2009) and carotid body (Heymans et al., 1930), respectively. 

It should be noted that there is interaction between peripheral and central chemoreceptors as 

demonstrated in an unanesthetized, intact canine model (Blain et al., 2010). When the output of 

carotid body chemoreceptors was inhibited, the gain of the central chemoreceptor ventilatory 

response to CO2 decreased significantly. However, when the carotid body chemoreceptors were 

stimulated, the gain of the response was significantly increased (Blain et al., 2010). Thus, there is a 

synergistic effect of inputs from peripheral chemoreceptors on the central chemoreceptor response 

to CO2, which modulates the overall ventilatory response. Ventilation is controlled not only by the 

production of CO2 but also by the level of O2 in the arterial blood, as evidenced by changes in 

ventilatory response under conditions of hyperoxia (Ryan and Waldrop, 1995). 

In addition, feedback from group III-IV muscle afferents significantly contribute to both exercise 

hyperpnea and to the hyperventilatory response during heavy intensity exercise (Amann et al., 2009; 

Haouzi et al., 1999). Group III-IV muscle afferents are nerve fibers activated by receptors located 

within the interstitial space and within muscle blood vessel walls which are sensible to mechanical 

strain and metabolite accumulation (Zhang et al., 2015). Their role was initially suggested while 

examining the ventilatory responses to hindlimb contraction in anesthetized cats (Coote et al., 1971; 

McCloskey and Mitchell, 1972). In the healthy human, the limb locomotor muscle group III-IV 

afferents can be studied by specifically attenuating (50-60 %, Hureau 2018) their tonic input with 

an intrathecal infusion of fentanyl, a m-opioid receptor agonist. Fentanyl injection has no effect on 

resting ventilation, the ventilatory response to CO2, or muscle strength (Amann et al., 2009). During 

moderate-intensity steady state exercise, partial blockade of group III-IV muscle afferents resulted 

in a reduction in breathing frequency and ventilation, resulting in an elevated end-tidal CO2 

pressure (PETCO2) and a decreased arterial O2 saturation (SaO2). This reduced ventilatory response 

and significant CO2 retention demonstrate the role of muscle afferents in regulating ventilation 

during exercise (Amann et al., 2006). It is important to note that other receptors located in the lung 

parenchyma can be stimulated by mechanical stimuli (i.e., stretch) and play a role in the control of 

breathing (Barlett et al., 1976). 

 

Overall, when dealing with increased gas transport demands during exercise, ventilation is 

meticulously orchestrated by the feedback and feedforward components of the neural respiratory 
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control network which drive alveolar ventilation in proportion to CO2 production while 

minimizing elastic and resistive loads on the respiratory muscles and ensuring optimal O2 transport. 

Thus, hyperpnea precisely and efficiently adjusts to ventilatory demand. Therefore, in healthy 

humans, the ventilatory system is designed to successfully meet the demands placed on it during 

exercise, which is a remarkable achievement given the significant demands placed on it during 

prolonged, high-intensity exercise. As such, the ventilatory system is generally considered as 

“overbuilt” (Dempsey et al., 2006). However, previous work has identified several circumstances 

in which the ventilatory system may not be able to meet these demands like in athletes or master 

athletes for example. 

  

 

c) Breathing pattern during exercise 
  

The rise in V̇E during exercise occurs through increases in both breathing frequency (BF) and tidal 

volume (VT). At the onset of exercise VT expands in the inspiratory and expiratory reserve 

volumes while BF only increases slightly. The initial increase of VT instead of the increase of BF, 

reduces dead space ventilation and favors effective alveolar ventilation (VA). With the increase in 

exercise intensity, VT reaches a plateau when it corresponds to ~50-60% of vital capacity. 

Increasing VT to a greater extent would not be advantageous for the ventilatory system because it 

would place substantial load on the respiratory muscles and increase the cost of breathing. Further 

increase in V̇E thus results from an increase in BF, itself achieved via reductions in both inspiratory 

and expiratory time (Ti and Te, respectively) (Sheel and Romer, 2012). During intense exercise, 

expiratory time (Te) decreases more than inspiratory time (Ti), leading to an increase in inspiratory 

duty cycle (Ti/TTOT) from 0.4 at rest to 0.55 during maximal exercise (McParland et al., 1992). At 

the onset of exercise, VT increases due to expiratory muscle contraction, reducing end-expiratory 

lung volume (EELV) below functional residual capacity (FRC). Breathing at a lower EELV enables 

the diaphragm to work near its optimal length for force generation (Rahn et al., 1946). In addition, 

VT is heightened on the most compliant segment of the respiratory system pressure volume 

relationship (see Figure 6) where the least amount of pressure is needed to increase lung volume 

(Rahn et al., 1946). As exercise intensity increases, the increase in VT is attributed to the rise in 

end-inspiratory lung volume (EILV). During high-intensity exercise, EELV may increase towards, 

or at times exceed, resting values (i.e., dynamic hyperinflation, see Figure 10). Breathing at such 

high operating lung volumes enables to achieve greater expiratory flow rates and to compensates 

for expiratory flow limitation (EFL, further discussed later). However, breathing at higher 
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operating lung volume also increases the strain on the inspiratory muscles (Pellegrino et al., 1993). 

Indeed, dynamic hyperinflation is associated with a distortion of the thorax and puts the respiratory 

muscles in a non-optimal length to generate force. This increases the cost of their contraction and 

may result in a faster development of respiratory muscle fatigue (Aliverti, 2008; Guenette et al., 

2010).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Typical changes in breathing pattern and dynamic hyperinflation during 
exercise in untrained and trained individuals. With light to heavy exercise the increase in 
ventilation is achieved by increasing breathing frequency and tidal volume. Tidal volume 

increases by encroaching on the expiratory and inspiratory reserve volumes. VĖ, VT and BF are 
all higher and maximal exercise end-expiratory lung volume is increased to near resting values 
demonstrating dynamic hyperinflation. Figure from Dempsey and Jacques, 2015.  
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4. Expiratory flow limitation during exercise 

  

 

a) Definition and mechanisms of EFL 

 

Maximum expiratory flow is strongly influenced by the recoil force of the parenchyma, which pulls 

the airway wall outward. This maintains airway pressure above the thoracic pressures, keeping the 

airways open. Nevertheless, the airways are not entirely rigid, making them susceptible to collapse 

during vigorous expiration. Indeed, at its simplest level, flow limitation can be understood in terms 

of the viscous effects of gas flowing along a collapsible airway (Wilson et al., 1986) as illustrated by 

Figure 12. The expiratory muscles apply a positive pressure to increase the alveolar pressure (PA) 

and the pressure outside of the airway (pleural pressure, Ppl). 

The resulting pressure gradient from PA to the airway opening (Pao) drives flow down the airway. 

However, the compliant conduit tends to constrict with the increasing transmural pressure across 

its walls (Bates, 2009). As a result, the pressure within the conduit decreases from PA at its distal 

end to Pao at its proximal end, and the transmural pressure grows along the airway from Ppl – PA 

to Ppl – Pao (Bates and Lutchen, 2005). The increase in Ppl leads to higher upstream driving 

pressure, which in turn increases flow. Conversely, it also narrows the conduit, increasing its 

resistance and decreasing flow (see Figure 12). These effects are balanced but if the airway collapses, 

flow will not be able to increase despite further increase in Ppl and expiratory flow will become 

limited. 

From a purely physical point of view, the fractal shape (i.e., exhibits the property of self-similarity 

at different length scales of evaluations) of the human lungs enables efficient airflow. Nevertheless, 

even a slight bronchial narrowing can have significant negative consequences (Mauroy et al., 2004). 

A constriction causes a significant increase in the overall resistance of the tree. For instance, a 4% 

reduction in the ratio of diameter to length between successive generations (i.e., the homothetic 

ratio) would increase the resistance of a simple airway tube by only 15%, while nearly doubling the 

resistance of the tree (Mauroy et al., 2004). This result implies that airway collapse with EFL could 

lead to a steep increase in the resistance of the bronchial tree. 
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measurement is then expressed relative to the tidal volume and determines the level of ventilatory 

constraint (Derchak et al., 2000; Guenette et al., 2010; Walls et al., 2002). While this approach offers 

multiple benefits, certain methodological errors may impact the extent of EFL typically observed 

in humans during exercise. Guenette et al., (2010) emphasize the significance of considering 

thoracic gas compression by directing participants to perform expirations from total lung capacity 

to residual volume at varying levels of exertion. Indeed, his study confirmed that maximal 

expiratory flows for a given lung volume can differ when considering thoracic gas compression 

(Guenette et al., 2010). In addition, Previous work has demonstrated increased MEFV curves after 

exercise (Guenette et al., 2010), indicating that bronchodilation continues post-exercise. Guenette 

et al., (2010) showed that post exercise bronchodilatation, combined with thoracic gas 

compression, significantly influence EFL and must be considered. Importantly, this method is 

critically dependent on an accurate measurement of inspiratory capacity (IC, i.e., maximal 

inspiration from FRC to TLC) to track changes in EELV (Guenette et al., 2013). Moreover, when 

TLC and static recoil were measured during progressive steady-state cycling exercise, they did not 

differ significantly from rest to maximal intensities confirming that the use of inspiratory capacity 

maneuvers is appropriate to estimate changes in operating lung volume during exercise (Babb and 

Rodarte, 1991; Younes and Kivinen, 1984).  

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Expiratory flow limitation during exercise in a male master athlete. Maximal 
expiratory flow volume (MEFV, thick line) and expiratory tidal flow volume curves (thin lines) 
at rest and at different stages of a maximal and graded cycling exercise in a representative subject. 
Expiratory flow limitation (EFL) was first experienced at 85% of peak power output (PPO) and 
EFL severity increased from 27.5% to 43.7% at peak exercise in this example. Figure illustrates 
data recorded from our lab. 
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A better insight into the determinants of EFL can be derived from indices of the MEFV curves. 

The dysanapsis ratio (DR), depicted earlier, which is indicative of the mismatch between airway 

size and lung size, has been identified as a determinant of EFL in young women and men 

(Dominelli et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2014). Authors found that a lower DR (i.e., smaller airways 

relative to lung size) was associated with a greater propensity towards EFL. In addition, the slope 

ratio (SR) also appears as a predictor of EFL. In fact, Molgat-Seon et al., (2018) conducted a 

multiple logistic regression model on 126 healthy young men and women and found that exercise-

induced EFL was primarily associated with indices of maximal expiratory flow such as FEF2575 and 

SR. Therefore, healthy individuals with a more concave MEFV curve may be more susceptible of 

experiencing EFL during exercise. 

 

 

b) Functional consequences of EFL 

 

EFL can lead to various secondary effects. Upon its onset, EELV may rise towards or surpass the 

resting levels, leading to dynamic hyperinflation (Johnson et al., 1992). Initially, this hyperinflation 

is beneficial as it allows an increase in expiratory flow (Pellegrino et al., 1993). However, this is also 

associated with an increased work of breathing because breathing at high lung volumes elevates the 

elastic strain on the inspiratory muscles, due to lower dynamic lung compliance (Agostoni and 

Rahn, 1960). Therefore, dynamic hyperinflation leads to a reduction in the length of the inspiratory 

muscles, which causes them to contract from a shorter length (i.e., non-optimal length). This can 

potentially increase the cost of breathing (Aaron et al., 1992). Additionally, the diaphragm has to 

contract while being too stretched which may cause relative ischemia and contribute to their fatigue 

(Bellemare and Bigland-Ritchie, 1984). It is worth noting that higher EELV has been observed in 

the absence of expiratory flow limitation (EFL) (Mota et al., 1999), suggesting that breathing at 

higher lung volumes may be initiated to prevent dynamic airway compression. EFL and dynamic 

hyperinflation have been found to exacerbate dyspnea, or breathing discomfort (Molgat-Seon et 

al., 2018), cause hypercapnia (Aliverti, 2008) and impair exercise performance (Wilkie et al., 2015). 

During typical exercise, CaO2 is maintained within a narrow range despite the greater PAO2-PaO2. 

However, with EFL, arterial blood gas homeostasis is not always maintained, and it can lead to 

exercise induced arterial hypoxemia (EIAH) (Prefaut et al., 1994). For example, the fall of pulse 

arterial O2 saturation (SpO2) below resting levels has been observed near maximum exercise in fit 

athletes and not in sedentary individuals (Prefaut et al., 2000). The precise cause of this fall in 
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arterial PO2 or SpO2 is unclear but available data suggest that it relates to relative alveolar 

hypoventilation, ventilation-perfusion inequality and diffusion limitation (Prefaut et al., 2000). 

EFL does not necessarily lead to dynamic hyperinflation and EIAH. Another potential important 

consequence of EFL is the additional load it imposes on the ventilatory system. As depicted in 

Figure 10, higher levels of ventilation are associated with an elevated WOB and cost of breathing. 

The combination of higher levels of ventilation, and EFL could amplify these demands by 

increasing resistance to airflow. Previous work using an idealized model of the lungs indicated that 

even a slight narrowing of the airways may cause a significant increase in the overall resistance of 

the lungs. For example, a 4% reduction in the ratio of diameter to length between successive 

generations would nearly double the resistance in the lungs (Mauroy et al., 2004). Therefore, airway 

narrowing associated with EFL may result in a steep increase in the resistance of the whole 

bronchial tree thereby putting additional demand on the respiratory muscles. As illustrated by figure 

15, an increasing demand on the respiratory muscles may have systemic consequences and redirect 

blood flow towards the respiratory muscles at the expense of locomotor muscles (Harms et al., 

2000). Therefore, EFL may amplify the competition for blood flow between respiratory and 

locomotor muscles, but further investigation is still required to confirm precisely this claim. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Effect of respiratory muscle work during exercise on cardiac output.  LO, 
NORM, HI, refer to the relative levels of work of breathing during high intensity exercise under 
normal physiological conditions, with added resistive loads ("HI") and during unloading of the 
respiratory muscles with mechanical ventilation ("LO"). The top of each bar indicates total 
cardiac output, and each bar is divided into blood flow to the limbs and to the rest of the body. 
The estimated distribution of blood flow to the limb musculature and respiratory muscles is 
shown in the pie chart. Figure from Dempsey and Jacques, 2015. 
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Healthy and highly trained endurance athletes represent a special case. Among these individuals, 

the substantial hyperventilatory response to strenuous exercise leads to mechanical constraint, in 

such a way that the elevated ventilatory demand is not matched by the capacity of the airways for 

flow and volume (see Figure 15). Athletes demonstrate a heightened capacity to transport and 

utilize oxygen enabling them to reach higher exercising work rates and necessitating a greater 

maximal ventilatory response compared to untrained counterparts (Johnson et al., 1999). However, 

despite increased demand during exercise, lung capacity is similar between trained and untrained 

individuals (Dempsey et al., 2008b; Reuschlein et al., 1968). In fact, neither fitness level nor 

endurance training has been shown to affect lung function (Johnson et al., 1992; McClaran et al., 

1995). In this context, the respiratory system may no longer be overbuilt to meet the demand 

associated with heavy exercise. The fact that endurance training does not have a positive effect on 

the pulmonary system in healthy humans is supported for example by the lack of modification in 

lung diffusion capacity and pulmonary capillary blood volume after 5 months of aerobic training 

(Reuschlein et al., 1968). Additionally, lung volumes and airway diameters do not adjust with 

training, and, as a result, the increased demand for flow rate often exceeds the airways flow capacity. 

Therefore, the high demands of intense physical activity may lead endurance athletes to reach the 

ceiling of their respiratory system, ultimately hindering their ability to further increase expiratory 

flow. 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Limiting factor to exercise performance in untrained and trained individuals. 

In untrained individuals with a V̇O 	 	of 40 mL.min-1.kg-1, exercise performance is limited by 
the ability of the cardiac system to deliver O2 to the exercising muscles and the respiratory 

system is overbuilt for the demand. However, athletes who have a V̇O 	  of 40 mL.min-1.kg-1 
due to their increased maximal stroke volume, Hb mass, circulating blood volume, and 
locomotor muscle aerobic capacity, the respiratory system may become underbuilt. This change 
in limiting factors is notably due to the lack of plasticity of the lungs to endurance training.  
Adapted from (Dempsey, 1986). 
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c) Influence of biological sex 

 

Biological sex is important when considering the ventilatory response to exercise. For example, 

when matched for height, women have smaller lungs and lower maximum expiratory flows than 

men and even when matched for lung size, women have smaller large conducting airways (i.e., 

generations 0-5) than men (Sheel et al., 2009). Given these sex differences, healthy young women 

appear to be predisposed to greater mechanical ventilatory constraint during exercise compared 

with men. For a given V̇E, women exhibited a higher WOB than men and it was suggested to be 

due to the differences in the resistive WOB, because the viscoelastic WOB is similar between men 

and women (Dominelli et al., 2015; Molgat-Seon et al., 2019). This indicated that biological sex 

differences in the WOB likely relate to sex differences in airway morphology (Mead, 1980; Sheel et 

al., 2009; Dominelli et al., 2018). In addition, women have been shown to exhibit a higher cost of 

breathing for a given ventilation level (Dominelli et al., 2018). 

Studies conducted on female endurance athletes (≥ 55 mL.min-1.kg-1) showed that they were more 

prone to experiencing EFL during exercise compared to their male counterparts (Guenette et al., 

2007; McClaran et al., 1998). This suggests that sex may impact the ability to meet ventilatory 

demands when individuals use a substantial portion of their ventilatory capacity. Yet, these findings 

are not consistent with other results (Molgat-Seon et al., 2022), based on a larger sample size, where 

was reported a similar incidence of EFL between males and females, even among those with the 

highest levels of aerobic fitness. Research on young adults with different fitness characteristics 

demonstrated similar EFL levels regardless of biological sex during exercise (Dominelli et al., 

2015b; Molgat-Seon et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2014). Additionally, in their recent multivariate 

analysis of 126 healthy males and females with varying fitness levels, Molgat-Seon and colleagues 

(Molgat-Seon et al., 2022) reported that 53% of healthy young men and 45% of women had a 

comparable incidence of EFL suggesting equal ability between males and females to meet the 

ventilatory demands during exercise.  
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5. The ventilatory limitation to exercise capacity in the 

master athlete 

 

As shown in Figure 16, the lungs go through a period of growth and maturation during the first 

two decades of life, reaching peak lung function around the age of 20 years in women and 25 years 

in men, and then remain stable from age 20 to 35 before beginning to decline. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The decline in respiratory function with age is primarily due to changes in the properties of the 

lung and chest wall tissues. Specifically, the main alterations appear to be due to the loss of elastic 

recoil of the lung which is caused by alterations in the supporting connective tissue (Gibson et al., 

1976; Pierce and Ebert, 1965; Turner et al., 1968). This may be caused by changes in elastin and 

collagen content, which are the predominant structural proteins in the lung (Krumpe, 1985). The 

loss of elastic recoil leads to a leftward shift of the pressure-volume curve and a dynamic narrowing 

or closure of the airways in a context of forced expiration, increasing resistance in the bronchial 

tree (Johnson et al., 1994; Molgat-Seon et al., 2019; Roman et al., 2016). In addition, the aging 

process affects the thoracic structure. There is a marked reduction in the intervertebral space and 

Figure 16.  Evolution of the predicted FEV1 across age. Red line represents the predicted 
FEV1 for individuals who are >60 years of age, which is the age at which master athletes were 
recruited in this thesis. Figure adapted from (Sharma and Goodwin, 2006). 
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increased stiffness of the thoracic cage with the calcification of the rib cage due to osteoporosis 

(Rizzato and Marazzini, 1970). This alteration of the costal cartilage distorts the thorax, reduces the 

mobility of the rib cage and limits its ability to expand during inspiration (Estenne et al., 1985; 

Janssens, 2005; Knudson et al., 1977). These age-related changes in the ventilatory system have 

significant consequences on operational lung volumes. They result in a decrease in vital capacity 

with concomitant increases in residual volume, physiological dead space and resting FRC. Changes 

in the intervertebral spaces result in decreased height and may account for some decrease in TLC 

reported in the elderly (Sharma and Goodwin, 2006). The combination of reduced connective 

tissue and a distorted thorax also affects the compliance of the chest wall. This affects the ability 

of the diaphragm to generate pressure, and leads to a reduction in maximal expiratory flow 

(Janssens, 2005). The structural and functional changes in the respiratory system associated with 

healthy aging alter the mechanics of breathing during exercise (Janssens et al., 1999; Roman et al., 

2016). For example, healthy aging is known to result in an increase in WOB for a given ventilation 

level (Johnson and Dempsey, 1991). Molgat-Seon et al. (2019) applied a modeling approach to 

physiological data to address the question of whether aging may differentially affect WOB and 

found a significant effect of age on the resistive and viscoelastic components of WOB. However, 

in untrained individuals, the respiratory system is unlikely to be a major limitation to maximal 

exercise performance, because the 35-40% reduction in FEV1 is accompanied by a 40% reduction 

in V̇O 	 . 

On the other hand, master athletes are a special case among the elderly. Highly trained elderly 

subjects, whose trainable cardiovascular system and muscle metabolic capacity allow to reach a V̇O 	 	of 40-60mL.min-1.kg-1 range, require ventilation levels in the range of 100-130 L.min-1 

(Johnson et al., 1994, Trappe et al., 2013). This substantial demand on their aging ventilatory system 

may result in an imbalance between O2 transport demand and respiratory system capacity. Some, 

but not all, cross-sectional comparisons between trained and untrained elderly subjects show 

superior lung function in the trained subjects (Babb, 1997; Hagberg et al., 1988; Johnson et al., 

1991, 1994; McClaran et al., 1995). In addition, a 7-year longitudinal study showed that habitual 

exercise training did not provide a protective effect against age-related declines in lung function at 

rest and during exercise in the sixth and seventh decades (McClaran et al., 1995). Thus, the available 

evidence, although limited, suggests that the lungs of older athletes, like their younger counterparts, 

are not trainable, whereas the cardiovascular, hematological, and muscular systems remain highly 

trainable. Thus, a significant number of trained older adults experience respiratory limitations to 

high-intensity exercise. The major difference in the master athlete is that these limitations occur at 

much lower relative metabolic demands than in their younger counterparts.  
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EXERCISE INDUCED 

NEUROMUSCULAR FATIGUE 

 

The higher ventilatory demand and the ventilatory constraints found in athletes places substantial 

load on respiratory muscles. This may increase respiratory muscle fatigue. In turn, evidence suggest 

that inspiratory or expiratory muscles fatigue accelerate the development of locomotor muscle 

fatigue during high-intensity exercise which may impair exercise performance (Romer et al., 2006). 

 

1. Definition of neuromuscular fatigue  

In everyday language, fatigue is a debilitating symptom that leads to a decline in task performance 

or an increase in the perception of the difficulty to execute this task owing to a state of weakness 

and/or exhaustion. Many studies on fatigue have divided this concept into distinct areas such as 

mental, psychological, cognitive, and perceived fatigue or physical, physiological, and muscle 

fatigue. In sport science research, fatigue mainly used to refer to the decrease of performance and 

was defined as the inability to maintain a given force level (Edwards, 1981) or to keep exercising at 

a given intensity (Booth and Thomason, 1991). Although uncomplete, these definitions already 

highlighted the close interplay between fatigue and exercise performance. More recently, Enoka & 

Duchateau (2016) proposed a classification adapted from (Kluger et al., 2013) that distinguishes 

the subjective sensation of fatigue (i.e., perceived fatigability) and the objective changes in 

performance (i.e., performance fatigability) with both indicators being tightly associated with each 

other (see Figure 17).  

This thesis aims at studying limitation to exercise induced by high-intensity exercise (> 85% V̇O 	 ), and we focused on the neuromuscular aspect of exercise-induced fatigue. 

Neuromuscular fatigue can be defined as “any exercise-induced reduction in the ability to exert 

muscle force or power, regardless of whether or not the task can be sustained” (Bigland-Ritchie 

and Woods, 1984). Fatigue is reversible by rest and should be distinguished from muscle weakness, 

which refers to an impaired capacity to generate force (NHLBI workshop, 1990). Neuromuscular 

fatigue is thus typically classified into two interdependent components: peripheral fatigue, which 

occurs downstream of the neuromuscular junction within the muscle itself, and central fatigue, 

which occurs upstream of the neuromuscular junction and involves the spinal and supraspinal 
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subdivisions of the central nervous system (CNS) (Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984; Gandevia, 

2001). Understanding the influence of neuromuscular fatigue on exercise performance is essential 

to improve training strategies, prevent injuries associated with fatigue, and develop effective fatigue 

management techniques. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Methodology of neuromuscular fatigue 
 
 

Neuromuscular fatigue is associated with a decline in exercise performance and an impaired ability 

to generate force. The reduction in maximal force production is a standard measure to objectively 

assess the level of exercise-induced fatigue. Furthermore, analyzing the muscles' activation level 

also provides valuable insights into the changes caused by fatigue. Various methods exist to 

quantify those aspects and evaluate both the level of neuromuscular fatigue, and its corresponding 

mechanisms. A synthetic presentation is proposed below to illustrate the potential of these 

methods in distinguishing the peripheral component from the central component.  

 

 

Figure 17. Taxonomy of fatigue from an integrative perspective. Fatigue is a debilitating 
symptom that can be divided into perceived fatigability and performance fatigability. Each 
attribute can further be subdivided into two parts which are influenced by various factors. In 
this thesis we will focus on the “performance fatigability” part of this taxonomy. Adapted from 
(Enoka and Duchateau, 2016). 
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a) Maximal force production  
 
The maximum voluntary force is typically measured through a maximum voluntary isometric 

contraction (MViC) using a calibrated load cell attached to an ergometer. The decrease in peak 

force from pre- to post-fatiguing effort is then calculated and serves as an objective measure of the 

overall neuromuscular fatigue (i.e., central and peripheral) instigated by exercise. When performed 

rigorously (i.e., familiarization, visual feedback, and vigorous encouragement) (Gandevia, 2001), 

MViC has been shown to vary only by 3.5% (Place et al., 2007) and 4.3% (Tofari et al., 2016) 

between sessions separated by 3 days and by 9.7% (Todd et al., 2004) when sessions were separated 

by a week. However, this measurement does not enable for further interpretation of the underlying 

physiological processes impacted by the strenuous activity (Allen et al., 2008; Bigland-Ritchie and 

Woods, 1984; Enoka and Duchateau, 2016; Gandevia, 2001). Therefore, additional measures are 

necessary to accurately quantify the implicated mechanisms. 

 

b) Measurement of peripheral fatigue 
 

Measuring peripheral fatigue enables to investigate the consequences of alterations occurring 

within the muscle (downstream of the neuromuscular junction). To evaluate the capacity of the 

muscle to generate force independently of voluntary activation (i.e., located upstream of the 

neuromuscular junction), the latter must be circumvented. Thus, muscle contraction can be elicited 

by percutaneous electrical stimulation of a motor nerve (Merton, 1954). This thesis specifically 

examines quadriceps fatigue and, therefore, stimulation of the femoral nerve is used. It is located 

on the femoral triangle a few centimeters below the inguinal ligament (Verges et al., 2009). To 

ensure complete spatial recruitment of motor units even with reduced motoneuron excitability, the 

stimulation intensity must exceed the intensity threshold that generates the highest peak force (i.e., 

supramaximal). This threshold is determined by gradually increasing the intensity of the stimulation 

during each evoked contraction, until reaching a plateau on the force signal and the amplitude of 

M-wave from the electromyography signal (EMG) (see Figure 19) (Lepers, 2010; Neyroud et al., 

2014). Once this plateau is reached, the intensity of the stimulation should be increased to reach 

120% to 150% of the threshold intensity (Lagerquist and Collins, 2010) The motor nerve can also 

be depolarized using magnetic stimulation which is less painful for the participants but have a lower 

maximal level of stimulation (Verges et al., 2009). In some participants, the intensity of the 

stimulation might not allow a complete spatial recruitment of motor units and in this case, the 

assessment cannot be rigorously performed. The magnetic field is also wider and less precise 
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compared to an electrode, which may lead to the stimulation of antagonist muscles (Wragg et al., 

1994). 

 

Whether magnetic or electrical, the single stimulation of the motor nerve on a relaxed muscle is 

the most common method employed to assess peripheral fatigue which corresponds to the 

reduction of the maximal twitch force or torque (Gandevia et al., 1996; Merton, 1954; Reid, 1928). 

Other secondary parameters including contraction time (CT), half-relaxation time (HRT), can also 

be determined to characterize exercise-induced alterations within the muscle (see Figure 18). 

 

 

 

 

Although single stimulation of the motor nerve is very useful to quantify peripheral fatigue, it does 

not provide insights in deeper underlying mechanisms (Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984; 

Gandevia, 2001). Further information can be obtained through double stimulation of the motor 

nerve.  Two electrical stimulations to the motor nerve, either at a high frequency (80-100 Hz) or a 

low frequency (10-20 Hz) enable to determine high frequency fatigue and low frequency fatigue, 

respectively (Martin et al., 2004; Verges et al., 2009). High frequency fatigue displays a rapid 

recovery and may indicate a change in membrane excitability (Fuglevand et al., 1993). 

Low frequency fatigue is characterized by a prolonged recovery period ranging from few hours to 

several days  (Edwards et al., 1977; Jones et al., 1989). Determining this fatigue can be performed 

through the calculation of the ratio between the peak force of a low-frequency doublet and that of 

a high-frequency doublet. Low frequency depression is primarily, but not exclusively, a result of 

excitation-contraction coupling failure caused by an increase in intramuscular metabolite 

concentration induced by exercise (Allen et al., 2008; Chin and Allen, 1996; Jones et al., 1989). 

 

When evaluating peripheral fatigue measurement it is important to consider post-activation 

potentiation which refers to the temporary increase in force following a contraction (Manning and 

Stull, 1982; Moore and Stull, 1984; Sale, 2004). This phenomenon may be explained by the 

Figure 18. Characterization of the 
muscle twitch force in response to a 
single stimulation. The main feature of 
the signal is the maximal twitch force (Pt). 
Half relaxation time (HRT) and 
contraction time (CT) are secondary 
parameters. Figure from (Lepers, 2010). 
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phosphorylation of the light chains of myosin thereby increasing muscle fiber sensitivity to Ca2+ 

(Manning and Stull, 1982; Moore and Stull, 1984; Sale, 2004; Szczesna et al., 2002). An additional 

explanation for increased force production could be the greater recruitment of more motor units 

(Tillin and Bishop, 2009). Therefore, normalizing the level of post-activation potentiation is 

commonly achieved by maximizing it with a MViC of a few seconds (between 3 and 5 seconds) 

before stimulating the motor nerve. The twitch is then described as potentiated. 

 

In addition to mechanical parameters, it is possible to record the electrical activity of the muscle 

during evoked contractions (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1979; Fuglevand et al., 1993). The depolarization 

of the nerve during the stimulation generates a synchronized action potential of the recruited 

muscle fibers which can be recorded by surface EMG and forms a signal called an M-wave (Figure 

19). Variations of the characteristics of the M-wave (e.g., amplitude or duration) during exercise 

may imply an alteration in the propagation of action potentials or membrane excitability of the 

fibers being stimulated (Allen et al., 2008; Fuglevand et al., 1993). 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Measurement of central fatigue  

 

Central fatigue is defined as a decrease in the subject’s ability to voluntarily activate a muscle or 

muscle group (i.e., voluntary activation, VA). The most commonly used methods for measuring 

central fatigue is the superimposed twitch technique (Merton, 1954). Merton (1954) initially 

proposed that fluctuations in the amplitude of the muscle twitch superimposed on a MViC, would 

serve as an indicator of the extent of muscle activation. Today, it is well accepted that VA can be 

estimated by the ratio of the amplitude of the superimposed twitch on the muscle twitch evoked 

on a relaxed muscle (Bellemare and Bigland-Ritchie, 1984; Todd et al., 2004) : 

 

Figure 19. M-wave of the vastus lateralis in 
response to a single stimulation. Membrane 
excitability is commonly assessed through the 
study of the characteristics of the M-wave, 
particularly its amplitude. Figure adapted from 
Lepers (2010).  
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VA(%) = 1 − QTQT × 100 (9) 
 

With VA representing the percentage of voluntary activation (%), QT  being the amplitude of 

the twitch superimposed on the MViC (N) and QT 	being the amplitude of the muscle twitch 

measured on relaxed muscle (N). To ensure a rigorous assessment, it is necessary to superimpose 

the stimulation at the peak of force on the maximal contraction (Gandevia, 2001; Merton, 1954). 

Moreover, to ensure optimal recruitment of motor units, it is preferable to use high-frequency 

stimulus trains  (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1992; Strojnik and Komi, 1998). However, it is important to 

note that doublet stimulations can be perceived as very uncomfortable by some participants and in 

this case, the superimposed stimulation is a single stimulation. Although the evaluation of central 

fatigue through peripheral stimulation is frequently used, the reliability of this method as a surrogate 

of VA has been questioned (Taylor, 2009) and it does not elucidate the underlying mechanisms of 

central fatigue (Gandevia, 2001).  

 

The decrease in VA may result from alterations in spinal or supraspinal processes. To differentiate 

the implication of each factor on muscle activation, it is possible to use transcranial stimulation 

techniques thereby targeting the motor cortex (i.e., transcranial magnetic stimulation, TMS) and 

the cervicomedullary region (Gandevia et al., 1996; Goodall et al., 2009; Ugawa et al., 1991). 

Increased force following stimulation suggests submaximal activation of the motor neuron pool 

that innervates the muscle (Gruet et al., 2013). To determine whether the reduction in VA results 

from supraspinal level processes, it is possible compare the results obtained through TMS with the 

results from peripheral nerve stimulation (Gandevia et al., 1996; Gruet et al., 2014; Sidhu et al., 

2014; Thomas et al., 2015). 

 

d) Surface EMG 

 
 
The magnitude of the EMG signal serves as an indicator of the level of electric activity detected at 

an active muscle site.  Fundamentally, this value is mainly impacted by the number of motor units 

recruited and their respective discharge frequencies (Moritani et al., 1986). 

Various techniques have been developed to analyze EMG signal during exercise. To analyze the 

amplitude of the signal, it is possible to calculate the integral of the rectified signal or calculating 

the root mean square (De Luca and Van Dyk, 1975; González-Izal et al., 2012) : 
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iEMG = ∑ |x |n (10) 
 

RMS = ∑ xn 	 (11) 
 

With x  being the EMG values and n being the number of values. Variations in the amplitude of 

the EMG signal can result from various factors, including the position of the electrodes or the 

impedance of the skin (Keen et al., 1994). Therefore, whether derived through integral or RMS 

calculation, the amplitude of the EMG signal should be normalized during exercise. Typically, data 

are normalized to the integral or RMS of the EMG signal recorded during MViC. 

 

 

 

3. Mechanisms of neuromuscular fatigue during 

exercise 

 

 

a) Peripheral fatigue 

Peripheral fatigue is defined as the change in the intrinsic ability of the muscle to produce force 

and is characterized by an alteration of the contraction processes located at or distal to the 

neuromuscular  junction (Allen et al., 1992; Bellemare and Garzaniti, 1988). On the one hand, 

evidence suggest that the decline of muscle-fibers force production is strongly associated with 

intramuscular metabolic disturbances (Blain et al., 2016; Fitts, 1994; Westerblad and Allen, 1992). 

Indeed, during a fatiguing exercise, there is accumulation of metabolites within the muscle cell 

resulting from the breakdown of ATP or energetic substrates, such as inorganic phosphates (Pi), 

ADP, H+ protons, and reactive oxygen/nitrogen species (ROS/RNS). Previous studies used 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy to assess the intramuscular metabolic environment and have 

reported a coinciding occurrence between the accumulation these metabolites and voluntary 

exercise termination (Burnley et al., 2010; Chidnok et al., 2013). Therefore, the change in metabolic 

milieu is believed to determine peripheral fatigue by compromising excitation-contraction coupling 

within the active skeletal muscle (Allen et al., 2008). Specifically, metabolic disturbances can reduce 
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the number of activated troponin-C proteins, resulting in a reduction in the number of actin-

myosin bridges (Allen et al., 2008; Gordon et al., 2000). Additionally, with the decrease of troponin-

C sensitivity to Ca2+, a greater amount of Ca2+ is required to generate a specific force while less 

Ca2+ is released by the sarcoplasmic reticulum. This together leads to a decreased intrinsic force 

capacity of each actin-myosin cross-bridge.  

On the other hand, the reduction of force generated by muscle fibers can be caused by a decrease 

in sarcolemma excitability and subsequent action potential propagation (Allen et al., 2008; Bigland-
Ritchie, 1981; Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984). This phenomenon can be understood by 

analyzing the M-wave parameters, which serve as an indirect indicator for membrane excitability 

and neuromuscular transmission (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1979; Fuglevand et al., 1993; Sejersted and 

Sjøgaard, 2000). One primary factor causing the reduction of sarcolemma excitability is an increase 

in the concentration of extracellular potassium [K+] during exercise (Cairns et al., 2009, 1997; 

Hodgkin and Horowicz, 1959; Overgaard et al., 1999). The increase of potassium levels inhibits 

the activity of Na+ channels and impairs the Na+/K+ pumps which are crucial for depolarization 

(when Na+ ions move into the cell) and repolarization (when K+ ions move out of the cell) and 

thus for cell homeostasis (Bouclin et al., 1995). The decrease in membrane excitability contributes 

to peripheral fatigue (Lepers et al., 2002; Millet, 2011). However, it is important to note that it may 

not be the principal cause of the peripheral fatigue during short (<10 minutes) high-intensity whole 

body exercise. In fact, after this type of exercise, the amplitude and shape of the M-wave usually 

did not decrease  (Amann et al., 2006; Amann and Dempsey, 2008; Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1986; 

Edwards et al., 1977; Gandevia et al., 1996; Hureau et al., 2014). 

 

b) Central fatigue  

The decrease in force and/or power and the subsequent reduction in exercise performance can 

also be attributed to central fatigue. This type of fatigue involves processes that occur within the 

central nervous system (Gandevia, 2001; Taylor et al., 2016). It refers specifically to a change in the 

ability of an individual to voluntarily activate the muscles and is characterized by upstream changes 

from the neuromuscular junction (Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984; Gandevia, 2001). 

Muscle activation is determined by the integrity of the motor pathway linking the brain with the 

exercising skeletal muscles. This pathway, known as the corticospinal pathway, includes the motor 

cortex and spinal motoneurons. Central fatigue can thus be divided into two components: spinal 

fatigue and supraspinal fatigue. On the one hand, supraspinal fatigue is associated with a reduction 
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in neural drive caused by alterations in the premotor regions of the brain, resulting in a decline in 

the motor cortex’s capacity to generate the requisite command for muscle contractions (Gandevia, 

2001; Gruet et al., 2013). It can be functionally demonstrated through the increase in force response 

evoked by superimposed stimulation of the motor cortex which demonstrates an inability of the 

motor cortex to activate all the α-motoneurons (Gandevia et al., 1996). The decrease in neural drive 

may also result from spinal fatigue, which refers to muscle contraction impairment caused by 

mechanisms located in the spinal cord (Gandevia, 2001; Gruet et al., 2013). At this level, force 

production relies on the capability of the recruited α-motoneurons to transmit action potentials 

from supraspinal structures to the muscles. This mechanism termed as motoneuronal excitability, 

is dependent on the balance between inhibitory (e.g., afferent muscular nerve fibers) and facilitating 

(e.g., action of neuromodulators such as serotonin) processes (Gandevia, 2001; Taylor et al., 2016). 

Although many studies have used a peripheral-central dichotomy to explain exercise-induced 

fatigue, evidence suggests that exercising muscles can modulate the central nervous system activity. 

In turn, the central nervous system can greatly impact exercise performance by inhibiting the output 

of motor neurons, which in turn limits muscle activation during exercise, ultimately restricting the 

development of peripheral fatigue (Amann et al., 2006). This limitation, mediated by the central 

nervous system, could prevent excessive and potentially harmful impairment of the contracting 

muscle due to severe intramuscular metabolic disturbance (Blain et al., 2016). 
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Figure 20. Sites which can contribute to neuromuscular fatigue. Fatigue may be due to 
alterations in activation of the primary motor cortex, propagation of the command from the 
central nervous system to the motoneurons, activation of the motor units and muscles, 
neuromuscular propagation, excitation-contraction coupling, availability of metabolic substrates, 
state of the intracellular medium, performance of the contractile apparatus, blood flow. Figure 

from (Enoka and Duchateau, 2016) adapted from (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981). 
 

  

4. Peripheral and central fatigue interaction: the role 

of group III-IV muscle afferents 

 

a) Group III-IV muscle afferents characteristics 

As previously mentioned, fatigue mechanisms are commonly classified as either central or 

peripheral. However, this categorization appears to lack functional significance. Peripheral and 

central mechanisms constantly communicate through a rich network of muscle afferent nerve 

fibers that continuously provide the central nervous system with information regarding muscle 

activity. Different types of afferent nerves are present in the muscle with receptors responding to 
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distinct stimuli. Among them, group III and IV muscle afferent fibers play a crucial role in 

regulating neuromuscular fatigue. 

Group III-IV muscle afferents are nerve fibers with a small diameter and are activated by receptors 

located within the interstitial space and within muscle blood vessel walls (Zhang et al., 2015). 

Specifically, these receptors are acid-sensing ion channels (ASIC), purinergic type 2X receptors 

(P2X), and transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) (Delliaux et al., 2009; Hanna and 

Kaufman, 2004, 2003; Light et al., 2008). These nerve fibers concomitantly project via the dorsal 

horn of the spinal cord and convey information to both spinal and supraspinal levels of the central 

nervous system such as the premotor cortex (Craig, 1995), the thalamus and somatosensory cortex 

(Almeida et al., 2004), the ventral lateral medulla and/or the motor cortex (Liu et al., 2003, 2002). 

These receptors are, in a dose-dependent manner responsive to mechanical, metabolic, and pain 

stimuli.  

Mechanical stimuli, which are related to muscular contraction, stretch, pressure, or strain, are 

mainly transmitted through group III afferents (Kaufman et al., 2002, 1983; Kumazawa and 

Mizumura, 1977; Mense and Meyer, 1985). These nerve fibers are myelinated, and their signal 

conduction velocity ranges between 2.5 and 30 m.s-1. Biochemical changes associated with the 

buildup of Pi, bradykinine, potassium, ROS, lactate, ATP, histamine, prostaglandin E2, and 

serotonin mainly activate group IV afferents (Kaufman et al., 2002). These unmyelinated nerve 

fibers, have a conduction velocity of less than 2.5 m.s-1 (Kaufman et al., 2002, 1983; Mense, 1977). 

The coordinated interaction between group III and group IV afferents enables a finely tuned 

regulatory mechanism called the metaboreflex (described below).  

 

b) Role of group III-IV muscle afferents in modulating neuromuscular fatigue 

 
Group III-IV muscle afferents are thought to restrain peripheral fatigue development or, more 

precisely, intramuscular metabolites accumulation by attenuating the motoneuronal output from 

the CNS (Amann et al., 2011, 2009; Sidhu et al., 2014). Therefore, their implication is crucial in 

determining whole-body exercise neuromuscular fatigue and thus exercise performance. Fentanyl 

administration can be used to evaluate the specific impact of type III-IV nerve fibers on the central 

nervous system and neuromuscular fatigue. The administration of this μ-opioid receptor agonist 

by lumbar intrathecal injection results in a 55-60% attenuation of the type III-IV nerve afferents, 

while leaving the motor efferent activity unaffected (Amann et al., 2009; Hureau et al., 2018). The 

inhibition of these afferences during a 5 km cycling time trial resulted in a significant increase in 
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EMG activity, measured by surface electromyography, compared to when a placebo was used (see 

Figure 21) (Amann et al., 2009). Similarly, during a constant workload cycling task performed at 

80% of peak power output to exhaustion, a higher level of EMG activity was measured with 

fentanyl at exercise termination (Amann et al., 2011). Taken together, these findings suggest that 

during high-intensity whole body exercises, group III-IV afferents limit muscle activation. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This attenuation of muscle activation may serve as a protective mechanism to limit intramuscular 

metabolites accumulation (Amann et al., 2011; Blain et al., 2016). Indeed, the motoneuronal output 

increase with fentanyl-blockade led to a significant pre- to post-exercise reduction in quadriceps 

twitch force (~40% greater than with a placebo) after strenuous whole-body exercise (Amann et 

Figure 21. Effect of group III-IV afferents blockade with fentanyl on muscle activation 
and power output during a 5km time trial. A represents normalized mean integrated EMG 
(iEMG) during a 5km time trial with intrathecal injection of fentanyl, with a placebo 
(interspinous ligament injection of saline) or during a control condition.  Time trial mean iEMG 
was significantly higher during the fentanyl condition.  B represents mean power output during 
a 5km time trial under the same conditions. While different patterns were adopted with or 
without impaired afferent feedback, mean power output over the whole 5km time trial, were not 
different. These results highlight that type III-IV afferents limit muscle activation but do not 
impair or improve exercise performance. Figure from (Amann et al., 2009) 
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al., 2011, 2009). Concomitantly, fentanyl administration led to an increase in intramuscular PCr 

breakdown, and higher levels of intramuscular Pi and ADP along with a lower pH (Blain et al., 

2016). In addition, these greater disruptions in the intramuscular environment were correlated with 

the more pronounced decline in quadriceps twitch forces (see Figure 22) (Blain et al., 2016). This 

strong association supports the concept that it is the actual disruption in the intramuscular 

metabolic milieu that is meant to be avoided through group III-IV afferents regulation to prevent 

a potentially detrimental and harmful impairment of muscle contractile function (Blain et al., 2016). 

This overall mechanism is called the metaboreflex and is known to protect the locomotor muscles 

from considerable functional deterioration (see Figure 22).  

 

 

  

 

 

 

On the other hand, group III-IV afferents influence cardiovascular and ventilatory responses to 

exercise (see Figure 23) (Kaufman and Forster, 1996). Indeed, during whole body exercise, these 

afferents are also known to attenuate the development of peripheral fatigue by enhancing cardiac 

output, ventilation and muscle perfusion pressure of the working muscles (Amann et al., 2011; 

Hureau et al., 2018). The increase of the cardiovascular and ventilatory response ensures 

appropriate O2 delivery to the locomotor muscles and favors metabolites clearance thereby limiting 

peripheral fatigue (Amann et al., 2011). For example, when the central projection of group III-IV 

Figure 22. Relationship between 
quadriceps fatigue and 
intramuscular metabolites after a 
5km time trial. Correlations were 
found between the level of peripheral 
fatigue and metabolic change after 
exercise. Greater peripheral fatigue was 
associated with greater pH change and 
greater inorganic phosphate 
accumulation in the muscle. These data 
highlight the regulatory role of group 
III-IV afferents in preventing 
metabolic disruption within the 
muscle, which can lead to potentially 
harmful impairments in muscle 
contractile function. Figure from (Blain et 
al., 2016). 
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afferents was blocked with fentanyl, pulmonary ventilation was compromised thereby leading to 

hypoventilation, CO2 retention and exercise induced arterial hypoxemia  which can particularly 

impair exercise performance (Amann et al., 2011). Furthermore, when hyperoxia was used to 

maintain arterial oxygenation and ensure similar locomotor muscle O2 delivery compared to 

control, a higher power output and shorter time to completion of a 5km time trial was found with 

vs. without group III-IV afferents blockades (Hureau et al., 2019). Together, these findings 

highlight the pivotal role of group III-IV afferents in ensuring appropriate O2 delivery to the 

working muscles. 

Another important implication of these afferents is their role in increasing sympathetic nerve 

activity and vasoconstriction in non-exercising muscles, thereby redirecting blood flow towards the 

active fatiguing muscles (Harms, 2007). This may be particularly important during high-intensity 

exercise when locomotor muscle fatigue is coupled with respiratory muscle fatigue. 

 

Figure 23. Double-edged sword role of group III-IV muscle afferents in the development 
of neuromuscular fatigue and exercise performance. On the one hand, the increase in group 
III-IV afferent feedback during exercise leads to an increase in cardiac output and ventilation 
thereby favoring adapted O2 delivery to the working muscles and enhancing exercise 
performance. On the other hand, this afferent feedback can lead to a reduction in muscle 
activation thereby favoring central fatigue and impairing exercise performance. In this figure, the 
dashed black arrow represents the central projection of III-IV muscle afferents, the red arrow 
represents oxygen delivery, and the blue arrow represents the descending neural input to the 
locomotor muscles. Figure from (Amann et al., 2020). 
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5. Influence of intense, short-duration whole-body 

exercise on neuromuscular fatigue 

 

The contribution of the above-mentioned mechanisms to exercise-induced neuromuscular fatigue 

depends on the undertaken exercise task: type of exercise (e.g., running vs. cycling), type of 

contraction (e.g., isometric vs. concentric), exercise characteristics (e.g., intensity and duration), and 

type of muscle used. In this thesis, we aim at investigating the limiting factors of whole-body 

exercise performance. Therefore, we will focus on neuromuscular fatigue levels following this type 

of exercise. 

When subjects performed a high-intensity (>80% V̇O 	 ) whole-body exercise to exhaustion 

(<10 minutes), it was reported a decrease of ~25-45% in quadriceps twitch force and a decrease of 

~5-12% in VA (Blain et al., 2016; Ross et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2015; Weavil et al., 2018). 

Therefore, after a whole-body exercise of similar intensity and duration, the impact of central 

fatigue on an individual’s ability to produce force seems less significant than peripheral fatigue even 

though it remains unclear which one is primarily responsible for exercise termination. For example, 

while no decrease in VA was observed after a 5km cycling time trial or a constant workload test 

performed at 80% of peak power output (Amann et al., 2009, 2006; Amann and Dempsey, 2008), 

other studies reported a reduction in voluntary activation levels of the quadriceps between 5% and 

9% after a constant workload test performed at 80% of peak power output (Decorte et al., 2012; 

Sidhu et al., 2014) or between 6% and 7% after a 4 or 5 km cycling time trial (Blain et al., 2016; 

Thomas et al., 2015). These discrepancies could be attributed to the varying methodologies used 

(superimposed single stimulation vs. superimposed high-frequency doublet stimulation) but they 

highlight the apparent lower contribution of central fatigue in this type of exercise.  

While relatively short and strenuous exercises may lead to a greater peripheral fatigue, on the other 

hand, central fatigue seems to have a greater contribution in the decrease in force generation after 

low-intensity exercise (Millet and Lepers, 2004). For instance, Lepers et al. (2002) investigated the 

time course of changes in the neural and contractile properties of the quadriceps muscle during a 

5-hour cycling session performed at 55% of peak power output. Modifications in muscle functions, 

such as a decrease in maximal twitch torque and contraction time, were reported during the first 

hour of exercise while alterations in M-wave features of the vastus lateralis and VA were only found 

during the final stages of the exercise (Lepers et al., 2002). The weaker central command found 
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during prolonged exercise may be due to the decreased excitation supplied by the motor cortex 

(Gandevia, 1998; Taylor et al., 2006). Therefore, the contribution of peripheral or central fatigue 

in limiting whole body exercise performance seems to highly depend on exercise intensity and 

duration. 

 

6. The effect of aging on neuromuscular fatigue 

Aging is associated with cardiovascular limitations and increased ventilatory work (Ferrari et al., 

2003; Molgat-Seon et al., 2019; Wray and Richardson, 2006)  which have the potential to limit leg 

blood flow and oxygen delivery to the locomotor muscles during exercise, thereby exacerbating the 

development of neuromuscular fatigue (Dempsey et al., 2008a; Harms et al., 1997). From a cellular 

and tissue perspective, aging of the skeletal muscles primarily involves a decrease in overall mass 

due to atrophy and a decrease in the number of fibers (particularly type II, which are partly replaced 

by fat and connective tissue). This is coupled with a loss of elasticity, mitochondrial content, and 

capillary fiber ratio, and the disruption of coupling between excitation and contraction (Gea et al., 

2020; Groen et al., 2014; Wang and Pessin, 2013).  

When examining the effects of aging on neuromuscular fatigue, it is important to consider 

muscle typology. In humans, while the strength and speed levels increase progressively from type 

I muscle fibers to type IIx, resistance to fatigue gradually decreases from type IIx to type I. This is 

due to type I higher oxidative enzymatic activity and superior mitochondrial content. The level of 

peripheral fatigue during exercise, significantly depend on the type of muscle fibers within a single 

muscle (Hamada et al., 2003). This may partially explain the differences in fatigue levels seen 

between endurance-trained individuals and untrained individuals (Bachasson et al., 2016; Ducrocq 

et al., 2021) or in older individuals compared to younger individuals performing the same absolute 

exercise (Weavil et al., 2018). Indeed, older individuals exhibit a reduced proportion and size of 

type II (especially IIx) fibers and, conversely,  a greater proportion of type I (Larsson et al., 2019). 

Weavil et al., (2018) specifically compared the development of fatigue between physically active 

young and older individuals during a cycling and knee-extensor exercises to examine the 

development of fatigue in large and small muscle masses, respectively. Central and peripheral 

fatigue were significantly greater in older adults compared to their younger counterparts following 

exercise at a given absolute workload and duration (i.e., ISO-work, ISO-time). In contrast, when 

comparisons were made following an exercise performed at a normalized intensity, little difference 
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in fatigue resistance was found between young and older subjects.  Furthermore, this study shows 

that the amount of active muscle mass influences the age-induced differences in neuromuscular 

fatigue after exercise. Specifically compromised fatigue resistance in the elderly is more pronounced 

after engaging in exercises that utilize large muscle mass (e.g., whole body exercise, cycling) as 

opposed to small muscle mass (e.g., knee extension). During this whole body cycling exercise, the 

exaggerated development of central and peripheral fatigue observed in older individuals may be 

attributed to an increases in the metabolic cost of muscle contractions (Layec et al., 2018, 2014), a 

decrease in cycling efficiency (Sacchetti et al., 2010), and a shift of the threshold for accelerated 

intramuscular perturbations to a lower absolute work rate (Chilibeck et al., 1998). The earlier 

disturbance of energetic homeostasis has indeed been shown in older individuals who exhibited a 

more rapid increase in Pi/PCr during a graded plantar flexion exercise in comparison to younger 

counterparts (Coggan et al., 1993). It is worth noting that Sundberg et al (2018) reported that the 

same concentration of H+ and Pi impaired skeletal muscle cross-bridge function similarly in young 

and older individuals. Therefore, the primary reason for accelerated peripheral fatigue appears to 

be the actual acceleration of metabolite accumulation at lower work rates. The larger exercise-

induced intramuscular metabolic perturbation in the elderly may also contribute to greater central 

fatigue, by the influence of group III-IV muscle afferents (Sidhu et al., 2017). 

 

7. Respiratory muscle fatigue and metaboreflex 

 

a) Respiratory muscle fatigue during exercise 

Respiratory muscles share certain properties with most skeletal muscles, but also possess distinct 

features. They seem built for fatigue resistance as evidenced by the relatively large number of 

fatigue-resistant slow-twitch and oxidative fast-twitch muscle fibers which account for ~75% of 

the muscle fiber type distribution in both the diaphragm and in expiratory abdominal muscles 

(Häggmark and Thorstensson, 1979; Lieberman et al., 1973; Mizuno and Secher, 1989; Polla, 2004). 

Moreover, during heavy exercise, the diaphragm exhibits an enhanced vasodilatory response 

(Supinski et al., 1993) and demonstrates reduced sensitivity to adrenergic vasoconstriction (Aaker 

and Laughlin, 2002) compared to locomotor muscles. These vascular characteristics potentially 

enhance oxygen delivery and metabolite removal during exercise, ultimately increasing fatigue 

resistance of the diaphragm. 
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Nonetheless, respiratory muscles can experience fatigue during high-intensity exercise despite these 

inherent properties. High levels of ventilation are associated with an oxygen cost of breathing up 

to 15% of VO2MAX and respiratory muscles must compete for available cardiac output with other 

working skeletal muscles (Aaron et al., 1992; Dempsey et al., 2006; Harms et al., 1997, p. 199; 

Vogiatzis et al., 2009). Therefore, the substantial force development and high velocity of shortening 

required during high levels of ventilation, combined with the blood flow competition with 

locomotor muscles results in the occurrence of respiratory muscle fatigue (Romer et al., 2006). 

Fatigue of the respiratory muscles was specifically shown in several studies using electric or 

magnetic stimulations of the phrenic nerves or the thoracic nerve (Babcock et al., 2002; Dempsey 

and Babcock, 1995; Taylor and Romer, 2008; Verges et al., 2006; Wüthrich et al., 2013). Together, 

findings from these studies suggest that respiratory muscle fatigue occurs for exercises intensities 

eliciting oxygen uptake >85% of V̇O 	 	(Archiza et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 1992). These levels 

of O2 uptake and associated ventilatory demand should be maintained for > 8-10 minutes to result 

in respiratory muscles fatigue in healthy individuals. Indeed, neither low intensity exercise of long 

duration (Babcock et al., 1995; Johnson et al., 1993; Mador et al., 1993) nor incremental exercise 

of short duration, even when performed to exhaustion, have been shown to elicit diaphragm fatigue  

(Jeffery Mador et al., 2000; Johnson et al., 1993; Romer et al., 2007). Moreover, induction of 

respiratory muscle fatigue prior exercise, has been shown to impair subsequent exercise 

performance (ref). Although this fatigue may not compromise alveolar ventilation, it is believed to 

stimulate respiratory muscle III-IV afferents thereby initiating the respiratory muscle metaboreflex 

(Dempsey, 2006).  

 

b) Respiratory muscles metaboreflex during exercise  

 

Group III-IV muscle afferents nerves are also present within the diaphragm (Road, 1990). 

Neurovascular changes in response to various diaphragm stimuli were first evidenced in animal 

models. In anesthetized dogs, infusing lactic acid into the diaphragm via the phrenic artery 

(Rodman et al., 2003) or stimulating phrenic afferents with lactic acid (Hussain et al., 1991)  led to 

a systemic and limb vasoconstriction, followed by a reduction in limb blood flow (Rodman et al., 

2003). Furthermore, a study conducted in anesthetized rodents revealed that the onset of 

diaphragm fatigue resulted in an increase in the activity of the diaphragm metaboreceptors (Jammes 

and Balzamo, 1992). Additionally, the systemic cardiovascular effects of diaphragmatic acidosis 
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were prevented by adrenergic blockade indicating that the respiratory muscle metaboreflex 

contributes to an increased sympathetic tone and redistribution of blood flow during exercise. 

In humans, accumulation of metabolites during fatiguing contractions of the diaphragm have been 

shown to trigger an increase in muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) in limb muscles (Croix 

et al., 2000; Dempsey et al., 2008b; Sheel et al., 2001). This activation depends on both the 

inspiratory duty cycle and contraction intensity. Indeed, to elicit the sympathetic response, a 

prolonged inspiratory duty cycle and moderately high inspiratory pressures are necessary (Croix et 

al., 2000; Sheel et al., 2001). Studies on animals have also shown that generating high inspiratory 

pressures resulted in increased intrathoracic pressure during inspiration, which, when sustained 

during prolonged duty cycles, can compromise diaphragmatic blood flow (Bellemare and Bigland-

Ritchie, 1984). Yet, blood flow is a major determinant of diaphragmatic fatigue as evidenced by the 

substantial changes of fatigue when phrenic blood flow was modified (in canine model) (Supinski 

et al., 1988). 

Prior studies have shown that inducing inspiratory (Mador and Acevedo, 1991; Welch et al., 2018a; 

Wüthrich et al., 2013) or expiratory (Romer and Polkey, 2008; Verges et al., 2007) muscle fatigue 

prior exercise results in a decrease in subsequent exercise performance, with a reduction of up to 

30% in time to exhaustion (Romer and Polkey, 2008). Conversely, unloading the inspiratory work 

of breathing during exercise with an assisted ventilator by 50-70% in healthy and fit individuals 

decreases the WOB and increases performance by an average of 14% in normoxia (Harms et al., 

2000).  

One possible explanation is that the heightened sympathetic-mediated peripheral vasoconstriction 

led to reduced blood flow in the working locomotor muscles (See Figure 24) (Croix et al., 2000; 

Derchak et al., 2002; Harms et al., 2000, 1997; Katayama and Amann, 2012; Sheel et al., 2001). This 

ensuing reduction in muscle perfusion hinders oxygen delivery and metabolite clearance, thereby 

accelerating peripheral fatigue compared to exercise without respiratory muscle fatigue (Taylor and 

Romer, 2008; Wüthrich et al., 2013).  Indeed, respiratory muscle unloading during exercise 

(compared to control conditions with the same power output and exercise duration) resulted in a 

30-35% reduction in exercise-induced peripheral fatigue (evidenced by magnetic femoral nerve 

stimulation) in the locomotor muscles (Romer et al., 2006). 

 

Based the above-mentioned changes in limb blood flow and their potential concomitant effects on 

limb fatigue with respiratory muscle loading and unloading, it can be suggested that blood flow is 

in priority redirected towards respiratory muscle over limb muscle during strenuous exercise 
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(Dempsey, 2006; Olson et al., 2010; Romer et al., 2006). This prioritization may be caused in part 

by the blunted vasoconstriction response to norepinephrine of the diaphragm which has a lower 

number of α1-adrenergic receptors in comparison to locomotor muscles (Aaker and Laughlin, 

2002).  

In humans, Dominelli et al., (2017) used near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) in combination with 

indocyanine green (ICG) dye infusion to assess quadriceps and sternocleidomastoid (SCM) blood 

flow during constant workload exercises at 90% of peak work rate. They found that when 

respiratory muscles were unloaded, leg blood flow was increased and SCM blood flow was reduced 

(see Figure 25). Conversely, when the work of breathing was increased, they found a reduction in 

limb blood flow and an increase in SCM blood flow. These results suggest that respiratory muscle 

work significantly influences the distribution of blood flow to both respiratory and locomotor 

muscles (Dominelli et al., 2017). It can be noted that these findings are not consistent with previous 

work where blood flow of the intercostal muscles reached a plateau before returning towards 

resting values during heavy exercise (Vogiatzis et al., 2010, 2009). In the latter study, the optodes 

were placed over the intercostal muscle. However, this placement implies important limitations 

during heavy exercise because the chest distortion associated with high operating lung volumes 

may have altered the quality of the optode signal (Grimby et al., 1968). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25. Sternocleidomastoid (SCM, A), vastus lateralis (VL, B) and vastus medialis 
(VM, C) blood flow during a high-intensity constant workload exercise with modulated 
work of breathing (WOB). The intensity of the workload was set at 85% of peak power output. 
While SCM blood flow increased with respiratory muscle loading, blood flow decreased in the 
locomotor muscles and vice versa. These results highlight the competition for blood flow 
between respiratory and locomotor muscles during high-intensity exercise  Figure from (Dominelli 
et al., 2017). 
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Therefore, the available evidence from studies in both humans and animals supports the notion 

that high levels of sympathetic vasoconstrictor activity arising from the enhanced locomotor and 

respiratory muscles metaboreceptors during heavy-intensity exercise, impede blood flow and O2 

transport. This results in an accelerated fatigue in both diaphragm and, to a greater extent, limb 

muscles during high-intensity whole body exercise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Blood flow competition between locomotor and respiratory muscles. Fatiguing 
contraction of locomotor and respiratory muscles trigger group III-IV afferents feedback 
resulting in a sympathetic efferent response that causes a vasoconstriction in both sets of 
muscles. This vasoconstriction compromises blood flow and accelerates fatigue. Figure from (Sheel 
et al., 2018). 

 

c) The effect of age on the respiratory muscles metaboreflex 

Age-related changes in the muscle have primarily been studied in human limb muscles or animal 

models. Based on rodent models, it has been demonstrated that the aged diaphragm does not 

experience excessive muscle mass loss. Instead, there is a type IIb and IIx fiber atrophy. Ultimately, 

this results in a decreased capacity for the diaphragm to generate force (Greising et al., 2015a, 

2015b, 2013). Another factor involved in the decline of diaphragm function with aging is the 

reduction in the number of motoneurons, indicated by the decreased effects of neurotrophic 

factors such as neuregulin, which facilitate neuromuscular transmission (Elliott et al., 2016). Unlike 
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the limb muscles, there is no conclusive evidence of a significant change in the fiber to capillary 

ratio, or satellite cell dysfunction in respiratory muscles.  

Functionally, aging of muscle tissue and can be associated with a potential, yet still unclear, loss of 

respiratory muscle strength. Studies conducted on age-related changes on diaphragm function in 

rodent reported a stable capillary density, no differences in myosin heavy chains, and light chain 

and no alterations of the diaphragm excitation - contraction coupling (Greising et al., 2013). 

Changes in the maximal pressure generated during inspiration in humans have mainly been 

evaluated in cross-sectional studies. Although some studies found no significant (Mcelvaney et al., 

1989) or moderate (Black and Hyatt, 1969) decline in maximal inspiratory pressure generation, 

others (Enright et al., 1994) reported a pressure decrease of 0.8 to 2.7 cmH2O per year between 

the ages of 65 and 85 years, with greater declines seen in men than women. A likely reason for the 

decline in diaphragm strength appears to be the muscle atrophy and the age-related reduction in 

fast twitch fibers, which are critical for generating higher peak tensions (Sharma and Goodwin, 

2006).  

The specific effects of age-induced changes on the respiratory muscle metaboreflex remain unclear, 

and only very limited data are available. Previous studies have reported greater (Choi et al. 2012; 

Milia et al. 2015), similar (Greaney et al. 2013), or reduced (Markel et al. 2003) cardiovascular 

responses to isometric and rhythmic forearm exercise in older adults compared to young adults. 

The differences found may be due to variations in exercise models, studied populations, and 

outcome variables. When focusing on the implication of respiratory metaboreflex, some evidence 

suggests a heightened cardiovascular response in the elderly. Indeed, (Leahy et al., 2023) found that 

when young and older men and women completed the same relative high intensity inspiratory 

loaded task, older individuals exhibited a more pronounced pressor response. From baseline to 

task failure, inspiratory resistive task evoked an increase in mean arterial pressure of 26±11, 27±11, 

10±6 and 19±5 mmHg, in older women, older men, young women and young men, respectively. 

The heightened increase in blood pressure seen in older individuals was observed despite a higher 

time to exhaustion in younger individuals. (Smith et al., 2017b) previously reported a heightened 

blood pressure response to a similar inspiratory task in post-menopausal women (+ 16 mmHg) in 

comparison to young females (+ 7 mmHg). They also found that older males and females had 

comparable increases in mean arterial pressure indicating that there is no effect of sex with healthy 

ageing. 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING TO 

UNDERSTAND PHYSIOLOGICAL 

LIMITATIONS 

Understanding physical phenomena within the lung is important to better comprehend the 

respiratory system in health or disease, and at rest or during physical exercise. However, they cannot 

be directly measured but can be inferred by mathematical modeling. For example, when assuming 

a given airway length and cross-sectional area, airway resistance can be estimated and if the ratio of 

pressure drop between the proximal and distal ends of airway branches is also known, airflow can 

be calculated. Such relationships are used in mathematical models of the lung to make precise 

statements about the physical mechanisms of breathing and to explore the resulting consequences. 

When studying human lungs, it is necessary to consider the underlying physical phenomena, such 

as branches geometry, fluid mechanics or tissue compliance to better understand breathing flow 

patterns. The complexity stems from the need to understand the interplay between these factors. 

Therefore, to better understand physiological responses and gain access to non-measurable 

information, we must examine the attributes of the human pulmonary structure and determine how 

the properties of the fluid favor or impair the flow within its branches. 

 

1. Model of the human lung 

The geometry and dimensions of the airways are important determinants of the efficiency of 

physiological processes. Modeling the human pulmonary system requires to acknowledge various 

features including lung branching patterns, airway shape and tissue elasticity. Depicting these 

characteristics as accurately as possible enables to build a reliable model that can be used for 

analytical purposes. 
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A) Lung geometry 

The geometry of the lungs can be depicted as a bronchial "tree" that is branching in a nearly 

dichotomous way, thereby presenting a sequence of many levels of branches called generations. 

Estimations of airway dimensions are depicted in Table 2. The first generation is the trachea, it has 

a diameter of ~2cm, while the last generation, located at the 17th generation has a diameter of 

~0.5mm (Lambert et al., 1982). The number of branches in the bronchial tree can then be estimated 

to ~222-1 branches, (i.e., about 2 millions). It is worth noting that an acinus is a sub-tree within the 

lung of approximately six generations (from the 18th to the 23rd). At this level, the branches are 

covered by alveoli, resulting in significant modifications to the lung's geometric properties (Weibel, 

1984). Therefore, the model of the lungs we used only takes into account the 17 first generations 

with the trachea being the generation of index 0. 

The anatomical branching of the lungs is rarely symmetrical, particularly in the first generations 

that adjust to the chest geometry and to avoid the heart's location. Yet, identifying flow patterns 

between the trachea and the acinus within an asymmetrical structure is very challenging. Therefore, 

it may be more appropriate to first study a tree with symmetric branching and uniform and 

synchronous flow distribution (Pedley et al., 1970). In this context, the model utilized hypotheses 

that bifurcations are symmetrical, and all the branches of the same generation are identical. 

Furthermore, we hypothesize that the tree possesses an axis of symmetry that corresponds to the 

cylinder axis of its first generation. 

In this symmetrical bronchial tree, the bronchi are modeled as smooth cylinders. Although they 

exhibit an annular structure causing undulations on their surface, the effect on flows remains 

negligible because the velocity is very low along the walls. The bronchi also exhibit a slightly conical 

shape, but the impact of this shape is neglected. The branches in a bifurcation are assumed on the 

same plane and two successive bifurcating planes are separated by angles close to 90 degrees. The 

angle between the consecutive branches is 60° and they have a length-to-diameter ratio of 

approximately three throughout the entire tree. 

 

c) Compliant airway tree model 

The walls of the bronchi and alveoli are flexible (West, 2012). Thus, if a force pushes the walls 

inwardly of the bronchi, they fold onto themselves, reducing the available section for air flow. 
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These variations of lumen cross-sectional areas depend on the transmural pressure which 

corresponds to the pressure difference between the inside and the outside of the branch. The 

relationship between the lumen area and the transmural pressure as well as the length of the 

branches are based on the model from Lambert (Lambert et al., 1982). We make the assumption 

that the internal volume of the branches remains cylindrical regardless of the transmural pressure. 

We also consider that flow in the generation n is determined by flow at the trachea Φ0 and the 

pressure surrounding the bronchi PTISSUE with pressure at the base of the acini being homogeneous. 

For expiration, we denote W as the set of these parameters:  

𝑊 =
⎝
⎜⎛ 𝛷𝑃 𝑛𝐴 ⎠

⎟⎞ 𝛷 ∈ ℝ𝑃 ∈ ℝ𝑛 ∈ ⟦0,16⟧𝐴 ∈ 	ℝ
(12) 

It is important to note that all these characteristics are typical observations. As a living tissue, the 

lung is inevitably subject to physiological variability that occurs between individuals, which may be 

due to geometric constraints, the environment, and other factors. 

Generation (n) LLAMBERT (mm) AMAX (mm2) 

0 120 237 

1 47.6 119 

2 19.0 70.0 

3 7.6 43.8 

4 12.7 28.1 

5 10.7 16.6 

6 9.0 10.2 

7 7.6 6.25 

8 6.4 3.98 

9 5.4 2.48 

10 4.7 1.56 

11 3.9 1.01 

12 3.3 0.70 

13 2.7 0.54 

14 2.3 0.42 

15 2.0 0.35 

16 1.7 0.28 

 

Table 2. Airway dimensions from (Lambert et al., 1982) across the first 16 generations. 
LLAMBERT and AMAX are the length and the maximal cross-sectional area of the bronchi at the 
generation n, respectively. The trachea corresponds to the generation n = 0. 
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2. Expiratory flow in a compliant airway tree 

We have seen the properties of the lungs and we assumed that the bronchial tree was dichotomic, 

symmetrical, compliant and that branches had the same length as depicted in previous work 

(Lambert et al., 1982). Complementary to this, in order to understand flow behavior in this complex 

structure, it is important to examine flow pattern and how the bronchi respond to it. 

a)  0D model. 

Due to the tree structure of the bronchial tree, the velocities change notably from the trachea inlet 

to the acinus and this differentiation enables the identification of different airflow patterns within 

the pulmonary tree, such as the Navier-Stokes inertial regime or the slow Stokes regime detailed 

after.  

Fluid dynamics of each branch is described by a 0D model. To develop a reliable, yet accessible 

model, several assumptions were made. The assumed symmetrical branching implies that the 

number of branches in each generation n is 2n. The pressure difference q between the inlet and 

outlet parts of the branch n is linked to the flow rate Φ within the branch and its hydrodynamic 

resistance R. Since each branch from a given generation share similar physical properties and the 

fluid within is incompressible, flow rate of a daughter airway at the generation n is determined by 

the flow at the trachea Φ0 and at the mother airway n-1: 

Φ = 2 Φ 	 (13) 
Φ = Φ2 (14) 

In this model, we neglected the influence of bifurcations on hydrodynamics, which allowed to 

assume that there are no pressure differences at the interface between two connected branches. 

We also assumed that air flow is steady, with velocity vectors oriented along the branch axis, and 

axisymmetric. This assumption allows to link the pressure gain, the branch length and section to 

the air flow in each branch. We also assumed that the pressure surrounding the branches PTISSUE is 

known, uniform, with the reference pressure of the system being that of air at the trachea. 
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Figure 26. Scheme of a cylindrical conduit. The conduit has a length L, air has a viscosity μ. 

Air flows through the conduit with a flow rate Φ rand has a pressure P1 at the conduit inlet and 

P2 at the conduit outlet P2. 

 

b)  Physics of airway resistance  

The intricate geometry of the lungs can impede smooth airflow circulation, particularly during 

exercise where high flow rates can be reached. This raises questions about how the structure of the 

lungs modulates airflow and gives rise to particular levels of resistance? Characterizing the 

circulation of a fluid in a structure with bifurcations is a common challenge in physics and 

physiology. For the tree-like structure or the lungs in particular, the main purpose is to understand 

the mechanisms that govern the distribution of flows across the airways. Moreover, aging of the 

lung involves changes in lung mechanics. Being able to characterize the physical phenomena that 

explain these physiological changes is critical for a better understanding of how the respiratory 

system imposes constraints on the elderly. 

Molecules circulation within a conduit tends to align with the overall flow direction. Yet, they don't 

all travel in an exact trajectory or at an identical speed. This variance causes them to collide, leading 

to an exchange of kinetic energy and momentum and introducing a rise in molecular random 

motion, or heat. This heat subsequently transfers to the conduit's walls and its surroundings. Thus, 

the kinetic energy of the flowing gas is constantly dissipated into heat. When the gas flow is fully 

developed (i.e., = 0), it flows through the conduit in relatively parallel layers in the same 

direction. However, when adjacent layers move at different velocities, gas is experiencing shear and 

the layers slide past each other, causing friction. The coefficient that measures friction in a gas is 

the viscosity, which varies between gases depending on molecules interactions (see Figure 27). 

Some fluids known as "Newtonian" have a viscosity that is independent of shear rate. Laminar 
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flow occurs when layers of fluid flow parallel to each other in an orderly fashion, with each layer 

moving smoothly over the adjacent layers with a predictable shear stress due to the velocity gradient 

across the layers. As velocity increases, the flow pattern changes and streamlines start to merge. 

When flows reach a high enough velocity, each gas segment moves turbulently with strong lateral 

shifts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c)  Reynolds number 

When 𝑣 (velocity); density, viscosity, conduit diameter and L (conduit length) are known, and 

assuming steady state for flow, the mathematical description of a Newtonian and incompressible 

fluid on the bronchial branches is based on the non-dimensional form of the incompressible 

Navier-Stokes equations. These equations are derived from the 2nd Newton’s law and describe the 

motion of the viscous fluids when fluid density does not change: 

∇	. 𝑣 = 0, (15) 
𝜌𝐷𝑣𝐷𝑡 = −∇𝑝 + 𝜇∇ 𝑣 + 𝐹, (16) 

With 𝑝 being the local pressure, 𝜇∇ 𝑣  being viscous force or friction, and F being the external 

forces acting on the fluid. Gravity is often the only external forces acting on the fluid and its 

influence is neglected here (F = 0). The Reynolds Number Re is a crucial parameter to characterize 

the balance between viscous and inertial forces in a given situation. To derive the Reynolds 

Number, it is necessary to render the Navier-Stokes equations dimensionless which can be done 

Figure 27. Illustration of Laminar and turbulent flow in a conduit. Stokes flow regimen is 
found when Re <<1, laminar flow regimen when Re < 2000 and turbulent flow regimen when 
Re > 2000. 
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by multiplying the equation by the factor  where 𝑉 is the mean velocity. This gives us the new 

variables 𝑣 = , 𝑝 = 𝑝 , 𝑓 = 𝑓 , = 	 , ∇ = 𝐿∇. Therefore, the dimensionless 

Navier-Stokes equations can be written:  

𝐷𝑣𝐷𝑡 = −∇ 𝑝 + 𝜇𝜌𝐿𝑉 ∇ 𝑣 (17) 
Where: = 	 (18) 

𝐷𝑣𝐷𝑡 = −∇𝑝 + 1𝑅𝑒 ∇ 𝑣 (19) 
Therefore, Re is a dimensionless quantity used in fluid mechanics to predict flow patterns and 

specifically the transition between laminar and turbulent flow. It describes the ratio of inertial forces 

to viscous forces and determines the behavior and appearance of flow structures. It is defined as 

follows:  

𝑅𝑒 = 4𝜌𝛷µ	√𝜋𝐴		 (20) 
At high Reynolds numbers, the fluid transitions to the turbulent regime, while at medium and low 

Reynolds numbers it remains in the laminar regime. More specifically, experimental findings have 

established that flow in a conduit is laminar when the Reynolds number is significantly less than 

~2000, and turbulent when it is well above 2000 (Katz et al., 2011; Pedley, 1986). The Reynolds 

number decreases with each generation in such a way that it is possible to define a Reynolds number 

for each branch.  

It can be illustrated if we consider resting ventilation in healthy individuals at rest. We can consider 

an expiratory flow rate of 1 L.s-1 at the trachea, which has a cross-sectional area of 237 mm2 (cf 

Table 2 and (Lambert et al., 1982), and using air density ρair = 1.25 kg.m-3 and air viscosity µair = 

18.95×10-6 n.sec.m-2 at 37°C (Pozin et al., 2017). The resulting Re at rest is ~ 9300 with the trachea 

being considered as the generation 0. Flow pattern evolves throughout the airways and at the 5th 

generation for example, where the radius is ~ 2.3 mm, the total flow of 1 L.s−1 is now divided 

between the 25 = 32 parallel airways. At this level of the bronchial tree, Re becomes lower than 

2000 which puts it in the laminar regime. During exercise, flow rates can increase up to ~ 8 L.s-1 in 
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young athletes and ~ 6 L.s-1 in master athletes, making flow at the trachea very turbulent. In this 

context, laminar regime is reached deeper in the lungs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d)  Poiseuille resistance (low Reynolds number) 

Poiseuille's laws have long been considered adequate for describing the flow of fluids through tree-

like structures. However, these laws only hold true for small Reynolds numbers (<< 1), as the linear 

dependence between flow and pressure difference, Φ ∝ ∆P, is not applicable for larger Reynolds 

numbers. One of the main challenges when modeling flow in a tree is inertia effects, which have 

been shown to be present in the bronchial tree (Newman et al., 1997). These effects cause 

Poiseuille's law to be inaccurate because inertia forces can become dominant over viscous forces. 

Hagen-Poiseuille law applies to a slow flow of an incompressible and Newtonian fluid through a 

cylindrical pipe with a constant circular cross-section. It provides a relationship between the 

volumetric flow rate and the pressure drop across the length of the pipe.  Within each branch of a 

generation n, considering Poiseuille law and the assumption that there is no fluid acceleration in 

the airways, a pressure drop q occurs, depending on both flow rate Φ and hydrodynamic resistance 

(or Poiseuille resistance) Rn of the branch:  

 𝑞 = 	Φ	𝑅 	 (21) 

Figure 28. Flow regimen with various Reynolds 
numbers in a conduit. Hagen-Poiseuille flow can 
only be applied to Stokes regimen, i.e., for Reynolds 
number << 1. Therefore, when the Reynolds 
number becomes too large, Hagen-Poiseuille flow 
does not correctly represent the air flow in the 
conduit. . In this case, the resistance of the conduit 
must be determined using a different set of 
hypotheses. 
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Poiseuille resistance can be illustrated by considering gas flowing through a cylindrical tube under 

conditions that are stable, smooth, and fully developed. With symmetry of the conduit being 

assumed, the linear flow velocity 𝑣 solely relies on the distance r from the inner surface of the tube 

to its center. The gas is then composed of layers of concentric circles that move at different speeds, 

and each velocity is not distributed randomly. The sliding friction between adjacent layers 

minimizes their velocity discrepancies, and thus the dissipation of energy. This principle similarly 

applies to the differences between the innermost layer and the tube wall. When the thickness of 

this innermost layer approaches zero, its velocity relative to the stationary wall also approaches 

zero. This implies that the layer of gas closest to the wall is almost stationary. 

 

Figure 29. Gas flow through a cylindrical conduit. The conduit has a length L, a radius R 

and can be divided in multiple concentric layers of radius r. dΦ corresponds to the flow within 

each layer and Φ	is the flow in the conduit. P1 and P2 are the pressure at the inlet and the outlet 

of the conduit, respectively and µ is the viscosity. 
 

 

In a conduit illustrated in Figure 29 with a radius R, and a flow Φ we consider a cylindrical layer 

with a radius r and a thickness dx and a pressure drop between the inlet and the outlet of the layer ∆P = P1 − P2. From the velocity profile principle, we know that (Atkinson et al., 1969): 

 

  

�̇�(𝑟) = ∆𝑃4𝜇𝐿 (𝑅 − 𝑟 ) (22) 
 

 

The velocity profile in a conduit (see Figure 29) is based on this equation. We can also note that it 

illustrates the statement that the cylinders closest to the conduit (r=R) wall follows a stationary 
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regimen because when  (R − r ) = 0, the corresponding velocity v(R) = 0. We need to 

determine the flow of each layer dΦ from its velocity v and its surface dS which gives us dΦ(r) =𝑣(r) × dS = v(r) × 2πr	dr. The total flow in the conduit is calculated by considering the flow of 

each layer:  

 

Φ = dΦ = 𝑣(𝑟)	2𝜋𝑟	𝑑𝑟 

 

= ∆𝑃4𝜇𝐿 (𝑅 − 𝑟 )2𝜋𝑟	𝑑𝑟 

 

= ∆𝑃	2𝜋	4𝜇𝐿 (𝑅 − 𝑟 )𝑟	𝑑𝑟 

= ∆𝑃	𝜋	2𝜇𝐿 (𝑅 𝑟 − 𝑟 )	𝑑𝑟 

 

= ∆𝑃	𝜋	2𝜇𝐿 𝑅 	𝑟2 	− 𝑟4  

 

= ∆𝑃	𝜋	2𝜇𝐿 𝑅 	𝑅2 	− 𝑅4  

 

= ∆𝑃	𝜋	2𝜇𝐿 	𝑅2 	− 𝑅4  

 

= ∆𝑃	𝜋	2𝜇𝐿 	𝑅2 	− 𝑅4  

 

= ∆𝑃	𝜋	2𝜇𝐿 𝑅4  

 

= ∆𝑃	𝜋	8𝜇𝐿 𝑅  
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Therefore, when pressure loss which corresponds to the resistance of the conduit, is isolated, we 

obtain:  

∆𝑃 = 8µ𝐿	πR 	Φ (23) 
 

And considering equation (X) (𝑞 = 	Φ	𝑅 	), we can deduce that the Poiseuille resistance is:  

 

𝑅 = 8πµ 𝐿𝐴 	 (24) 
 

To summarize, Poiseuille's law provides a framework to understand how specific variables affect 

the slow laminar flow of a fluid within a cylindrical pipe. Flow rate is directly proportional to the 

pressure gradient across the length of the pipe and if the pressure difference increases from one 

end of the pipe to the other, the flow rate increases accordingly. The flow rate is significantly 

influenced by the radius of the pipe, as it is proportional to the fourth power of the radius. A minor 

change in the diameter can thus lead to substantial changes in the flow rate. This principle 

emphasizes the heightened sensitivity of fluid flow to the size the conduit which is particularly 

important when considering older narrower airways. The flow rate is inversely proportional to the 

fluid’s viscosity. A more viscous fluid, being thicker, thus has a lower flow rate than a less viscous 

fluid under the same conditions. In addition, the flow rate is inversely proportional to the pipe’s 

length. The longer the pipe, the greater is the resistance, leading to a reduced flow rate. 

These principles fundamentally highlight how the interplay of pressure, physical properties of the 

fluid (like viscosity), and characteristics of the conduit (like length and radius) determine the 

behavior of slow laminar flow within a cylindrical conduit.  

 

e)  Inertia effects (high resistance number) 

 
When higher flow rates are involved, (e.g., mainly in upstream airways), the flow profile is deformed 

by the inertial effects and the geometry. Thus, the hydrodynamic resistance of the fluid increases 

and becomes greater than Poiseuille resistance. In this context, we can use the resistance factor Z 

proposed by (Tawhai et al., 2004) to mimic the increase of hydrodynamic resistance with inertia 

effects:  

 𝑅 = 𝑍 	𝑅 , 					𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ ∶ 					𝑍 ⩾ 1	 (25) 
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The resistance factor Z is superior to 1 for non-Poiseuille flow and depends on Reynolds number, 𝑅𝑒 =
	√

, with 𝜌  corresponding to gas density.  

 

𝑍 = max 1, 12 + 𝑅𝑒600 	 (26) 
 

Here, we see that if the Reynolds number is inferior to 300, the flow is considered as a Poiseuille 

flow, and the factor Z is equal to 1. 

The above-mentioned relationships are used in mathematical models of the lung to make precise 

statements about the physical mechanisms of breathing and to explore the resulting consequences. 

This gives access to non-observable information, and it is possible to modulate the physical 

properties of the inhaled gas such as density and viscosity to investigate the evolution of flow and 

pressures. 
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The respiratory system in most young healthy individuals is overbuilt and able to meet the 

ventilatory demand imposed during exercise with only rare alteration of arterial blood gas at 

maximal exercise. However, specific cases can be found in endurance-trained individuals who are 

capable of reaching higher exercise workloads and exercise at higher metabolic cost therefore 

putting substantial constraints on their respiratory system. In this context, the respiratory system 

may no longer be overbuilt, and athletes may reach their ventilatory limits. This translates into 

expiratory flow limitation during exercise which leads to a higher cost of breathing and more risks 

of experiencing respiratory muscle fatigue. In the elderly, the respiratory system is even more 

susceptible of being a limiting factor to exercise performance and tolerance because of the normal 

age-related alterations of lung mechanical properties and respiratory musculature to meet the 

demand during exercise. 

More specifically, older individuals who have maintained a competitive training lifestyle through 

their lifespan, also called master athletes, can exercise at more elevated workloads putting higher 

work on their respiratory system despite its age induced alterations. This may significantly 

exacerbate the imbalance between respiratory demand and respiratory capacity, making the 

respiratory system even more susceptible to no longer be overbuilt. This can result in airflow 

limitation during maximal and even submaximal exercise which in turn, alters exercise performance 

with exercise induced arterial hypoxemia, altered operational lung volumes, and a higher cost of 

breathing. The resulting dynamic hyperinflation and higher work of breathing for a given 

ventilation may accelerate respiratory muscle fatigue during strenuous exercise. Respiratory muscle 

fatigue, in turn, triggers respiratory metaboreflex that may cause blood flow to redirect away from 

locomotor muscle and thus accelerate fatigue in those muscles therefore impairing exercise 

performance and tolerance. The mechanisms may be amplified with age-related changes in 

respiratory system structure and function. Biological sex differences can also be found in lung 

structure and fatigue tolerance which can result in a difference in ventilatory limitation and 

respiratory metaboreflex response between men and women. Therefore, a combined effect of age 

and sex may play a major role in modulating respiratory limitation to exercise.  

The aim of this thesis was to study ventilatory limitation to exercise performance in master 

athletes combining a physiological approach with experimental measurements and 

mathematical approach with modeling of the human lung. The main purpose of this thesis 

was to determine: how does the ventilatory system represent a limitation to exercise 

performance in master athletes? 
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To answer this question, 3 main studies were conducted. 

 

In the first study, we examined the susceptibility of endurance athletes to expiratory flow limitation 

(EFL) in light of age-induced declines in ventilatory capacity and anatomical sex differences. Yet, 

to our knowledge, the combined effect of age and sex on EFL has never been directly tested in 

trained individuals despite their higher likelihood to experience airflow limitation. Therefore, the 

purpose of the first study was to determine how does aging and biological sex influence EFL in 

endurance athletes? We hypothesized that EFL incidence and severity would be higher among 

master athletes as compared to young athletes and in women as compared to men. 

 

From the new insights about airflow limitation in athletes and master athletes in the first study, we 

wanted to further comprehend how master athletes were more predisposed to EFL. Considering 

that breathing heliox (i.e., 21% O2 - 79% He) alleviates EFL, and increases ventilation levels, we 

studied how gas density and viscosity influenced expiratory flow and resistance distribution in aging 

airways. We chose a mathematical modeling approach to evaluate the underlying mechanisms of 

expiratory flow and airway resistance. Therefore, the second study aimed at evaluating the effect 

of heliox on expiratory flow in master athletes. Principles from fluid mechanics were used and flow 

patterns were evaluated with a compliant airway tree model and experimental measurements. We 

hypothesized that heliox breathing would lead to a larger increase in expiratory flow in the first 

airway generation and that a simulated reduction in airway cross-sectional area would amplify the 

effect of heliox on expiratory flow. We also hypothesized that the effect of heliox on expiratory 

flow simulated in our compliant lung model would follow a similar pattern than experimental 

assessment of expiratory flow. 

 

Airflow limitation may result in a steep increase in the resistance of the whole bronchial tree thereby 

putting additional demand on the respiratory muscles.  Therefore, inspiratory muscle fatigue may 

be a common phenomenon in endurance athletes and particularly master athletes because of their 

greater susceptibility towards experiencing EFL. Respiratory muscle fatigue may in turn accelerate 

locomotor muscle fatigue during exercise. Therefore, the purpose of the third study was to 

determine how aging impacts the interplay between respiratory muscle fatigue and locomotor 

muscle fatigue. We hypothesized that inducing inspiratory muscle fatigue before a high-intensity 

exercise would accelerate locomotor muscle fatigue and reduce exercise performance. We also 

hypothesized that this response would be magnified in master athletes when compared to younger 

athletes. 
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Master athletes are a unique subpopulation among older adults. These individuals, who are highly 

trained and possess a cardiovascular system and muscle metabolic capacity that enable them to 

achieve a V̇O 	 	of 40-55 mL.min-1.kg-1 require increased levels of ventilation, typically within 

the range of 100-130 L.min-1 (Johnson et al., 1994, Trappe et al., 2013). Given the natural decrease 

in lung function that occurs with aging and the heightened ventilatory demand of exercise, master 

athletes present a distinctive study population regarding airflow limitation. Only few studies 

investigated EFL in master athletes although they are believed to be the healthy population with 

the most chances to be limited by their ventilatory system (Johnson et al., 1991b). The primary aim 

of the first study presented in this thesis was to examine the prevalence of EFL in endurance 

athletes and the impact of age and biological sex on this limitation. The study participants were 

recruited from a variety of competitive events and included triathletes, runners, and trained cyclists. 
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ABSTRACT (<250 words) 

 

Introduction. Previous research has identified expiratory flow limitation (EFL) as a possible 

limit to exercise performance in young and older endurance athletes (i.e., master athletes). 

However, the effect of age and biological sex on EFL remain unclear in athletes. Methods. 

Thirty-eight healthy athletes participated in this study including 10 master athletes women 

(MW, age, 64.8 ± 3.8years, V̇O 	 , 48.5 ± 8.4 mL.min-1.kg-1), 11 master athletes men (MM, 

age, 65.0 ± 5.1 years, V̇O 	 , 46.5 ± 2.7 mL.min-1.kg-1), 8 young athletes women (YW, age, 

28.6 ± 4.4 years, V̇O 	 , 59.8 ± 2.0 mL.min-1.kg-1) and 10 young athletes men (YM, age, 27.4 

± 4.4 years, V̇O 	 , 65.9 ± 7.4 mL.min-1.kg-1). Participants performed a maximal and graded 

exercise test to exhaustion on a cycle ergometer. The maximal expiratory flow volume (MEFV) 

curve was assessed at rest and operational lung volumes were determined with participants 

performing inspiratory capacity (IC) maneuvers at each exercise workload. EFL severity was 

estimated as the percentage of the tidal expiratory volume that overlapped the MEFV curve. 

Results. At peak exercise, EFL was found in 61% of young athletes, 86% of master athletes, 

78% of women and 71% of men. EFLSEVERITY reached 27.9 ± 10.2% in YW, 42.9 ± 21.6% in 

YM, 46.0 ± 28.5% in MW and 52.1 ± 20.4 % in MM.). EFLSEVERITY of all participants was 

positively correlated with SR (p = 0.012, r2 = 0.16). Conclusion. our findings indicate that age-

related decline in pulmonary function increases the likelihood of EFL in master athletes, with 

women being particularly vulnerable. 

 

KEY WORDS: aging, biological sex, exercise, expiratory flow limitation, master athlete   
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INTRODUCTION  

In healthy individuals the respiratory system is designed to effectively meet the increased 

ventilatory demand encountered during exercise at sea level (Dempsey et al., 2020). However, 

during peak exercise, this demand can surpass ventilatory capacity, causing expiratory flow 

limitation (EFL) (Molgat-Seon et al., 2022). EFL is a physiological condition in which the 

dynamic compression of the airway limits airflow to such an extent that expiratory flow no 

longer increases with increasing expiratory effort or transpulmonary pressure (Aliverti, 2008). 

EFL leads to a series of secondary manifestations such as exercise-induced arterial hypoxemia 

(EIAH) (Prefaut et al., 1994; Derchak et al., 2000; Dominelli et al., 2013), increased dyspnea 

(Aliverti et al., 2002), altered operating lung volumes with dynamic lung hyperinflation 

(Pellegrino et al., 1993), an increase in respiratory muscle work and in the oxygen cost of 

breathing (Dominelli et al., 2015c; Guenette et al., 2007; Wilkie et al., 2015). Overall EFL 

adversely affects respiratory muscle dynamics, and alters exercise performance (Aliverti et al., 

2002; Wilkie et al., 2015). The development of EFL during exercise may be foreseen by 

analyzing variables associated with respiratory capacity, such as lung volume, expiratory flow 

rates and slope ratio, as well as factors linked to the demand for ventilation, such as minute 

ventilation and breathing pattern (Molgat-Seon et al., 2022; Smith et al., 2014). Biological sex 

differences significantly affect these variables and therefore modulate ventilatory limitation. 

Over the past few decades, numerous studies have extensively documented structural 

differences in young males’ and females’ respiratory system and showed that females have 

smaller lung volumes and narrower airways compared to males of equivalent lung size, 

resulting in lower expiratory flow rates (Christou et al., 2021; Dominelli et al., 2018, 2018; 

Torres-Tamayo et al., 2018). It can therefore be assumed that females may be more susceptible 

to EFL during exercise than males at a given level of ventilatory demand (McClaran et al., 

1998). However, research on young adults with different fitness characteristics demonstrated 
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similar EFL levels regardless of biological sex during exercise (Dominelli et al., 2015b; Molgat-

Seon et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2014). Additionally, in a recent multivariate analysis of 126 

healthy males and females with varying fitness levels, Molgat-Seon and colleagues (Molgat-

Seon et al., 2022) identified key factors that influenced EFL during exercise. Healthy young 

men (53%) and women (45%) were found to have a comparable incidence of EFL suggesting 

equal ability between genders to meet the ventilatory demands during exercise. Nevertheless, 

other studies conducted on female endurance athletes (≥ 55 mL.min-1.kg-1) showed that they 

were more prone to experiencing EFL during exercise compared to their male counterparts 

(Guenette et al., 2007; McClaran et al., 1998). This suggests that sex may impact the ability to 

meet ventilatory demands but only when individuals use a substantial portion of their 

ventilatory capacity. Yet, these findings are not consistent with  the results of Molgat-Seon et 

al. (Molgat-Seon et al., 2022), based on a larger sample size, who reported a similar incidence 

of EFL among males and females, even among those with the highest levels of aerobic fitness. 

Regardless of the biological sex differences, ventilatory capacity does not adapt to endurance 

training (Dempsey et al., 2008b). Therefore, both males and females endurance athletes may 

face difficulties in meeting the increased metabolic demands placed on their respiratory system 

and are more likely to experience EFL during strenuous exercise (Guenette et al., 2007; Mota 

et al., 1999; Wilkie et al., 2015). This phenomenon may be particularly pronounced in older 

endurance-trained individuals or “master athletes” who still have elevated ventilation rates 

despite impaired lung function (Tanaka and Seals, 2003). Master athletes experience a natural 

decline in lung function due to a reduced lung elasticity and compliance (Turner et al., 1968) 

an increased airway resistance (Molgat‐Seon et al., 2019), a decrease in lung surface area 

(Niewoehner and Kleinerman, 1974) and an increase in dead space ventilation (Johnson et al., 

1991b). EFL was shown to be a common feature in physically active aging population (Johnson 

et al., 1991a) and in fit elderly individuals (McClaran et al., 1995) with EFL severity showing 
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a longitudinal increase from 63 to 73 years. However, these older active or fit groups were 

predominantly males as only a small number of women were included representing 4 out of 18 

(McClaran et al., 1995) and 3 out of 29 subjects (Johnson et al., 1991a) with no further analysis 

conducted on sex differences.  

Overall, endurance athletes may be more susceptible to EFL, which could be influenced by 

biological sex differences and exacerbated by age. Yet, to our knowledge, the combined effect 

of age and sex has never been directly tested in trained individuals. To address this gap, this 

study aims at determining the modulating effect of age and biological sex on EFL susceptibility 

and severity during maximal exercise in athletes. We hypothesized that EFL incidence and 

severity would be higher among master athletes as compared to young athletes and in women 

as compared to men. 

 

METHODS 

Subjects’ characteristics 

Thirty-eight healthy athletes (V̇O 	   > 130% predicted, (Myers et al., 2017)  participated in 

this study including 10 master athletes women (MW, age, 64.8 ± 3.8years, V̇O 	 , 48.5 ± 8.4 

mL.min-1.kg-1), 11 master athletes men (MM, age, 65.0 ± 5.1 years, V̇O 	 , 46.5 ± 2.7 

mL.min-1.kg-1), 8 young athletes women (YW, age, 28.6 ± 4.4 years, V̇O 	 , 59.8 ± 2.0 

mL.min-1.kg-1) and 10 young athletes men (YM, age, 27.4 ± 4.4 years, V̇O 	 , 65.9 ± 7.4 

mL.min-1.kg-1). All participants had normal pulmonary function (see Table 1), were healthy, 

free of any medication, had no history of smoking or current symptoms of cardiovascular or 

pulmonary disease, had no orthopedic injury, neuromuscular disorders, or any contraindications 

to exercise testing. Participants were instructed to avoid heavy training, consumption of 

caffeinated beverage and alcohol 24 hours before each experimental session. Written and verbal 

informed consent was obtained from each participant. The study was approved by the local 
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ethics committee and conducted according to the Helsinki Declaration for human 

experimentation. 

 

Experimental protocol 

Upon their arrival, participants underwent basic anthropometric measurements and were 

familiarised with pulmonary function testing. Then, participants performed a maximal and 

graded cycling test to exhaustion (see maximal exercise testing) with resting pulmonary 

function tests assessed at rest, both before and after the cycling exercise test. 

 

Maximal exercise testing 

The maximal and graded test to exhaustion was performed on an electromagnetically braked 

cycle ergometer (Velotron, RacerMate, Seattle, WA, USA). The incremental exercise test began 

at a workload of 80 W for MM and 160 W for YM with a 40 W increase every 3 min. The initial 

workload was 30 W for MW and 120 W for YW and increased by 30 W every 3 min. 

Participants were instructed to maintain a self-selected pedaling frequency until volitional 

exhaustion or until they could no longer maintain 60 rpm for more than ten seconds despite 

verbal encouragement. To ensure that V̇O 	  was reached during the maximal and graded 

exercise test, participants performed, after a twenty-minute recovery period, a constant work 

rate test until exhaustion at 110% of the peak power output (PPO) reached during the maximal 

and graded exercise test. PPO corresponded to the power which elicited V̇O 	 . 

 

Pulmonary function testing 

Spirometry was conducted following standardized guidelines and requirements (Miller, 2005). 

Participants were seated on the ergocycle in the cycling position to avoid any posture effect. 

Data were expressed relative to predicted values (Quanjer et al., 2012). Maximal expiratory 
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flow volume (MEFV) curves were constructed by having subjects perform forced vital capacity 

(FVC) maneuvers with varying efforts prior to and after the incremental exercise test to consider 

the phenomenon of gas compression and potential exercise-induced bronchodilation (Guenette 

et al., 2010). The highest flow achieved at any given absolute lung volume was used to account 

for thoracic gas compression effect on maximal expiratory flows (Guenette et al., 2010). A 

monitor provided instantaneous visual feedback of the flow-volume loops during each attempt. 

The shape of the MEFV curves was evaluated using the slope ratio (SR) where a SR value of 1 

indicated a linear MEFV curve while a value of SR < 1  indicated a convex shape with smaller 

change in flow per volume unit and a value of SR > 1 indicated a concave shape with greater 

change in flow per volume unit (Dominelli et al., 2015a, 2016; Klimenko et al., 2023). SR was 

calculated as follow (Dominelli et al., 2016, 2015a) : a tangency and a chord line were traced 

at 30 points which were calculated in 2% increments between 20% and 80% of maximal 

volume. The tangent line was drawn using a volume difference of 200 ml above and below the 

calculated point while the chord line corresponded to the line intersecting this point and the end 

of the vital capacity. The average SR value was calculated for each point within the VC range 

analyzed, and the resulting mean SR was reported. 

 

Operational Lung volume 

To determine operational lung volumes and accurately position tidal flow-volume loops within 

the maximal flow-volume loop, participants performed maximal inspiratory capacity (IC) 

maneuvers at rest and in the last 30 seconds of each exercise workload. Participants were 

prompted to perform the IC maneuver once the tidal breath and end-expiratory lung volume 

(EELV) were considered stable by experimenters from visual feedback for at least 10 breaths. 

Participants were verbally encouraged and the importance of reaching total lung capacity (TLC) 
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during every maneuver was emphasized. If participants thought they failed to perform a 

maximal IC, another attempt was made approximately 15 seconds later.  

 

Perceptual responses  

The perceived rate of breathlessness (dyspnea) and leg discomfort were measured 

independently at the end of each exercise workload using a Borg CR-100 numerical scale. 

Dyspnea was defined as the perception of breathing difficulty, and leg discomfort was defined 

as the perception of muscle fatigue in the legs. For each scale, "0" corresponded to no 

respiratory discomfort or no leg discomfort and "100" corresponded to the most severe 

respiratory discomfort or the most severe leg discomfort ever experienced, respectively. 

 

Respiratory data collection and analysis  

Inspiratory and expiratory airflows were assessed with a heated pneumotachograph (model 

2730, Hans Rudolph, Kansas, USA). The pneumotachograph was calibrated using a 3L-syringe 

(model 5530, Hans Rudolph, Kansas, USA), at three different flow rates (<70L/min, 100-

120L/min and >150L/min) to consider any non-linear relationship between flow and volume 

and six volumes ranging from 0.5 to 3 liters and gas exchange were measured using a respiratory 

gas analyzer (Metasys TR-M, Brainware, France). Volume was determined through numerical 

integration of the flow signal. During the entire session, flow and volume data were 

continuously recorded at a sampling rate of 2000Hz using a 16-channel analog-to-digital data 

acquisition system (Powerlab 16/35, AD Instrument, Australia). Data were saved and stored on 

a computer (LabChart v8.1.25, AD Instruments) and subsequent analysis was performed using 

MATLAB (R2023a, MathWorks Inc., USA). 

To remove the flow signal drift from the pneumotachograph, we selected the volume of ten 

tidal cycles prior to each IC maneuvers. The drift trend on the selected cycles was determined 
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with a regression analysis and subtracted from the breathing cycles of interest. The resulting 

adjusted volume signal was used for subsequent analysis. Assuming that lung elastic recoil and 

TLC do not vary during exercise (Babb and Rodarte, 1991; Younes and Kivinen, 1984), EELV 

was calculated by subtracting the IC volume from FVC and end-inspiratory lung volume 

(EILV) was calculated as the sum of tidal volume and EELV. To obtain an accurate 

representation of the tidal flow volume loop, eight tidal breaths from the tenth to the second 

breath before the IC maneuver were selected and averaged. The averaged tidal flow volume 

loop was then inserted within the MEFV curve from EELV (see figure 1) for each workload. 

The severity of EFL was determined by the percentage of the expiratory tidal volume that 

encroached the MEFV curve (Johnson et al., 1999). Participants were considered to be 

experiencing EFL when the expiratory volume of the tidal breath exceeded the MEFV curve by 

more than 5% (Derchak et al., 2000). Greater percentages indicated more severe EFL. The 

relative workload (i.e., %PPO) at which EFL occurred (WEFL) was determined.  

 

Statistical analysis 

Normality of the distribution was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test and variance homogeneity 

was calculated with Levene’s test. Descriptive characteristics, spirometry data and metabolic 

variables at peak exercise were compared for each group using a two-factor analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) for age (young or master) and sex (men or women). When a significant difference 

was found, a multiple comparisons analysis was performed using the Bonferroni test. 

Ventilatory and metabolic variables during exercise were compared via three-way repeated 

measure ANOVA with one within (time) and 2 between (age ´ sex) main effects. SR values for 

each 30 datapoints of interest were compared within (from 20 to 80% of FVC) and among 

groups via two-way mixed-factorial ANOVA (group ´ %FVC). Pearson correlation analysis 

was conducted to examine the association between EFLSEVERITY and participant characteristics. 
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All statistical analysis were completed with SPSS Statistics (v26.0, IBM Co., NY, USA). Data 

are presented as means ± standard deviation (SD) unless stated otherwise and significance for 

all tests was set at P < 0.05. 

 

RESULTS 

Subject characteristics and pulmonary function 

Participants characteristics and resting pulmonary function are displayed in Table 1. A 

significant main effect of age and sex was found for FVC (p < 0.001 in both groups) and FEV1 

(p < 0.001 in both groups) with men having higher values than women and young athletes 

having higher values than master athletes but with no age and sex interaction effect. A main 

effect of age was also found for FEF25-75 with higher values for men (p < 0.001) and young 

athletes (p = 0.009). SR index was higher in master compared to young athletes (p < 0.001), 

with no effect of biological sex. When SR values from 20 to 80% of FVC were calculated, a 

main effect of age (F = 25.14, p < 0.001) was found with no effect of sex (F = 0.02, p = 0.879). 

 

Ventilatory and metabolic response during exercise 

Peak exercise data are shown in Table 2. At peak exercise, a main effect of both age and sex (p 

< 0.02) was found for PPO (W and W.kg-1), V̇O 	  (L.min-1) and VĊO 	 , with men having 

higher values than women and young athletes having higher values than master athletes. 

V̇O 	  (mL.min-1.kg-1, p < 0.001), RER (p = 0.004), HR (p < 0.001) and [La]b (p = 0.001) 

were higher in young athletes than master athletes. Women athletes, regardless of their age, 

experienced a slightly lower SpO2 at peak exercise than men (p = 0.001). Ventilatory response 

across workloads is shown in Figure 2. At peak exercise, a main effect of age and sex was found 

for V̇E (p < 0.001), with men and young athletes achieving greater ventilation levels than 

women and master athletes, respectively. Women had also a lower VT than men (p < 0.001) 
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regardless of age, and master athletes had a lower BF than young athletes (p = 0.010) regardless 

of biological sex. A main age (p = 0.005), sex (p = 0.016) and age ´ sex interaction effect (p < 

0.001) was observed for V̇E /VĊO , with higher values for men and master athletes. 

 

Expiratory Flow limitation 

The percentage of EFL occurrence for every participants' group and across workloads is shown 

in Figure 3. EFLSEVERITY was negatively correlated with WEFL (p < 0.001, r2 = 0.47), showing 

that participants who started to experience EFL at lower relative workloads had the most severe 

EFL. At peak exercise, EFL was thus found in 61% of young athletes, 86% of master athletes, 

78% of women and 71% of men. When considering individuals who experienced EFL only, 

tidal breath overlapped the MEFV curve (i.e., EFLSEVERITY) over 27.9 ± 10.2% in YW, 42.9 ± 

21.6% in YM, 46.0 ± 28.5% in MW and 52.1 ± 20.4 % in MM. When EFLSEVERITY of all 

participants was considered, it was positively correlated with SR (p = 0.012, r2 =0.16, see figure 

4), showing that participants with the most concave MEFV curve had the most severe EFL.  

 

Operating lung volumes 

Operating lung volume are displayed in Figure 5. At the onset of exercise, EELV decreased 

below resting values (p < 0.05) in all groups and remained below resting values throughout 

exercise. At peak exercise, EELV increased towards resting values in all groups but, when the 

group mean data were considered, did not exceed them (p > 0.05). Using a qualitative approach, 

our results showed that EELV at peak exercise exceeded resting values (i.e., dynamic 

hyperinflation) in 25% (n = 2/8) of YW, in 40% (n = 4/10) of YM, in 50% (n = 5/10) in MW 

and in 27% (n = 3/10) of MM. EILV progressively and linearly increased during exercise for 

each group (p < 0.05), with no difference between groups.  
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DISCUSSION 

Main findings 

The purpose of this study was to determine the modulating effect of age and biological sex on 

EFL frequency and severity during a maximal graded cycling exercise in athletes. Our main 

findings were that i) master athletes were more susceptible at experiencing EFL compared to 

young athletes, ii) women and men were similarly likely to experience EFL when grouped by 

age, iii) master athletes who experienced flow limitation, had a greater EFLSEVERITY than young 

athletes, iv) increased MEFV curvilinearity (i.e., increased slope ratio) was correlated with a 

greater EFLSEVERITY.  Our collective findings indicate that age-related changes, rather than 

biological sex differences, are primarily responsible for athletes reaching their ventilatory limits 

(i.e., unbalance between ventilatory capacity and demand). Thus, master athletes, appear to be 

more susceptible to EFL than their younger counterparts. 

 

Ventilatory capacity at rest in young and master athletes 

Ventilatory capacity is determined by lung volume and maximal expiratory flows which may 

be influenced by age and biological sex. Previous studies evidenced a decrease in lung function 

with healthy aging (i.e., FEV1 decrease of 20-30 mL per year starting at age 35-40; (Johnson et 

al., 1991a, 1994; McClaran et al., 1995; Molgat-Seon et al., 2018; Molgat‐Seon et al., 2019; 

Ofir et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2017b) and the differences in lung anatomy and function between 

men and women (Christou et al., 2021; Dominelli et al., 2018; Sheel et al., 2009; Torres-

Tamayo et al., 2018). As expected, regardless of age, women displayed a lower FVC than men 

and regardless of biological sex, master athletes displayed a lower FVC than young athletes. 

While these data support the widely accepted notion that FVC is lower in women than men and 

in older than young individuals, it is, to our knowledge, the first time that it was directly 
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compared in young and master athletes of both sexes. Our data therefore support that the effects 

of age and biological sex in lung structure and function, are maintained in athletes. 

When focusing on expiratory flow rates and particularly FEF25, FEF50 and FEF25-75, women 

displayed lower values than men regardless of age and master athletes displayed lower values 

than young athletes regardless of biological sex. Lower expiratory flow rates in women may be 

attributed to differences in lung anatomy, with women having smaller airways than men even 

when matched for lung size (Christou et al., 2021; Dominelli et al., 2018, 2015b; Molgat‐Seon 

et al., 2019). Age-related decline in expiratory flow rates stems from both a loss of lung elastic 

recoil and chest wall stiffening, which further exacerbate dynamic compression of the airways. 

This results in the observed reduction in maximal expiratory flow rates leading to the decline 

of maximum ventilatory capacity (Johnson et al., 1991b; Yernault et al., 1979). Collectively, 

our data support the notion that ventilatory capacity decreases with healthy aging in athletes.  

The effect of endurance training conducted across the lifespan on curtailing the decline in 

pulmonary function associated with aging remains a widely debated topic and lacks a clear 

conclusion (Cheng, 2003; Hagberg et al., 1988; Jakes, 2002; Morris et al., 1971; Niinimaa and 

Shephard, 1978; Pelkonen et al., 2003). In our groups, FVC values were not different from 

predicted values, which supports existing evidence that lifelong endurance training does not 

counteract the age-related decline in FVC (Hagberg et al., 1988). Only FEF25-75 in MM was 

higher than predicted values with values exceeding predicted ones by 147%. However, it was 

unclear whether this value resulted from endurance training. Only FEF25-75 exceeded predicted 

values and this difference was only observed in older men, not women. These findings support 

the idea that endurance training does not mitigate the decline in lung function associated with 

aging. However, a more comprehensive longitudinal study with a larger sample size is 

necessary to verify this claim. 
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The effect of age and biological sex on EFL 

Fitness level has been suggested to be an important determinant of EFL during exercise because 

while endurance training has little, if any, beneficial effects on lung function, it substantially 

increases metabolic and ventilation demand / levels (Cox et al., 2020; Guenette et al., 2007; 

McClaran et al., 1998). It is well accepted that elderly individuals are predisposed to EFL during 

exercise due to their decreased ventilatory capacity (DeLorey and Babb, 1999; Johnson and 

Dempsey, 1991). Our findings showed that master athletes had a greater propensity towards 

experiencing EFL with 25% more subjects experiencing EFL in the master athlete group (EFL 

occurrence of 86%, n = 18/21) than in the young athlete group (EFL occurrence of 61%, n = 

11/18). The higher proportion of master athletes who experienced flow limitation during 

relative exercise intensities when compared to younger athletes, regardless of sex, extends 

findings conducted on untrained individuals (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). The modulating effect 

of age was suggested to be attributed to age-related increase of ventilation over ventilatory 

capacity during exercise. Our results provide complementary information because when 

focusing on the effect of age in men only, EFL occurrence was similar between master men and 

young men (70% vs 73%, respectively) but greater in master women than in young women 

(100% vs 50%, respectively). This direct comparison underscores the pivotal effect of 

biological sex, especially among master athletes. 

Biological sex differences in human pulmonary system have been well-documented (Christou 

et al., 2021; Dominelli et al., 2018; Sheel et al., 2009; Torres-Tamayo et al., 2018). In the 

context of high ventilatory demand, the relatively small sex differences in the structure of the 

lungs become important and is thought to predispose women to EFL for a given level of 

ventilation demand (McClaran et al., 1998; Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). We found that 78% of 

women and 71% of men experienced EFL It should be noted that the slightly higher occurrence 

of EFL in women was mainly attributed to the subjects from the MW group who all displayed 
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flow limitation. Consequently, when grouped together regardless of age, our data indicate that, 

there was no greater likelihood of EFL in women. This observation was particularly prevalent 

among young athletes. On the one hand, our findings are not in agreement with, previous work 

conducted on young endurance-trained individuals who reported a higher propensity toward 

EFL at maximal exercise in women than in men using a negative expiratory pressure (NEP) 

device (Guenette et al., 2007) or using similar methodology to ours (Wilkie et al., 2015). On 

the other hand, other studies using similar methodology to ours and conducted on a larger 

sample size, found that within individuals with the highest fitness levels, the frequency of EFL 

was similar between the sexes (Molgat-Seon et al., 2022). Accordingly, these authors did not 

observe biological sex differences across a wide range of cardiorespiratory fitness (i.e., from 

81% to 182% of predicted  V̇O 	 ) on 126 young healthy individuals. Other authors reported 

that sex did not affect the frequency of EFL when young recreationally active subjects were 

studied using similar methodology to ours (Dominelli et al., 2015b) or a NEP device (Molgat-

Seon et al., 2018).  

While there is a body of research on biological sex differences in young participants, there are 

only very few data available regarding direct comparisons between the sexes in older 

individuals. However, when examining the interplay between healthy aging and sex, MW in 

our study emerge as particularly interesting subjects due to their heightened susceptibility to 

developing EFL, with higher occurrence rates than MM. Previous work conducted on untrained 

older women, reported an EFL occurrence of 60% (5 subjects out of 8 in Wilkie et al., 2012) 

and 90% (11 subjects out of 12 in Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). It is important to acknowledge 

that while Wilkie et al., (2012) used similar methodology to ours, Molgat-Seon et al., (2018) 

used a NEP device to detect EFL (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). Taken together, these results 

highlight the greater like hood of experiencing EFL in older women. Furthermore, our data 

reveals new findings indicating that when these older women undergo endurance training, they 
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may be even more vulnerable to airflow limitation. These findings can be attributed to the 

interactive influences of healthy aging and biological sex on pulmonary structure and function 

(Molgat-Seon et al., 2018) which appear no longer overbuilt for the demand imposed by 

exercise. 

 

Determinants of EFL. 

The presence of EFL during exercise is caused by the unbalance between ventilatory capacity 

and ventilatory demand (Johnson and Dempsey, 1991). In healthy individuals our 

understanding of the determinants of EFL is mostly based on studies conducted on young male 

and, to a lesser extent, female participants. For example, the predictors of EFL has been well 

documented in a recent work involving a large sample of participants (Molgat-Seon et al., 

2022). However, this study evaluated EFL in subjects of varying fitness levels and who were 

between the ages of 20 and 45 years (mean age ~26 years). Therefore, it did not provide insight 

into EFL determinants in older individuals or in athletes specifically. We found a positive 

relationship between EFLSEVERITY and SR indicating that a more concave MEFV curve, and 

thus potentially smaller airways, was associated with a greater EFLSEVERITY. It should be noted 

that this relationship was detected by including all participants, with non-EFL subjects, in the 

analysis (represented as ‘‘0%’’). We included all participants to match with Molgat-Seon et al., 

(2022) methodology. Our results extend the findings of this study thereby suggesting that the 

SR may be an important determinant of EFL in trained individuals as well. Yet our findings are 

based on correlative evidence, and we cannot infer causation from our data. 

 

Operating lung volume 

During exercise, most young and master athletes reduced EELV below resting values. With the 

emergence of EFL, EELV can rise back to resting EELV to increase expiratory flow rates. In 
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some cases it can also continue to increase beyond EELV which leads to dynamic hyperinflation 

(Babb, 2013). We observed that 8 of 21 master athletes (n = 3 men, n = 5 women) and 6 of 18 

young athletes (n = 4 men, n = 2 women) showed evidence of dynamic hyperinflation at 

maximal exercise. However, when data were gathered by group, EELV did not significantly 

increase above resting EELV.  Therefore, our findings do not support evidence of a modulating 

effect of biological sex or age on dynamic hyperinflation in athletes. While the development of 

EFL has been shown to result in dynamic lung hyperinflation during exercise in older 

individuals in previous work (Johnson et al., 1991a; McClaran et al., 1999), other studies found 

EFL without dynamic hyperinflation suggesting that the net mechanical time constant for lung 

emptying was preserved (Faisal et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 1991b). Indeed, although EELV 

have been shown to increase during exercise with EFL (Pellegrino et al., 1993), it has been 

suggested more recently that it did  not imply causality (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). Some 

individuals confronted to EFL, may thus avoid high lung volumes to keep breathing on the 

steeper and most advantageous part of the pressure volume relationship of the respiratory 

system (Agostoni and Rahn, 1960; Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). This could be particularly useful 

in older men and women who have been shown to exhibit a higher work of breathing for a given 

VĖ than younger counterparts (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). Overall, master athletes seem to 

regulate their operating lungs volumes during exercise similarly to young athletes. Although 

this similar lung volume pattern was also shown in untrained older individuals, our master 

athletes did not breathe at higher operating lung volumes than their younger counterparts as it 

was found in untrained individuals (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018).  as previously shown in 

untrained individuals (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). However, in contrast to this study, our master 

athletes did not breathe at higher operating lung volumes than their younger counterparts at 

similar relative work rates. This could be a strategic adaptation to mitigate exacerbated work of 

breathing due to their higher levels of ventilation. However, additional research utilizing direct 
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measurements of the work of breathing should be conducted to confirm this difference between 

older trained and untrained individuals. 

 

Methodological considerations 

Although we used validated methods to evaluate EFL, EELV, EILV and dysanapsis, these 

methods only provide indirect and approximate estimates of these indices. Specifically, we used 

volitional inspiratory capacity maneuvers during exercise to estimate operating lung volumes 

and, consequently, EFL. As we were unable to perform invasive esophageal pressure 

measurements, we could not determine peak esophageal pressure and confirm whether 

participants inspired maximally to total lung capacity during the maneuvers. To mitigate this 

limitation, each participant was thoroughly informed about the importance of producing a 

maximal effort during IC maneuver and was familiarized with the procedure. With 

comprehensive explanations and familiarization, IC measurements are considered reliable and 

reproducible (Guenette et al., 2013). 

Moreover, in the absence of transpulmonary pressure measurement or negative expiratory 

pressure device to directly test for EFL, we estimated EFL by calculating the percentage of the 

tidal volume loop that overlapped the MEFV curve. To minimize potential false detection of 

EFL, expiratory flow was considered limited only when the tidal volume loop overlapped and 

exceeded the MEFV curve by ≥ 5%. 

 

CONCLUSION  

This study aimed at determining the modulating effect of age and biological sex on EFL 

susceptibility and severity during maximal exercise in athletes. Ventilatory capacity and 

demand were compared between young and master athletes of both sexes. Collectively, our 

findings indicate that age-related decline in pulmonary function increases the likelihood of EFL 
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in master athletes, with women being particularly susceptible. Further investigation is necessary 

to determine the extent to which EFL limits exercise and affects breathing for master athletes, 

particularly women. 
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Table 1. Subjects characteristics 

 YOUNG MASTER P value 

Variable Women  Men Women Men Main effect of age Main effect of sex Effect of age ´ sex 
n 8 10 10 11    

Age (yr) 28.6 ± 4.4 27.4 ± 4.4 64.8 ± 3.8 65.0 ± 5.1 < 0.001 0.744 0.644 

Height (cm) 167.9 ± 4.2 178.1 ± 6.9 161.8 ± 5.9 176.5 ± 4.7 0.044 < 0.001 0.240 

Weight (kg) 58.1 ± 7.2 71.6 ± 9.0 50.5 ± 6.8 67.9 ± 3.7 0.017 < 0.001 0.386 

FVC (L) 4.5 ± 0.7 5.9 ± 0.8 3.2 ± 0.5  4.9 ± 0.9 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.478 

FVC (% predicted) 102.8 ± 8.2 108.0 ± 9.7 106.7 ± 12.0 112.4 ± 17.3 0.325 0.194 0.961 
FEV1 (L) 3.2 ± 0.8 4.4 ± 0.6 2.0 ± 0.5 3.7 ± 0.8 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.296 
FEV1 (% predicted) 86.2 ± 15.3 98.2 ± 11.0 86.3 ± 20.4 110.5 ± 20.4 0.284 0.004 0.300 
FEV1/FVC (%) 70.7 ± 11.9 75.5 ± 7.3 63.7 ± 14.6 75.6 ± 6.4 0.322 0.020 0.303 
FEV1/FVC (%predicted) 83.6 ± 14.6 90.5 ± 9.0  81.0 ± 30.2 98.4 ± 8.4 0.695 0.006 0.093 
PEF (L.s-1) 8.7 ± 1.5 10.1 ± 0.8 6.6 ± 0.7 10.5 ± 1.9 0.066 < 0.001 0.007 
FEF25 (L.s-1) 7.6 ± 1.7 8.4 ± 0.7 5.4 ± 1.1 8.8 ± 1.8 0.045 < 0.001 0.006 
FEF50 (L.s-1) 5.0 ± 1.4 5.3 ± 1.1 2.8 ± 0.8 5.0 ± 1.4 0.002 0.004 0.014 
FEF75 (L.s-1) 2.4 ± 0.7 2.3 ± 0.6 0.8 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.6 < 0.001 0.112 0.029 
FEF25-75 (L.s-1) 4.5 ± 1.2 4.5 ± 0.8 2.1 ± 0.7 3.9 ± 1.0 < 0.001 0.009 0.006 
FEF25-75 (%predicted) 111.2 ± 19.1 95.9 ± 17.9 103.1 ± 31.5  147.1 ± 39.9 0.034 0.150 0.005 
Slope ratio (AU) 1.1 ± 0.9 1.2 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.3 < 0.001 0.885 0.172 
PIMAX (cmH2O) 105.6 ± 4.0 113.5 ± 15.7 68.4 ± 13.1 105.0 ± 17.5 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.005 
PIMAX (% predicted) 131.1 ± 6.2 106.5 ± 14.7 101.7 ± 19.5 122.5 ± 20.4 0.184 0.137 < 0.001 

        
All values are expressed as means ± SD. FVC: forced vital capacity; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FEV1/FVC: ratio of FEV1 to FVC; PEF, peak expiratory flow; 

FEF25, FEF50, FEF75: forced expiratory flow at respectively 25%, 50% and 75% of FVC; FEF25-75: forced expiratory flow between 25% and 75% of FVC; PIMAX, maximal 

inspiratory pressure.  
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Table 2. Peak metabolic and ventilatory response during maximal graded cycling test 

Parameter YOUNG MASTER P value 

 Women Men Women Men Main effect of 
age 

Main effect of 
sex 

Effect of age ´ sex 

Metabolic        
PPO (W) 261 ± 48  348 ± 38  165 ± 32  258 ± 41  < 0.001 < 0.001 0.802 
PPO/kg (W.kg-1) 3.8 ± 0.5  4.9 ± 0.5  3.3 ± 0.7  4.5 ± 0.4  < 0.001 0.021 0.827 

�̇�𝐎𝟐	𝐌𝐀𝐗	(L.min-1) 3.5 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 0.6  2.6 ± 0.2  3.1 ± 0.2  < 0.001 < 0.001 0.014 

�̇�𝐎𝟐	𝐌𝐀𝐗	(mL.min-1.kg-1) 59.8 ± 2.0  65.9 ± 7.4  48.5 ± 8.4  46.5 ± 2.7 < 0.001 0.959 0.005 

�̇�𝐂𝐎𝟐	𝐌𝐀𝐗	(L.min-1) 3.6 ± 0.5  4.9 ± 0.5  2.5 ± 0.2  3.0 ± 0.3  < 0.001 < 0.001 0.010 

RER (AU) 1.02 ± 0.11  1.13 ± 0.14  1.01 ± 0.13  1.02 ± 0.13  0.004 0.743 0.857 
HR (bpm) 183 ± 6  178 ± 9   155 ± 11  158 ± 16  < 0.001 0.792 0.329 
SpO2 (%) 96.0 ± 1.0  97.0 ± 1.2   95.8 ± 1.4  97.9 ± 1.1 0.623 0.001 0.144 
[La]b (mmol.L-1) 11.6 ± 3.7  11.9 ± 3.5  7.0 ± 1.5  8.5 ± 2.5  0.001 0.432 0.604 

Ventilation         

�̇�𝐄 (L.min-1) 115.0 ± 24.0  144.4 ± 26.2  71.0 ± 17.7  118.8 ± 15.6  < 0.001 < 0.001 0.191 

VT (L) 2.0 ± 0.3  2.5 ± 0.5  1.5 ± 0.3  2.5 ± 0.4  0.068 < 0.001 0.084 
BF (breaths.min-1) 58.8 ± 8.9  66.4 ± 23.7  47.7 ± 8.4  50.3 ± 12.8  0.010 0.316 0.617 

�̇�𝐄 /�̇�𝐎𝟐	 32.0 ± 4.3  29.9 ± 3.9 29.0 ± 5.1  37.6 ± 5.2  0.144 0.049 0.002 

�̇�𝐄 /𝐕�̇�𝐎𝟐	 30.8 ± 3.2  28.6 ± 4.0 29.3 ± 4.4  38.6 ± 4.6   0.005 0.016 < 0.001 

Respiratory mechanics        
EFL (n) 4/8 7/10 10/10 8/11    
EFL SEVERITY (%) 27.9 ± 10.2  42.9 ± 21.6  46.0 ± 28.6  52.1 ± 20.4   0.024 0.597 0.152 
EILV (%CVF) 87.4 ± 3.9  90.7 ± 2.9  85.9 ± 5.0 92.9 ± 3.8   0.754 < 0.001 0.119 
EELV (%CVF) 41.0 ± 6.5  45.4 ± 6.2  34.8 ± 7.4  36.3 ± 5.1   0.001 0.163 0.510 

All values are expressed as means ± SD. PPO, peak power output; V̇O 	, oxygen consumption; V̇CO 	, carbon dioxide output; RER, respiratory exchange ratio; HR, heart rate; 

SpO2, oxygen saturation; [La]b, blood lactate concentration;  V̇E, minute ventilation; VT, tidal volume, BF, breathing frequency, EFL SEVERITY, expiratory flow limitation severity; 

EILV : end inspiratory lung volume; EELV, end expiratory lung volume. 
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Figure 1. Maximal expiratory flow volume curves and tidal flow volume loop at peak 

exercise in YW, YM, MW and MM. 

Values are means ± SD. 
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Figure 2. Ventilation, breathing 

frequency, and tidal volume 

across workloads in YW (⬤), 

YM (∎), MW (◯), and MM ( ). 

§, significant main effect of 

biological sex  

*, significant main effect of age.  

Values are means ± SEM. 
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Figure 3. Expiratory flow limitation frequency at rest and across workloads in YW (⬤), 

YM (∎), MW (◯), and MM ( ). 
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Figure 4 Relationship between slope ratio and expiratory flow limitation severity in YW 

(⬤), YM (∎), MW (◯), and MM ( ). 

Values are means ± SD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p = 0.012 

r2 = 0.16 
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Figure 5. Operating lung volumes at rest and and across workloads in YW (⬤), YM (∎), 

MW (◯), and MM ( ). 

Values are means ± SEM. 

§, significant main effect of biological sex  

*, significant main effect of age.  
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The results of the first study provide new insights about EFL in athletes and master athletes. 

Complementary information is needed if we want to further comprehend how and why master 

athletes are more predisposed to EFL. Heliox (i.e., 21% O2 - 79% He) was found to alleviate EFL, 

decrease the work of breathing and increase ventilation levels in young trained (Wilkie et al., 2015; 

Dominelli et al., 2023; Mann et al., 2020; McClaran et al., 1999) and older untrained individuals 

(Babb, 1997; Molgat-Seon et al., 2019). A project conducted during this thesis, with the PhD 

candidate being the second main experimenter, aimed to assess the effects of heliox breathing on 

mechanical ventilatory constraints and exercise performance during a 5km cycling time-trial in male 

master athletes. 

Fourteen endurance-trained older men (age = 67.9 ± 5.9 years, V̇O 	 = 50.8 ± 5.8 ml.min-1.kg-

1; 151% predicted) completed two cycling 5km time trials while breathing room air (i.e., 21% O2 - 

79% N2) or heliox (i.e., 21% O2 - 79% He). Exercise performance time improved (527.6 ± 38 vs 

531.3 ± 36.9 sec; p = 0.017) and respiratory muscle force development decreased during inspiration 

(-22.8 ± 11.6%, p < 0.001) and expiration (-10.8 ± 11.4%, p = 0.003) with heliox compared to air 

breathing. EFLSEVERITY tended to be lower with heliox (22 ± 23 vs 30 ± 23 %VT; p = 0.054).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30. Maximal flow-volume loops (solid lines) and exercise tidal flow-volume loops 

(dashed lines) during 5km time-trial when inhaling room air or Heliox in a representative 

subject. Tidal flow-volume loops were obtained during the last 30-s of the time-trial. 

The severity of expiratory flow limitation is presented in %VT. Figure from Haddad et al., (2023), 

accepted in Eur J Appl Physiol 

 

Therefore, considering these results, inhaling heliox appears to be a valuable method to further 

investigate EFL in master athletes. Better understanding how the physical mechanisms that govern 
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expiratory flow rates and thus EFL are influenced by heliox would be valuable to better 

comprehend this limitation. 

Heliox is a gas mixture with a lower density and a slightly greater viscosity than air. However, the 

positive or negative influence of these gas properties on expiratory flow and thus the resistances in 

the airways are unclear especially in the context of healthy aging. We do not have access to 

physiological variables within the airways, but if we combine what we know about the geometry of 

the lungs with the physical properties of the gas, we may be able to investigate what happens within 

the lungs. Therefore, to investigate the interplay between flow mechanics, gas density/viscosity, 

and aging airways, we chose to simulate expiratory flow with a mathematical approach. 
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ABSTRACT (< 250 words) 

 

Introduction. Heliox breathing influences expiratory flow and resistance distribution in the 

airways but its effect on older lungs remains overlooked. The purpose of this study is to combine 

experimental measures with numerical modeling to better understand how heliox breathing 

modulates expiratory flow in older healthy individuals, whose airway size is reduced.  

Methods. Fourteen master athletes, who represent a model of healthy aging, participated in this 

study (mean ± SD; age, 69.3 ± 5.7 years). Mathematical model simulates maximal expiratory 

flow volume (MEFV) curve with heliox from MEFV curve directly measured with air using a 

compliant airway tree model of 17 symmetrical generations. Spirometry data, MEFV 

curvilinearity and airway resistances, were obtained with air (AIR), heliox breathing (HE) and 

heliox simulation with standard (SIMU) and a 15% decrease of airway lumen area (SIMU15). 

Results. Maximal expiratory flow is higher for HE, SIMU and SIMU15 compared to AIR. 

MEFV curvilinearity between AIR, HE and SIMU is similar. When expiratory flow at the 

trachea is greater, the beneficial impact of heliox on airway resistance becomes more 

pronounced and goes deeper in the lungs. Reynolds number is lower with heliox, and flow is 

laminar up to 3.1 ± 0.3 generations further than with air. 

Conclusion. Our results overall indicate that heliox breathing increases expiratory flow 

especially in branches where inertial effects are dominant and that the effects on expiratory 

flow may be enhanced in the elderly with age-induced smaller airways.  

 

KEY WORDS: aging, heliox, lung, master athletes, modeling
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INTRODUCTION 

Flow in the lungs depends on airway mechanics and the physical properties of the inhaled gas. 

Expiratory flow measurements through lung function testing play a pivotal role in determining 

an individual’s pulmonary function status, which is important for assessing general physical 

and respiratory health, particularly in the elderly. Pulmonary function testing, which is typically 

conducted with subjects breathing room air, requires forcefully inhaling and exhaling (Sylvester 

et al., 2020). Data generated from this test can be used to draw the maximal expiratory flow 

volume (MEFV). 

Helium breathing has emerged as an advantageous technique for evaluating lung function 

because of its distinct physical properties, serving as a less dense and more viscous alternative 

to nitrogen. Inhaling heliox, a mixture containing 79% helium and 21% oxygen, enables the 

modulation of respiratory mechanics and gas convection in the alveoli which in turn provides 

complementary insights into expiratory flow patterns in the airways. Heliox notably finds 

widespread use in facilitating breathing, and achieving homogeneous ventilation in individuals 

with obstructed airways (Hashemian et al., 2014). Heliox is therefore advantageous in cases 

with smaller airways where increased gas velocity emphasizes turbulences and resistances (Otis 

et al., 1950).  

Consequently, investigating the effect of heliox breathing should be particularly relevant for 

aging individuals, whose airway size is reduced due to the age-related loss of lung elastic recoil 

(Niewoehner and Kleinerman, 1974; Molgat‐Seon et al., 2019). In turn, smaller airways  modify 

the ability to generate flow which may alter the shape of the MEFV curve (Green et al., 1974; 

Niewoehner and Kleinerman, 1974; Johnson et al., 1995). The dimensionless slope-ratio (SR) 

index can be utilized to assess these alterations in airway function and quantify MEFV 

curvilinearity  (Dominelli et al., 2016; Mead, 1978) . However, most studies examining the 

effects of heliox on MEFV curvilinearity in the elderly, are conducted on individuals with 
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obstructive respiratory pathologies. This approach fails to specifically explore the effects of 

aging because the presence of respiratory conditions may exacerbate tissue alterations. To 

overcome this limitation, studying aging athletes, or master athletes, who represent a model of 

healthy aging, emerges as a preferred approach for isolating and examining the effects of heliox 

in association with age-related factors (Geard et al., 2017). 

Nonetheless, clinical respiratory assessments in both master athletes and the general population 

offer only fragmentary insights into lung characteristics via the analysis of flow, volume, and 

pressure. Additional in-vivo measures that would provide further information can be very 

challenging to execute or interpret. Therefore, to gain a more comprehensive insight into 

physiological responses and related physical phenomena, it is valuable to combine numerical 

modeling with experimental measures. In the context of heliox breathing in master athletes, the 

combination of an experimental approach and mathematical modeling can offer complementary 

data to determine expiratory flow behavior in aging lungs.  Several studies have utilized 

numerical modeling to compare the distribution of air versus helium-oxygen and evaluate the 

physical mechanisms involved in the reduction of the work breathing induced by heliox 

(Papamoschou, 1995; Brighenti et al., 2007; Katz et al., 2011; Pozin et al., 2017). In these 

models, the distribution of airflow within the lungs mainly depends on airway geometry. A 

widely used pulmonary tree model was introduced by Lambert and colleagues (Lambert et al., 

1982), using the idealized lung geometry proposed by Weibel (Weibel, 1963). In this model, 

the airway tree is defined as a series of 17 cylindrical branches separated by symmetrical 

bifurcations, and flow distribution relies mainly on flow at the trachea, the pressure surrounding 

airway tissues, and hydrodynamic resistances. By modifying gas density and viscosity in such 

models, flow characteristics can be altered, along with resistance distribution throughout the 

airways. This, in turn, allows for the identification of possible constricted sites within the lungs. 

Lung responsiveness to heliox in healthy older lungs could help understanding the effect of gas 
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properties on expiratory flow and resistance distribution in aging airways but its effect in 

healthy older individuals has only been overlooked. Consequently, this study aims at evaluating 

the effect of heliox on expiratory flow in a healthy aged population. Principles from fluid 

mechanics are used and flow patterns are evaluated with a compliant airway tree model and 

experimental measurements. In summary, our findings from each approach yields that that 

heliox breathing enhances expiratory flow, particularly in upper generations and this effect may 

be further amplified in the elderly due to age-induced airway size reduction. 

 

MODEL AND METHODS 

Subjects’ characteristics 

Fourteen master athletes (n = 12 men, n = 2 women) participated in this study (mean ± SD; age, 

69.3 ± 5.7 years; height, 174.2 ± 6.7 cm; body mass, 69.0 ± 7.4 kg; V̇O 	 , 49.1 ± 6.9 mL.min-

1.kg-1; peak power output, 3.5 ± 0.5 W.kg-1). To be eligible as master athletes, participants 

needed to be 60 years or older and to have a V̇O 	  exceeding 130% of age-matched predicted 

values (Myers et al., 2017). All participants were healthy, non-smokers, were not under any 

medication regimen, had no symptoms indicative of cardiovascular respiratory or 

neuromuscular disorders, did not have respiratory infection during the 6 weeks prior to 

participation and had normal pulmonary function (see Table 1). Written informed consent was 

obtained from each participant, and the study was conducted following the principles depicted 

in the Helsinki Declaration for human experimentation, with approval from the local ethics 

committee. 

 

Model 

Mathematical model in this study (see Figure. 1) simulates maximal expiratory flow volume 

(MEFV) curve with heliox from MEFV curve directly measured with air. Expiratory volume 
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was calculated by numerical integration of the flow signal. First, we use the model described in 

Stéphano and Mauroy (Stéphano and Mauroy, 2021) to estimate the hydrodynamic state of the 

flow and mechanical states of the bronchi. 

 

Lung airflow model  

This model relates the pressure distribution from the total flow rate and the tissue pressure in 

an airway network which mimics the human pulmonary tree. The airway tree model is depicted 

as a dichotomic tree of 17 symmetrical generations by Weibel (Weibel, 1963). The geometry 

of each branch of this tree is assumed cylindrical and defined by a length and a cross-sectional 

area. The length and the cross-sectional area are defined from the model proposed by Lambert 

and al. (Lambert et al., 1982). Lambert model characterizes the airway mechanics by the 

relationship between airway cross-sectional and transmural pressure PT, i.e., the pressure 

difference between the inside and the outside of the branch. 

Within each branch of a generation n, considering Hagen-Poiseuille law and the assumption 

that there is no fluid acceleration in the airways, a pressure drop q occurs, depending on both 

flow rate Φ and hydrodynamic resistance Rn of the branch:  

𝑞 = 	Φ	𝑅 	 (1) 
For steady laminar flows, mainly in upstream airways, hydrodynamic resistance is determined 

using Poiseuille equation and depends on airway length Ln, airway surface area An and the 

viscosity of the fluid µ.  

𝑅 , = 8πµ 𝐿𝐴 	 (2) 
 

However, when higher flow rates are involved, (e.g., mainly in upstream airways), the flow 

profile is deformed by the inertial effects and the geometry. Thus, the hydrodynamic resistance 

of the fluid increases and becomes greater than Poiseuille resistance. In this context, we used 
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the resistance factor Z proposed by (Tawhai et al., 2004) to mimic the increase of hydrodynamic 

resistance with inertia effects :  

𝑅 = 𝑍 	𝑅 , 					𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ ∶ 					𝑍 ⩾ 1	 (3) 
The resistance factor Z is superior to 1 for non-Poiseuille flow and depends on Reynolds 

number, 𝑅𝑒 =
	√

, with 𝜌  corresponding to gas density.  

𝑍 = max 1, 12 + 𝑅𝑒600 	 (4) 
Here, we see that if the Reynolds number is inferior to 300, the flow is considered as a Poiseuille 

flow and the factor Z is equal to 1. Additionally, in our model, flow is always considered as 

laminar and turbulence effects (Re > 2000 ) are neglected  (Katz et al., 2011). 

As illustrated by Reynolds number, the viscosity of the gas and especially its density play a 

major role in modulating resistance factor when inertia effects are involved. In Stephano and 

Mauroy (Stéphano and Mauroy, 2021) study, the hydrodynamic resistance Rn is expressed in a 

sum of one term related to the gas viscosity µ and a second term related to the gas density 𝜌. 

Breathing a low-density gas like heliox therefore highly influences inertia effects and the 

hydrodynamic resistance during the high flow rate part of the ventilation. 

These relationships are applicable to a single airway and can be expanded to the lungs by 

including flow variations in each subsequent generation. Considering that each branch from a 

given generation have similar physical properties and that air and heliox are incompressible, 

flow rate at the trachea Φ0 corresponds to the sum of flows in each daughter airway generation, 

Φn = 2-n Φ0.  

To resume, the model predicts alveolar pressure PA from expiratory flow rates using gas density 

ρ and viscosity µ, Φ0 and PT. However, this model cannot estimate directly expiratory flow 

from the transmural pressure PT and the alveolar pressure PA, hence, an additional step is 

developed in this work to access the expiratory flow with heliox. 
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From experimental MEFV with air to simulated MEFV with heliox 

We assume that PT and PA during MEFV maneuvers is dependent on respiratory muscle effort 

and independent from gas properties such that similar alveolar pressure should be found during 

a maximal forced expiration with both air and heliox. First, the transmural pressure PT is 

estimated from lung volume using the respiratory system pressure-volume relationship of Rahn 

and al. (Rahn et al., 1946) and of (Agostoni and Hyatt, 1986) (A-box in figure 1). These 

relationships are determined in accordance with the physiologic measurements.  

Next, the alveolar pressure PA is estimated by running the Stephano and Mauroy model on the 

MEFV data with air (S-box with ρair and µair in figure 1). 

Finally, to simulate expiratory flow with heliox, we test iteratively heliox flow rate to find an 

alveolar pressure which corresponds to the alveolar pressure PA estimated with air (dotted-line 

box in figure 1). At each iteration i, we run the Stephano and Mauroy model with the tested 

Heliox flow rate Φ  and the Heliox density and viscosity (S-box with ρHe and µHe in figure 1). 

to compute the corresponding alveolar pressure 𝑃 ; The heliox flow rate  Φ  was adjusted to 

Φ  until 𝑃 −	𝑃 < 10 	𝑃𝑎	using the secant method (Correction-box, in figure 1). The 

initial flow values at the trachea are the air flow rate taken previously to estimate PA and the 

trivial no-flow value: Φ = 0 and Φ = Φ . 

 

Heliox and air gas properties 

Helium is an inert gas with a lower density and a slightly higher viscosity than nitrogen (ρHe = 

0.17 vs. ρN2 = 1.17 g.m-3 and µHe = 19.4×10-6 vs. µN2 = 17.9×10-6 n.sec.m-2 at 20°C and 760 

mmHg for helium and nitrogen, respectively) (Mann et al., 2020). Heliox and air therefore have 

different gas properties (ρHeO2 = 0.40 vs. ρair = 1.20 g.m-3 and µHeO2 = 19.5×10-6 vs. µair = 

18.3×10-6 n.sec.m-2 at 20°C and 760 mmHg for helium and nitrogen, respectively) 

(Papamoschou, 1995). 
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Experimental overview 

Subjects came on 3 different occasions. During the first session, participants were familiarized 

with the experimental equipment and pulmonary function testing and performed a maximal and 

graded cycling test to exhaustion on a cycle ergometer (Velotron, RacerMate, Seattle, WA, 

USA). Subjects underwent routine pulmonary function assessment at rest, both before and after 

the cycling test, following the recommendations of the American Thoracic Society and 

European Respiratory (Miller, 2005). During the two other sessions, pulmonary function 

assessments were performed breathing either air (79% nitrogen - 21% O2) or heliox (79% 

helium – 21% O2) following a randomized single blinded cross-over design. 

 

Maximal exercise testing 

Peak power output (PPO) and maximal oxygen uptake (V̇O 	 ), were evaluated with 

participants performing a maximal and graded test to exhaustion on an electromagnetically 

braked cycle ergometer (Velotron, RacerMate, Seattle, WA, USA). Exercise started with an 

initial workload of 80 W, which was increased by 40 W every 2 minutes and 30 seconds. 

Participants were instructed to maintain a pedal rate between 80-90 revolutions per minute 

(rpm). The exercise terminated if participants either reached a state of volitional exhaustion or 

became unable to sustain a pedal rate of 60 rpm for more than ten seconds, even with verbal 

encouragement. After a recovery period of twenty minutes, the participants underwent a 

constant work rate test at 110% of the peak power output achieved during the preceding 

maximal and graded exercise test. The purpose of this additional test was to ensure that 

participants reached their V̇O 	  during the exercise. 
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Pulmonary function testing 

After receiving a thorough explanation of the procedures for pulmonary function testing, the 

participants were asked to perform 6-8 spirometry maneuvers. These maneuvers aimed at 

measuring vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1), FEV1/FVC ratio, 

peak expiratory flow (PEF), the volume of air breathed out at PEF (PEFvol), slope ratio (SR), 

and forced expiratory flow at 25-75% of vital capacity (FEF25-75). Throughout each attempt, 

participants received immediate visual feedback of the flow-volume loops on a monitor. The 

best values from the technically acceptable maneuvers were selected for further analysis 

(Sylvester et al., 2020). 

 

MEFV curvilinearity analysis 

Slope ratio was calculated to quantify the shape of the MEFV curves. A tangency and a chord 

line were drawn at 30 points of interest calculated in 2% increments between 20% and 80% of 

maximal volume following previously detailed method (Dominelli et al., 2016, 2015a). This 

portion of the MEFV curve was chosen as it corresponds to the effort-independent portion of 

the MEFV curve and is not influenced by increasing alveolar pressure (Mead, 1978). Values 

close to peak expiratory flow and residual volume were not selected to avoid effort dependant 

values and the effect of the passive opposition of the chest-wall (Mead, 1978). The tangent line 

was drawn using a volume difference of 200 ml above and below the point of interest and the 

chord line corresponded to the line intersecting the point of interest and the end of the vital 

capacity. The average SR value of each point of interest over the analyzed range of VC and the 

global SR indexes were reported. A SR value of 1 corresponded to a linear MEFV curve while 

a <1 value indicated smaller change in flow per volume unit corresponding to a convex shape 

and a >1 value indicated greater change in flow per volume unit corresponding to a concave 

shape (Dominelli et al., 2015a, 2016; Klimenko et al., 2023). 
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Data collection and processing 

Expiratory flows were measured with one calibrated heated pneumotachograph connected to a 

two-way nonrebreathing valve (model 2730, Hans Rudolph, Kansas, USA). The 

pneumotachograph was calibrated with air or heliox depending on the experimental condition. 

Calibration was performed with a 3L-syringe (model 5530, Hans Rudolph, Kansas, USA), using 

three different flow rates (< 70 L.min-1, 100-120L min.-1 and > 150L.min-1) and six different 

volumes (i.e., from 0,5 to 3 L) with the volume being calculated by numerical integration of the 

flow signal. During the whole session, raw flow and volume data were continuously recorded 

at a sample rate of 2000 Hz using a 16-channel analog-to-digital data acquisition system 

(Powerlab 16/35, AD Instrument, Australia). Data analysis was performed using MATLAB 

(MathWorks Inc., USA). Simulated data using the lung model detailed above are presented with 

data generated with similar methodology but with a lumen area decrease of 15%. AIR 

corresponds to air breathing condition, HE corresponds to heliox breathing condition, SIMU 

corresponds to the condition with heliox simulated data and SIMU15 corresponds to the 

condition with heliox simulated data with a decreased lumen area of 15%. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Measured and simulated data were compared using a one-way repeated measure analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) and when simulation did not allow to get a given data, air and heliox 

measures were compared using paired t-test. Normal distribution was evaluated using Shapiro-

Wilk test and variance homogeneity was calculated using Levene test. A two-way repeated 

measure ANOVA was performed to evaluate SR differences between conditions and if 

significant effect was found, a Bonferroni post hoc test was applied. All statistical analysis were 

completed with SPSS Software (V26.0, IBM). Data are presented as means ± standard deviation 

(SD) and significance for all tests was set at P < 0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Master athletes’ characteristics 

Table 1 summarizes subjects’ descriptive characteristics and pulmonary function data measured 

with air or heliox and simulated with and without a 15% reduction of airway lumen area. MEFV 

curves corresponding to these lung function data for each condition are illustrated in Figure 2.  

When breathing air, all participants had pulmonary function that was within the normal 

predictive values (“ATS/ERS Statement on Respiratory Muscle Testing,” 2002). Exercise data 

at the end of the maximal and graded cycling test to exhaustion are presented in Table 2. Our 

participants had an average V̇O 	  corresponding to 147 ± 14 % of predicted V̇O 	  (Myers 

et al., 2017). 

 

Pulmonary function and MEFV characteristics 

No effect of condition was observed for FVC (p = 0.99) and FEF75 (p = 0.43) while PEF (p = 

0.01) and FEF25 (p = 0.02) were different between conditions. Post-hoc analysis revealed that, 

compared to AIR condition, PEF was 3.8 ± 1.3 L.s-1 higher for HE (p = 0.03), 2.5 ± 1.3 L.s-1 

higher for SIMU (p = 0.04) and 2.9 ± 1.3 L.s-1 higher for SIMU15 (p = 0.03) with no difference 

found for this variable between HE, SIMU and SIMU15 (p = 0.99). Similarly, FEF25 was 3.9 ± 

1.2 L.s-1 higher for HE (p = 0.01), when compared to AIR with no difference with SIMU nor 

SIMU15 (p = 0.46, p = 0.65, respectively). In comparison to AIR, HE values were higher for 

FEF25 (+ 3.8 ± 1.2 L.s-1, p = 0.01), FEV1 (+ 0.2 ± 0.2 L, p = 0.02), FEV1/FVC (+ 5.3 ± 4.6 %, 

p < 0.01), FEF25-75 (+ 1.1 ± 0.6 L. s-1, p < 0.01), and PEFvol (+ 0.2 ± 0.2 L, p = 0.01). 

Figure 3 illustrates the average SR between 20% and 80% of FVC for AIR, HE, SIMU and 

SIMU15. We found a main effect of condition (F = 5.6, p = 0.01) with SR from AIR being 

different with SIMU and SIMU15 (p = 0.01). No significant effect of time was found (p = 0.16). 
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The effect of gas density and viscosity on airway resistance and flow laminarity 

The use of heliox facilitates breathing by reducing inertia effects associated with hydrodynamic 

resistances. Inertia effects become noticeable when Re > 300 and they become dominant when 

Re > 600. Heliox enhances expiratory flow gain as the Reynolds number (Re) increases, which 

is particularly important when Re exceeds 2000 and turbulence plays a significant role. Re with 

air and heliox for flow rates of 5, 10 and 15 L.s-1 are depicted in Figure 4. Re is lower across the 

17 generations when breathing heliox compared to air regardless of expiratory flow rate. When 

considering airway cross-sectional area from Lambert (Lambert et al., 1982) and a flow of 1 

L.s-1 at the trachea, flow was laminar (Re < 2000) from the 5th generation breathing air and from 

the 2nd generation when breathing HeO2. For a 15 L.s-1 flow at the trachea, flow was laminar at 

the 12th generation breathing air and since the 9th generation breathing HeO2. On average, across 

the 17 generations studied, flow was laminar 3.1 ± 0.3 generation deeper with HeO2 breathing. 

The ratio of airway resistance with air (RESAIR) to airway resistance with heliox (RESHeO2) 

along each generation for a flow rate ranging from 1 to 15 L.s-1 is depicted in Figure 5. A ratio 

< 1 indicates that RESHeO2 is lower than RESAir. For an expiratory flow rate of 1 L.s-1 

at the trachea, RESHeO2 becomes higher than RESAir from the 10th generation. When flow rates 

increase, RESHeO2 becomes higher than RESAir deeper in the airways as it is the case for a flow 

rate of 14 L.s-1 where < 1 is found at from the 16th generation.   
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DISCUSSION 

Resume & main findings.  

Spirometry and maximal graded exercise results confirm that our participants were healthy 

older individuals with high athletic fitness levels and standard lung function. Expiratory flow 

rates were physiologically assessed and simulated considering the nonlinear interactions 

between lung geometry, airway compliance and gas physical properties. Our findings illustrate 

how and where the modulation of gas density and viscosity impacts expiratory flow rates in the 

airways. When analyzing the forced expiratory flow-volume curves from modeled airway 

mechanics scaled to standard lung geometry, expiratory flow rates with heliox, are lower than 

the flow rates obtained through physiological measurements in master athletes. It is important 

to note that the simulated data presented in this study aim at better understanding the trends of 

the effect of gas density and viscosity on modulating expiratory flow in older healthy lungs and 

are not meant to predict exact values that should be found experimentally.   

 

Pulmonary function 

No significant impact of heliox breathing on forced vital capacity was observed thereby 

supporting evidence that heliox does not affect lung volumes in healthy individuals (Mann et 

al., 2020). Breathing heliox results in a higher peak expiratory flow, with this difference 

remaining in computed values. The flow from the onset of the forced expiration until PEF, flow 

depends on lung geometry, gas properties and the force generated by the expiratory muscles. 

This force increases the driving pressure which ultimately overcomes the resistance of the chest 

wall tissues (Mead et al., 1967). Upon reaching PEF, the geometry of the lungs and expiratory 

muscle effort are assumed to be similar. Thus, the differences in PEF values should be attributed 

solely to the physical properties of the inhaled gas. The higher PEF values found while 

breathing heliox illustrate the noteworthy contribution of helium's lower density on expiratory 
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flow improvement particularly at high flow rates. PEF value is increased with heliox, but it is 

also delayed. Indeed, PEF was reached at a slightly, yet significantly, lower lung volume in HE 

than in AIR. Because mathematical simulation used expiratory flow volume data from AIR, 

this delay is maintained in SIMU and SIMU15.  This shift is important to consider because it 

explains part of the differences in expiratory flow rates between simulated and experimentally 

measured values with heliox. Indeed, when matched for PEF volume, as shown in figure 6, 

measured and computed expiratory flow rates differences are reduced and data follow a more 

similar trend. 

From 80 to 20% of total lung capacity, given that a maximal effort is performed, expiratory 

flow rates differences between maneuvers are primarily determined by air or heliox inertia and 

bronchial tree mechanics, rather than muscle effort per se (Mead, 1978). As well as with PEF, 

the higher values of FEV1, FEF25, and FEF25-75 in the HE condition are thus primary due to the 

lower density of heliox in the airways compared to air. Yet, it should be noted that only 

expiratory flow rates at higher lung volumes are increased while expiratory flow rates at lower 

lung volumes, such as FEF75, are not higher. Collectively, lung function analysis indicate that 

expiratory flow only increases in the proximal part of the bronchial tree within the wider 

airways. The underlying mechanisms of this result are discussed below (see Airway resistance 

& Reynolds number). 

 

Airway resistance & Reynolds number 

The mechanisms underlying the expiratory flow differences depicted above are based on 

variations in resistance within the airways. The ratio of the resistance of heliox to the resistance 

of air, i.e.,  in the 16 first generations is illustrated in Figure 5. When this ratio is below 

1, the resistance to heliox is lower than the resistance to air. Conversely, when the ratio exceeds 

1, resistance increases with heliox resulting in reduced benefits on expiratory flow. The increase 
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of   is slight in the first generations. For higher expiratory flow rates at the trachea, this 

slight increase is shifted at deeper generations. This is illustrated by the rapid increase of  

 since the 7th generation for a flow rate of 1 L.s-1 when a similar rapid increase is only 

observed at the 13th generation for an expiratory flow of 15 L.s-1 at the trachea. The slight 

increase in the first generation and with higher flow rates can be attributed to the difference in 

density between heliox and air resistance. Indeed, air density is 2.6 times greater than heliox 

density at 37°C and the density ratio of the gases ( = 0.39) significantly impacts 

resistance calculation particularly when inertia effects are involved. Viscosity has minimal 

impact on this region of the lungs even if the asymptote suggests its presence. 

On the other hand, the rapid increase of   when the ratio exceeds 1 and the observed 

plateau in the last generations corresponds to the viscosity ratio ( = 1.19). In the most 

distal part of the bronchial tree, the very small flow is a Poiseuille flow and resistance is 

exclusively impacted by viscosity with no effect of density. The higher viscosity of heliox leads 

to a reduced expiratory flow, as also observed by others (Mann et al., 2020). The modeling 

approach enables to understand the impact of heliox on expiratory flow in the deeper lung 

region. Indeed, when  reaches the plateau at 1.19, flow becomes a Poiseuille flow (Re < 

600) and no more linear effects are observables. Overall, these results indicate that resistance 

to air is greater than that of HeO2 in most of the bronchial tree. Although improved ventilation 

of the distal airway region occurs when breathing HeO2, the increase in expiratory flow rates is 

particularly amplified in the most proximal branches where higher flows prevail. This 

phenomenon shall explain pulmonary function differences discussed above. Moreover, our 

analysis provides an indication of the generations in which heliox benefits occur on resistance 

thereby improving expiratory flow.  
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Furthermore, Reynolds number changes in compliant airways may also play an important role. 

Regardless of gas physical properties, the Reynolds number decreases across airway 

generations and with lower flows at the trachea, as illustrated by figure 4. The most significant 

decrease occurring in the first generations is accentuated when applying the density and 

viscosity of heliox. Similarly, airway resistance decreases more in the upper branches of the 

bronchial tree during heliox breathing, resulting in a greater increase of heliox expiratory flow 

rates in the first generations. This finding is consistent with previous studies that reported lower 

pressure loss across bifurcations when breathing heliox (Katz et al., 2011; Pozin et al., 2017; 

Mann et al., 2020). Indeed, as mentioned earlier, in Poiseuille flow (Re < 600) hydrodynamic 

resistance is determined by viscous force while in turbulent flow, inertial forces dominate. Thus, 

there is a higher hydrodynamic resistance with heliox in Re < 600 compared to non-Poiseuille 

flow. However, while Poiseuille flows are present at more proximal generations with heliox, 

the benefits on expiratory flow observed when inertia effects are involved are not 

counterbalanced.  

Overall, heliox breathing leads to a greater increase in expiratory flows in the first lung 

generations because there are more inertia effects in this part of the bronchial tree where gas 

density plays a major role in comparison with viscosity. Laminar flow is shifted deeper into the 

lungs with heliox resulting in improved flow efficiency throughout the bronchial tree. These 

findings may have important practical implications for fluid transport or efficient gas exchange.  

 

Slope Ratio 

Despite increased PEF, FEF25-75 and FEF25 values, the lack of differences in the average SR and 

in SR values ranging from 80% to 20% of FVC indicate that heliox did not modify MEFV 

curvature. While similar results were found in younger population with heliox (Dominelli et 

al., 2016), our finding suggest that SR, and hence MEFV convexity, is independent from 
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airways resistance in the elderly. Healthy aging is associated with a natural decrease in vital 

capacity, maximal expiratory flow rates with overall changes in the shape of MEFV curve 

(Mead, 1978). Investigating SR index in older population and characterizing shape variations 

therefore provides insight into the physiological mechanism and aging effect influencing 

MEFV curve convexities and airway resistance homogeneity (Spycher et al., 2012; Dominelli 

et al., 2015a; Klimenko et al., 2023). Following mathematical modeling predictions of Lambert, 

a more curvilinear MEFV curve is indicative of airway narrowing (Lambert, 1990). The more 

pronounced scooping of the MEFV curve illustrated by the higher SR for SIMU and SIMU15 

therefore indicates that simulated data induce narrower upper airways. MEFV shape differences 

we observed between measured and simulated flows may be explained by a non-uniform 

narrowing of the airways in our master athletes. Yet, all subjects had an average SR < 2.5 

indicating the absence of early airway closure or parenchymal damage (Mead, 1978).  These 

differences may also be attributed to the volume delay of simulated data. Indeed, SR is 

calculated over 30 points of interest between 20 and 80% of FVC. The location of these points 

and therefore the corresponding shift in the simulated data because the volume under 

consideration is that of the air condition. Nevertheless, despite this delay, the concave and 

convex trends remain parallel in all conditions. 

 

Aging effect & MEFV curve differences 

Simulating the physical effects of age-related physiological changes in the respiratory system 

can provide insight into resistance and limitations in aging lungs. When we increased airway 

compliance in our model, we only noticed scarce changes in expiratory flow. We therefore 

believe that the differences in expiratory flow between physiological assessment and 

computational modeling can be primarily attributed to airway size changes with aging rather 

than airway elasticity.  
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While the original simulated curve was calculated using Lambert geometry, the subjects of our 

study were older subjects and should therefore have smaller airway cross sectional areas. We 

thus simulated a global 15% decrease of lumen area for all branches. Nevertheless, the lower 

simulated flow rates we found under this condition suggest that the actual size of the airways 

may be smaller than the computed size. Indeed, the extent of improvement in expiratory flow 

with heliox breathing in smaller airways may be more pronounced compared to larger airways 

because of their differences of resistance to airflow. From upper to lower branches, flow 

naturally decreases within the bronchial tree and as noted with Reynolds number, expiratory 

flow is more impacted by HeO2 at higher flow rates. Consequently, depending on which 

branches are affected by the age-induced narrowing, responsiveness to HeO2 on expiratory 

flows may be different.  

Collectively, our data aim at enhancing our understanding of the physical mechanisms that drive 

aging of the lungs and their impact on expiratory flow, rather than predicting the exact 

expiratory flow rates in older individuals. When we decreased airway lumen area, the effect of 

heliox for a given alveolar pressure was increased, which underscores the magnified role of 

heliox breathing in individuals with smaller airways such as older individuals.  

Therefore, our results provide insights on the direction of the age-related changes. It is 

important to note that aging involves multifactorial determinants and that the factors highlighted 

in this study represent only a few of them. Finally, our modeling analysis involved a unique 

lung geometry focused solely on a part of the lungs, hence differences between simulated and 

assessed data could also be attributed to inter-individual variability. 

 

Conclusion 

Low density gas like heliox increases expiratory flow especially in branches where inertial 

effects are dominant. This is achieved by decreasing flow inertia through the reduction of 
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Reynolds number and density-dependent resistance. Heliox effect on expiratory flow may be 

enhanced in the elderly with age-induced smaller airways. Overall, coupling computational 

modeling with clinical assessment help better understand expiratory flow behaviour in aging 

trachea-bronchial tree. 
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Table 1. General characteristics and pulmonary function test 

 

Descriptive characteristics 

Variable Measure    

   

Age (yr.) 69.3 ± 5.7   - 

Height (cm) 174.2 ± 6.7   - 

Mass (kg) 69.0 ± 7.4   - 

BMI (kg.m-2) 22.7 ± 1.3   - 

     

Spirometry 

Variable AIR HE SIMU SIMU15 

     

FVC (L) 4.4 ± 0.7 4.4 ± 0.7 4.4 ± 0.7 4.4 ± 0.7 

FEV1 (L) 3.2 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.5* -  - 

FEV1/FVC (%) 73.2 ± 8.2 79.1 ± 6.8** - - 

PEF (L.s-1)     9.7 ± 2.4 13.5 ± 3.4* 11.2 ± 3.9* 11.6 ± 4.1* 

PEFvol (L) 0.6 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.3** 0.6 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.2 

FEF75 1.0 ± 0.5 1.3 ± 0.7 0.9 ± 0.5 0.9 ± 0.5 

FEF25-75 2.9 ± 1.0 4.0 ± 1.5** - - 

FEF25 7.9 ± 2.0 11.6 ± 3.4** 8.9 ± 3.0 9.2 ± 3.1 

SR 1.9 ± 0.5 1.94 ± 0.5 2.1 ± 0.5 2.1± 0.5 

 

All values are expressed as means ± SD. n: number of participants. BMI: Body Mass Index; BSA: Body Surface 

Area; FVC: Forced Vital Capacity; FEV1: Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 s; FEV1/FVC: ratio of FEV1 to FVC; 

FEF25, FEF75: Forced Expiratory Flow at respectively 25%, 50% and 75% of FVC. The asterisks notify the values 

which are significantly different from AIR with the corresponding P-values: * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01. 
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Table 2. Mechanical and physiological responses to maximal exercise  

Variable Measure 

  

Peak Power Output (W) 232 ± 47   

Peak Power Output (W/kg) 3.5 ± 0.5  V̇O MAX (L.min-1) 3.3 ±0.6  V̇O MAX (mL.min-1.kg-1) 49.1 ± 6.9  V̇CO MAX (L.min-1) 3.9 ± 0.3 

RER 1.2 ± 0.1  V̇E  (L.min-1) 113.3 ± 19.4 V̇E/V̇O  30.7 ± 3.3  V̇E/V̇CO   28.7 ± 3.0 

VT (L) 2.4 ± 0.3 

BF (breaths.min-1) 53.3 ± 8.7  

SpO2 (%) 97.2 ± 1.0 

Heart rate (bpm) 151 ± 6 

All values are expressed as means ± SD. V̇O  : O2 uptake; VĊO : CO2 output; RER: respiratory exchange ratio VE: 

minute ventilation; VT: tidal volume; BF, breathing frequency; SpO2: saturated pulse in O2. 
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Φair : expiratory flow with air; ΦHe : expiratory flow with heliox; Φ∗  : potential expiratory flow with heliox; Vair 

: volume with air; ρair : air density; ρHe : heliox density; µair : air viscosity; µHe : heliox viscosity; PT : transmural 

pressure; PA: alveolar pressure with air; P∗ : alveolar pressure with heliox, A : Agostoni and Rahn model, S : 

Stephano model, circled elements: numerical variables, squared elements : numerical procedure. 

 

Figure 1. Representation of the mathematical model used to determine MEFV curve with 

heliox from MEFV with air. 
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Figure 2. Mean values and standard deviation of maximal expiratory flow volume curve 

(MEFV) for Air, HeO2, SIMU and SIMU15 conditions.  
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Figure 3. Slope Ratio index for air (l), HeO2 (l), SIMU (l) and SIMU15 (l) conditions 

between 80% and 20% of forced vital capacity. Data are presented as mean ± SEM.  
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Figure 4. Reynolds number with Air and HeO2 across lung generations for a flow rate at 

the trachea (generation 0) from 0.1 to 15 L.s-1. 
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Figure 5. Ratio of air resistance by HeO2 resistance across lung generations for a flow 

from 1 L.s-1 to 10L.s-1. 
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Figure 6. Maximal expiratory flow volume curve matched for PEFvol for, HE, SIMU and 

SIMU15 conditions. 
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When expiratory flow is limited, it may be due to airway collapse. Previous work using an idealized 

model of the lungs indicated that even a slight narrowing of the airways may cause a significant 

increase in the overall resistance of the lungs. For example, a 4% reduction in the ratio of diameter 

to length between successive generations would nearly double the resistance in the lungs (Mauroy 

et al., 2004). Therefore, airway collapse with EFL may result in a steep increase in the resistance of 

the whole bronchial tree thereby putting additional demand on the respiratory muscles. Additional 

demand on the respiratory muscles can also be caused by the various secondary effects of EFL. 

Upon the onset of exercise, EELV may rise towards or surpass the resting levels, leading to 

dynamic hyperinflation (Johnson et al., 1992). Initially, this hyperinflation is beneficial as it allows 

an increase in expiratory flow (Pellegrino et al., 1993). However, it is also associated with an 

increased work of breathing because high lung volumes elevate the elastic strain on the inspiratory 

muscles, due to lower dynamic lung compliance (Agostoni and Rahn, 1960). In turn, diaphragm 

needs to contract at a non-optimal length (stretched) which may cause an accelerated fatigue. Even 

for non-hyperinflators, hyperventilation occurs during high-intensity exercise and this ventilatory 

response requires a substantial use of inspiratory muscles, and if the exercise intensity exceeds 80% 

of peak power output, significant diaphragm fatigue occurs (Johnson et al., 1993). Accordingly, 

when a special mechanical ventilator was used to reduce the work of breathing of the inspiratory 

muscles by 40–60%, this prevented exercise-induced diaphragm fatigue (Babcock et al., 2002). 

Exercise performance time was increased with unloading by ~14% (Harms et al., 2000) and 

subsequent studies have shown that reducing the work of breathing during high intensity exercise 

prevented a significant portion of the exercise-induced quadriceps fatigue (Romer et al., 2006), an 

effect that is likely related to attenuating the consequences on limb blood flow of the respiratory 

muscle metaboreflex (Harms et al., 2000).  

Inspiratory muscle fatigue may be a common phenomenon in endurance athletes and particularly 

master athletes because of age-induced decline on the ventilatory system and their higher 

ventilatory demand and likelihood of experiencing EFL. Although the effect of inspiratory muscles 

has been studied in young individuals, its effects on quadriceps muscle fatigue have never been 

explored in the elderly. Yet, the interplays between respiratory and locomotor muscles may be a 

key contributor to the decrease of exercise performance, particularly in master athletes. 
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ABSTRACT (<250 words) 

Introduction. Age-induced decline in ventilatory capacity associated with an elevated 

ventilatory demand may place substantial demand on respiratory muscles.  The aim of this study 

was to evaluate the effect of inspiratory muscle fatigue and locomotor muscle fatigue and 

exercise performance in young and master athletes. 

Methods. Ten young athletes (YA, 27.4 ± 4.4 years, V̇O MAX = 65.9 ± 7.4 mL.min-1.kg-1) and 

ten master athletes (MA, 65.0 ± 5.1 years, V̇O MAX = 46.5 ± 2.7 mL.min-1.kg-1) were recruited. 

Quadriceps neuromuscular fatigue was evaluated with maximal voluntary isometric 

contractions (MViC) and electrical stimulation of the femoral nerve before and after a constant 

workload test at 90% of peak power output (CWT90). CWT90 was performed to exhaustion 

without (ITL2), or with (ILT60) prior induction of inspiratory muscle fatigue or at iso-time to 

ILT60 condition without prior induction of inspiratory muscle fatigue. Systemic and local 

cardiovascular responses were recorded during the inspiratory fatiguing task. Results. 

Inspiratory muscle fatigue was associated with a greater increase in mean arterial pressure and 

limb vascular resistance in master athletes (p = 0.011 and p = 0.021). Prior induction of 

inspiratory muscle fatigue induced a reduction in quadriceps muscle activation in both groups 

during CWT90 and led to a greater decrease of exercise performance in master compared to 

young athletes (ΔTTEYA = -12.4% vs ΔTTEMA = -39.7%, p = 0.004). Peripheral was attenuated 

during iso-time condition (p = 0.001).  

Conclusion. Inspiratory muscle fatigue led to an increase in limb vascular resistance, a decrease 

in limb muscle activation, accelerates quadriceps fatigue during exercise and impairs exercise 

performance to a greater extent in master compared to young endurance athletes.  

 

KEY WORDS: aging, cardiovascular, inspiratory muscle fatigue, neuromuscular evaluation, 

master athletes 
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INTRODUCTION  

Exercise performance and the maximal oxygen uptake (V̇O 	 ) invariably decrease with 

healthy aging particularly from 60 years of age. This decline is primarily attributed to the 

impairment of the cardiovascular and muscular systems (Cheitlin, 2003; Fleg and Lakatta, 

1988). The elderly is also associated with a weakened respiratory system, caused by a decreased 

respiratory muscle strength (Harik-Khan et al., 1998), diminished lung elasticity (Knudson et 

al., 1977), and a stiffer chest wall (Johnson et al., 1994). Such alterations raise the work of 

breathing for a given ventilation, thereby imposing additional demands on respiratory muscles 

(Molgat‐Seon et al., 2019). The constraints placed on aged respiratory muscles may be even 

more pronounced among older endurance athletes, commonly referred as master athletes. While 

their lifelong commitment to endurance training helps to counteract declines in cardiovascular 

and muscular function (Geard et al., 2017; Lepers and Stapley, 2016; Tanaka et al., 2019), 

allowing them to maintain higher exercise work rates and achieve elevated ventilation levels, it 

appears to have only a limited impact on mitigating age-related declines in pulmonary function 

(Hagberg et al., 1988; McClaran et al., 1995). Consequently, the respiratory muscles of master 

athletes may face exacerbated constraints during high-intensity exercise, making them 

particularly susceptible to fatigue. Fatigue is defined here as a reduction in the ability of the 

muscle to generate force reversible by rest (Gandevia, 2001).  

The accumulation of metabolites and mechanical strain induced by fatiguing contractions of 

the diaphragm stimulate group III-IV muscles afferents and have been shown to increase muscle 

sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) in limb muscles thereby increasing pressor reflex with an 

elevation of mean arterial pressure (MAP) and limb vascular resistance (LVR) (Croix et al., 

2000; Dempsey et al., 2008b; Sheel et al., 2001). Recent evidence indicates that age-related 

alterations in the respiratory system led to an exacerbation of this response. This was shown by 

a greater increase in MAP in older individuals compared to their younger counterparts when 
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they performed a similar fatiguing inspiratory task (Smith et al., 2017a; Leahy et al., 2023). 

However, it remains unknown how this amplified response affects limb muscles fatigue and 

exercise tolerance in the elderly despite available evidence in young individuals. Previous 

studies have shown that induction of inspiratory (Mador and Acevedo, 1991; Welch et al., 

2018a; Wüthrich et al., 2013) and expiratory (Romer and Polkey, 2008; Verges et al., 2007) 

muscle fatigue prior to exercise results in a reduction in subsequent exercise performance, with 

a reduction of up to ~30% in time to exhaustion during a high-intensity constant workload test 

(Romer and Polkey, 2008). Conversely, unloading the inspiratory work of breathing with an 

assisted ventilator by approximately 50% during exercise in healthy and fit individuals has been 

found to improve performance by an average of 14% (Harms et al., 2000) . One possible 

explanation is that the heightened activity of sympathetic-mediated vasoconstriction likely 

result in a reduction of blood flow to the working locomotor muscles (Croix et al., 2000; 

Derchak et al., 2002; Harms et al., 2000, 1997; Katayama and Amann, 2012; Sheel et al., 2001). 

The ensuing reduction in muscle perfusion hinders oxygen delivery and metabolite clearance, 

thereby accelerating locomotor muscle fatigue (Taylor and Romer, 2008; Wüthrich et al., 2013). 

However, we do not know how age modulates this response and whether exercise tolerance is 

impacted to a lower or a greater extent in master athletes. 

Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of aging on the interplay between 

respiratory and locomotor muscle fatigue. We hypothesized that manipulating the level of 

inspiratory muscle fatigue prior to intense exercise would have a greater effect on locomotor 

muscle fatigue and, thus, exercise performance in master athletes compared to young athletes. 
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METHOD 

Participants 

Twenty athletes participated in this study including ten young athletes (YA, 27.4 ± 4.4 years, 

V̇O MAX = 65.9 ± 7.4 mL.min-1.kg-1) and ten master athletes (MA, 65.0 ± 5.1 years, V̇O MAX = 

46.5 ± 2.7 mL.min-1.kg-1). All participants were healthy non-smokers, free of any medication, 

with normotensive levels (<139/<89 mmHg), standard pulmonary function (see Table 1), and 

no history of cardiovascular, neurological, or respiratory disease. Participants were instructed 

to refrain from strenuous physical exercise, alcohol, and caffeinated beverages for 24 hours 

prior to each experimental session while maintaining a consistent dietary intake and training 

commitments throughout the period of the study. Each participant provided written informed 

consent before participating in the study which was conducted according to Helsinki 

Declaration for human experimentation and approved by the national ethics committee. 

 

Experimental design 

The study was conducted over 6 experimental sessions. Each session was separated by at least 

48 hours and took place at the same time of the day (~1 hour) to avoid confounding biological 

influence of the circadian rhythm. During the first session, subjects performed pulmonary 

function testing, including maximal inspiratory pressure (PIMAX), and a graded cycling test until 

exhaustion to evaluate maximal oxygen consumption (V̇O MAX) and peak power output (PPO). 

During the second experimental day, subjects were thoroughly familiarized with testing 

procedures. They performed pulmonary function assessment, baseline quadriceps 

neuromuscular evaluation, inspiratory loading task (ILT), cycling constant workload test to 

exhaustion with power set at 90% of their PPO (CWT90) and quadriceps neuromuscular fatigue 

evaluation post exercise. The experimental design of the third and fourth sessions, was similar 

to the familiarisation session with participants either performing ILT at 2% (ILT2) or 60% 
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(ILT60) of their PIMAX prior to CWT90. Each condition was assigned following a single-blind, 

randomized crossover design. During the fifth experimental session, participants completed the 

inspiratory loading task set at 2% of PIMAX followed by a CWT90 performed for a time equal to 

that achieved during ILT60 condition (ISO-time / ISO-work). On the last experimental visit 

participants underwent quadriceps neuromuscular evaluation and ILT60 alone, for the same 

duration and modality as during previous session. 

 

Pulmonary function testing 

Lung function was evaluated on each experimental visit following standard procedures 

(“ATS/ERS Statement on Respiratory Muscle Testing,” 2002). Participants performed 6-8 

maximal flow volume loops to determine vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in 1 

second (FEV1), FEV1/FVC, peak expiratory flow (PEF), and forced expiratory flow at 25-75% 

of vital capacity (FEF25-75). Spirometry manoeuvres were conducted with subjects seated in the 

cycling position and instantaneous visual feedback was provided for each maneuver. Greatest 

values selected for analysis and compared with predicted values (Quanjer et al., 2012; Sylvester 

et al., 2020). Maximal inspiratory pressure (PIMAX) was determined on each experimental visit. 

Participants were seated in the upright position and prompted to maintain maximal inspiratory 

effort for 3 seconds from residual volume against an inspiratory resistance with a small leak to 

prevent glottis closure. Manoeuvres were performed with a nose clip and a mouthpiece 

connected to a pressure transducer (MLT844, AD Instruments, Colorado Springs, CO, USA) 

and repeated until PIMAX values for both inter-session and intra-session were within a range of 

5%. 
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Inspiratory loading task 

Subjects inhaled against a custom-made flow-resistive device with no resistance during the 

exhalation phase. To isolate inspiratory muscles fatigue without the confounding effects of 

whole-body exercise, ILT60 was conducted using intense muscular efforts throughout extended 

breath duty cycles (i.e., ratio of inspiratory time to total breathing cycle time; Ti/TTOT). 

Participants were instructed to maintain a target inspiratory pressure corresponding to 60% of 

PIMAX with a breathing frequency of 15 breaths per minute and a duty cycle of 0.7. Continuous 

visual feedback of the target mouth pressure was provided on a monitor, while an audio 

metronome with distinct inspiratory and expiratory tones was used to provide feedback on the 

breathing frequency. During each inspiratory effort, subjects were instructed to maintain a 

consistent mouth pressure waveform and to focus on isolating the diaphragm. When subjects 

failed to reach the target inspiratory pressure for three consecutive breaths despite verbal 

encouragement, they were prompted to perform a maximal inspiratory manoeuvre. If the mouth 

pressure reached was greater than 85% of PIMAX, subjects were instructed to keep performing 

the breathing task until they failed again, otherwise it was terminated. ILT2 served as the SHAM 

condition and was performed for 10 minutes with the same breathing frequency and duty cycle 

but with a target inspiratory pressure set at 2% of their PIMAX. End-tidal carbon dioxide 

(PETCO2) was continuously monitored, and a rebreathing bag was added to prevent hypocapnia. 

 

Maximal graded cycling test 

To determine peak power output and maximal oxygen consumption participants underwent a 

graded test on an electromagnetically braked cycle ergometer (Velotron, RacerMate, Seattle, 

WA, USA) until exhaustion. The test began at an initial workload of 80W for master athletes 

and 160W for young athletes with an increase of 40W every 3 minutes. Participants were 

instructed to follow a self-selected pedalling frequency and exercise was stopped when they 
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could no longer sustain 60 rpm for more than five seconds despite verbal encouragement. To 

confirm participants reached V̇O 	 , a constant workload exercise at an intensity of 110% of 

PPO was performed after a twenty-minute recovery period. V̇O 	  values were compared to 

predicted values based on age, sexes and weight (Myers et al., 2017). 

 

Constant load test to exhaustion  

Immediately after ILT2 or ILT60, participants performed a constant workload cycling test at 90% 

of PPO (CWT90) with a prior standardized 2-minute warm-up set at 50% of PPO. Subjects were 

instructed to maintain a pedalling frequency of 85 rpm and exercise was terminated when 

cadence fell below >5 rpm for more than 10 seconds despite verbal encouragements. No 

feedback about exercise time was provided during the constant load cycling test. Participants 

exercised to exhaustion (TTE) during familiarisation and the third and fourth experimental 

sessions while they were stopped by experimenters on the fifth session when they reached an 

exercise time equal to that performed after ILT60 (ISO-time / ISO-work). 

 

Perceptual responses 

During the constant load cycling exercise, dyspnea (i.e., perceived breathlessness) and leg 

discomfort levels were assessed separately by utilizing a Borg CR-100 every 1 min 30 sec. 

Dyspnea was defined as the “perception of difficulty in breathing”, while leg discomfort was 

defined as the individual’s “perception of fatigue in leg muscles”. For each scale, a rating of 

“0” indicated the absence of respiratory discomfort or leg discomfort, while a rating of “100” 

indicated the most intense respiratory discomfort or the highest level of leg discomfort ever 

experienced, respectively.  
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Contractile function and voluntary activation of the quadriceps. 

Quadriceps muscle function was evaluated in response to electrical femoral nerve stimulation. 

Subjects were seated on a custom-made chair with the right knee joint set at a 90° angle. The 

ankle was fixed to a calibrated load cell (model LC101, Omega Engineering Inc, Norwalk, 

USA) by a non-elastic ankle strap positioned just above to the malleoli. The cathode, a self-

adhesive electrode (30×30 mm, Ag-AgCl, Mini-KR; Contrôle Graphique, Brie-Comte-Robert, 

France) was placed on the femoral triangle and the anode, a carbon-impregnated electrode 

(70×50 mm) was placed on the gluteal fold. Both adhesive electrodes were positioned at the 

stimulation site leading to the highest force output and the greatest amplitude of the compound 

muscle action potential (MMAX) of the vastus lateralis (VL), vastus medialis (VM) and rectus 

femoris (RF). A square wave stimulation of 1 ms was delivered by a constant current stimulator 

(DS7A; Digitimer, Hertfordshire, United Kingdom) at an intensity set to 130% of the 

stimulation intensity eliciting highest quadriceps twitch and MMAX. Quadriceps neuromuscular 

function measurements were obtained before and after each CWT90. Five maximal voluntary 

isometric contractions (MviC) were performed before the constant load cycling test with the 

best used as baseline. MviC were performed 15 sec, 1 min, 2 min, 4 min, 10 min and 15 min 

after exercise termination. Potentiated twitches force evoked by single electrical stimulation of 

the femoral nerve (QTSINGLE), was measured after each MviC. Quadriceps peripheral fatigue 

was assessed by calculating the percentage change in QTSINGLE evoked force from pre-exercise 

to post-exercise. To evaluate the voluntary activation of the quadriceps muscle, a single 

stimulation was superimposed during each MviC when force output was the highest. Voluntary 

activation was calculated as follow: VA (%) = [1 – (QTSINGLE, SUPERIMPOSED / QTSINGLE) ×100. 

For all quadriceps neuromuscular assessment, we determined peak force output, contraction 

time (CT), maximal rate of force development (MRFD) and half relaxation time (HRT). 
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Electromyography (EMG) 

Electrical activity of the VL, the VM and the BF were recorded using wireless surface EMG 

sensors (Trigno Wireless EMG system, Delsys, Boston, USA) connected to a data acquisition 

system (PowerLab 16/35, ADInstrument, Australia). After preparing the skin through shaving, 

cleaning, and abrading, the sensors were positioned over the muscle belly according to the 

optimal MMAX wave response to femoral nerve electrical stimulation. Raw EMG signals were 

amplified, filtered (bandwidth frequency, 0.03 – 1 kHz), and sampled at a rate of 2000 Hz to 

ensure accurate representation of muscle activity. The amplified signals were then digitized and 

stored for further analysis using commercially available software (Labchart v8.1.25, 

ADInstruments, Australia) with each EMG burst being delimited using a custom-made analysis 

with MATLAB software version R2023a (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The root mean 

square (RMS) of each EMG burst was calculated during the CWT90. RMS values were then 

normalized to the highest RMS value of the pre-exercise MviC (RMS%MviC) averaged over a 

0.5 second interval.  

 

Cardiovascular measurements  

Blood pressure 

Subjects were seated for >15 minutes for baseline cardiovascular measurements. Heart rate 

(HR) and beat-to-beat arterial blood pressure were recorded using finger pulse 

photoplethysmography (Finapres NOVA NC System, Finapres Medical Systems, Arnhem, 

Netherlands). HR, systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and mean 

arterial blood pressure (MAP) were recorded at rest and continuously during ILT. Limb 

vascular resistance (LVR) was calculated as: LVR = ̇ . 
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Blood flow  

Doppler ultrasound (ArtUS, Telemed, Lithuania) with a transducer probe (L12-5N40-A4, 

Telemed, Lithuania) were used to measure femoral artery blood flow (Q̇L, L.min-1) by 

simultaneous assessing femoral artery diameter (2D) and blood velocity. Measurements were 

performed ~3 cm distal to the bifurcation of the deep and superficial femoral artery for better 

accessibility of the artery and lower risk of turbulences. Doppler flow signals were corrected at 

an isonation angle of <60°. Cross sectional area (CSA) of the femoral artery was calculated as 

CSA (mm²) = 𝜋	 × r², with r being artery radius. Mean blood velocity (VMEAN, cm.s-1) 

corresponded to the average blood velocity over each cardiac cycle. Q̇L corresponded to the 

product of VMEAN and CSA and was calculated at baseline and every minute during ILT. 

Doppler data including artery 2D image and Doppler spectrum were recorded for subsequent 

analysis. Each video frame was digitized using a custom-made MATLAB analysis to determine 

VMEAN and CSA.  

 

Statistical analysis 

For comparison of neuromuscular function, EMG, ventilatory and cardiovascular responses 

between different tests, a linear mixed-effect model was calculated, with condition (ILT2, ILT60 

and ISO) and group (YA and MA) as main factors. For factors showing a significant main 

effect, planned pairwise comparisons were performed with a Boferroni post hoc analysis. 

Descriptive characteristics were compared using independent-samples t-tests. For all statistical 

tests, normality was assessed using the Shapiro–Wilk test and homogeneity of the variance of 

the distributions (equal variance) was evaluated with Levene test. All statistical analysis were 

completed with SPSS Statistics (v26.0, IBM Co., NY, USA). Data are presented as means ± 

standard deviation (SD) unless stated otherwise and significance for all tests was set at P < 0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Subject characteristics 

Subject characteristics with resting pulmonary function and peak metabolic and ventilatory data 

are presented in Table 1. MA were older than YA (p < 0.001), had significantly lower FVC (p 

= 0.023), FEV1 (p = 0.031) and FEF75 (p = 0.008) but not different PEF (p = 0.525), FEF25 (p = 

0.550), FEF50 (p = 0.627), and FEF25-75 (p = 0.229). Young athletes achieved PIMAX that 

corresponded to 106% of predicted values (p = 0.181) and master athletes displayed PIMAX 

values that corresponded to 123% of predicted values (p < 0.001). At peak exercise during the 

maximal graded cycling test, both absolute and relative PPO and V̇O 	 		 were higher in YA 

(p < 0.001).  

 

Cardiovascular measures during ILT 

During ILT60, the time to task failure was similar (p = 0.378) between YA (1025.3 ± 212.3 s) 

and MA (898.5 ± 373.3 s). During ILT60, from baseline to task failure, PIMAX values decreased 

by 18.02 ± 11.1 % in YA and 21.2 ± 11.3 % in MA with no difference between groups (p 

=0.456).  

Baseline HR (p = 0.075), SPB (p = 0.568), DBP (p = 0.199) and MAP (p = 0.164) were not 

different between YA and MA. Within subject cardiovascular measures at baseline were similar 

between conditions in YA and MA with no difference in HR (p = 0.375 and p = 0.530, 

respectively), SPB (p = 0.468 and p = 0.330, respectively), DBP (p = 0.199 and p = 0.256, 

respectively) and MAP (p = 0.164 and p = 0.289, respectively). Cardiovascular measures during 

ILT2 and ILT60 are depicted in Figure X. When inspiratory pressure was set at 2% of PIMAX, no 

effect of condition or time was found for cardiovascular measures in both groups, but when 

inspiratory pressure was set at 60% of PIMAX, time effect was found in both groups for MAP (F 

= 9.77, p < 0.001), SBP (F = 4.80, p < 0.001), DBP (F = 2.84 , p = 0.02) and HR (F = 8.49, p < 
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0.01). During ILT60, a group effect was found with MA having higher increase in MAP (F = 

8.28, p = 0.011), SBP (F = 7.47, p = 0.024) and DBP (F = 28.32, p < 0.001) but not HR (F 

=1.450, p = 0.321). In both groups a significant effect of time was found for blood flow values 

in the femoral artery (p = 0.01) but no effect of group was found. LVR values increased in both 

groups (p < 0.001) and were significantly higher in the MA compared to the YA (p = 0.021). 

 

Exercise performances and surface electromyography 

In both groups, CWT90 time to exhaustion (see Table 2) was lower after the ILT60 condition 

than after ILT2 condition with a greater decrease of performance in the MA group (ΔTTEYA = 

-12.4% vs ΔTTEMA = -39.7%, p = 0.004, Figure 1). These performance differences may be 

explained by the decrease in muscle activation after ILT60. In YA, VL RMS was higher during 

the CWT90 under ILT2 condition than in the ILT60 condition (p = 0.007) and, although not 

reaching significance, tended to be lower between ILT60 and ISO conditions (p = 0.084), while 

higher values were found for under both ILT2 and ISO conditions (p < 0.001) in the MA group. 

VM RMS was not different between conditions in YA (F = 1.52, p = 0.220) but differences 

between conditions were found in MA (F = 8.85, p < 0.01) with lower values in ILT60 condition 

when compared to ILT2 (p = 0.007) and ISO (p < 0.001) conditions. RF RMS was different 

between conditions for YA (F = 23.43, p < 0.001) and MA (F = 8.58, p < 0.001) with lower 

values found for ILT60 condition compared to ILT2 (p < 0.001 and p = 0.003, respectively) and 

ISO (p < 0.001 and p = 0.007, respectively). Within groups RMS values of VL, VM and RF 

were not different between ILT2 and ISO conditions. 

 

Neuromuscular evaluation  

Lower muscle activation we generally observed after ILT60 resulted in an acceleration of fatigue 

development under this condition. MVC decrease after CWT90 was different between 
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conditions in YA and MA (F = 5.54, p = 0.005 and F = 28.64, p < 0.01, respectively) with a 

lower decrease observed in the ISO condition when compared to ILT2 condition (p = 0.03 and 

p < 0.01 respectively). MVC decrease was lower in ISO condition than in ILT60 condition for 

the MA group (p < 0.01) but not for the YA group (p = 0.380). MVC decrease was similar 

between ILT2 and ILT60 conditions in YA and MA groups (p = 0.191 and p = 0.282, 

respectively). 

A condition effect was found for QTSINGLE decrease after CWT90 in YA and MA (F = 5.00, p = 

0.008 and F = 25.27, p < 0.001, respectively) with a lower decrease observed in ISO condition 

than in ILT2 condition (p = 0.010 and p < 0.001, respectively) and ILT60 (p = 0.038 and p < 

0.001, respectively) but no difference between ILT2 and ILT60 conditions (p = 1.00 in both 

groups). 

In MA group, VA was different between conditions (F = 8.36, p < 0.001) with a lower decrease 

found in ISO condition in comparison to ITL2 (p = 0.01) and ITL60 (p = 0.002) conditions and 

no difference between ITL2 and ITL60 conditions (p = 1.000). However, VA was not different 

between conditions in YA group (F = 1.65, p = 0.196). Ajouter les RMS des MVC pour 

renforcer ce résultat. 

 

Ventilatory and metabolic data 

V̇E  values were similar between conditions for YA and MA (F = 0.41, p = 0.665 and F = 1.51, 

p = 0.225, respectively). However, in both YA and MA groups, a condition effect was found 

for VT (F = 24.37, p < 0.001 and F = 21.87, p < 0.001, respectively) and BF (F = 4.52, p = 

0.012 and F = 9.45, p < 0.001, respectively) with a higher VT found in ISO when compared to 

ILT60 condition (p < 0.001 in both groups) and a lower BF (p = 0.031 and p < 0.001, 

respectively). V̇E /VĊO 	 was different between conditions in YA (F = 6.13, p = 0.003) and MA 

(F = 10.29, p < 0.001) with lower values in ISO compared to ILT2 (p = 0.003) and ILT60 (p = 
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0.021) conditions in YA group and lower values in ISO compared to ILT60 in MA group (p < 

0.001). No condition effect was found for V̇O 	in the YA group (F = 0.74, p = 0.479) and in the 

MA group (F = 0.46, p = 0.630). A between condition effect was found for V̇CO 	for the YA 

group (F = 5.35, p = 0.006) with VĊO 	significantly lower during the ISO condition in 

comparison with the ILT60 condition (p = 0.021) 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

Main findings 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of aging on the interplay between respiratory 

and locomotor muscle fatigue. Our results showed that the inspiratory muscle fatiguing task 

caused a significant reduction in limb muscle flow associated with an increase in mean arterial 

pressure and limb vascular resistance that were more pronounced in master compared to young 

athletes. These findings suggest an increased respiratory muscle metaboreflex and sympathetic 

nerve activity in master athletes. Following the inspiratory muscle fatiguing task, a decrease 

quadriceps muscle activation and in exercise performance was found in both groups, with the 

letter being much more pronounced in master athletes. Finally, for the same amount of work at 

exercise termination, exercise-induced locomotor muscle fatigue was more pronounced after 

the inspiratory muscle fatiguing vs non fatiguing task. The between task difference in peripheral 

fatigue was accentuated in master athlete. Taken together, our results suggest that inspiratory 

muscle fatigue accelerate fatigue development and impairs exercise performance to a greater 

extent in master compared to young athletes. 
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Cardiovascular response to inspiratory muscle fatigue 

During ILT60 but not during ILT2, we found a time effect for LVR, MAP, HR and blood flow 

in both young and master athletes showing a decrease in femoral artery blood flow and an 

increase in LVR, MAP, and HR. Similar results were found in young and older untrained 

individuals (Leahy et al., 2023; Sheel et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2017; St Croix et al., 2000). In 

addition to our cardiovascular variables, Sheel et al., (2001) measured muscle sympathetic 

nerve activity (MSNA) in the limbs during a similar inspiratory loaded task and reported a 

concomitant decrease in blood flow with an increased MSNA. Therefore, we can speculate that 

similar mechanism occurred in our subjects and that our results have been caused by a 

sympathetically mediated peripheral vasoconstriction.  

We found a heightened cardiovascular response in master compared to young athletes when the 

same relative inspiratory muscles loading task was performed. Specifically, from baseline to 

the respiratory task failure, MAP increased by 25 vs. 10 mmHg and LVR increased by 61 vs. 

40 % in master vs. young athletes. Higher cardiovascular response to inspiratory muscle fatigue 

was also found in healthy older individuals when they were directly compared to their younger 

counterparts (Leahy et al., 2023; Smith et al., 2017a).  

During a similar inspiratory loaded task, Peters et al., (2017) reported an increase in 

transdiaphragmatic pressure, which is indicative of a deformation and therefore high 

mechanical strain of the diaphragm. Coupled with the likely accumulation of intramuscular 

metabolic byproducts within the inspiratory muscles, we hypothesize that the group III-IV 

muscle afferents tonic input originating from these muscles was heightened during the 

respiratory muscle fatiguing task and led to a sympathetically mediated peripheral 

vasoconstriction (Dempsey et al., 2006, 2002). Consistent with this hypothesis are our results 

showing a time-dependent increase in MAP, HR and LVR and a decrease in limb blood flow 

during ILT60 but in in the ILT60 (i.e., when the respiratory muscle task was not fatiguing). These 
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systemic and local cardiovascular responses are believed to be the consequence of an increased 

sympathetic nerve activity in response to the activation of the respiratory metaboreflex (Croix 

et al., 2000; Sheel et al., 2001).  

 

Muscle activation and exercise performance 

We found a main effect of condition resulting in a lower RMS EMG, indicating indirectly a 

lower activation of the quadriceps muscle, during the CWT90 performed after ILT60 in both 

groups. Consistent with our findings, a lower muscle activation of the vastus lateralis has been 

found during a cycling time trial with fatigued inspiratory muscles (Fulton et al., 2020).  We 

interpret this reduction in EMG amplitude to the inhibitory effect of group III-IV muscle 

afferents on central motor drive (Amann et al., 2009). Indeed, pharmacological attenuation of 

these afferents via lumbar intrathecal injection of the µ-opioid receptor agonist fentanyl has 

been shown to increase motoneuronal output in the limbs (Amann et al., 2009; Blain et al., 

2016).  

Previous studies have examined the influence of the increase in inspiratory (Mador and 

Acevedo, 1991; Sliwinski et al., 1996; Welch et al., 2018a; Wüthrich et al., 2013), expiratory 

(Verges et al., 2007) or overall respiratory muscle work (Dodd et al., 1989; Martin et al., 1982; 

Spengler et al., 2000) on subsequent exercise performance. Mixed findings were reported with 

either a reduction (Mador and Acevedo, 1991; Martin et al., 1982; Verges et al., 2007; Welch 

et al., 2018a; Wüthrich et al., 2013) or no change (Dodd et al., 1989; Martin et al., 1982; 

Spengler et al., 2000) in exercise performance. The discrepancy between findings may be due 

to the heterogeneity in the respiratory muscle loading tasks and exercise protocols 

methodologies. The changes in exercise performance we found are consistent with other studies 

that induced inspiratory muscle fatigue before high-intensity constant load exercise and which 

found a reduction in time to exhaustion from 14% to 33% (Mador and Acevedo, 1991; Romer 
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and Polkey, 2008; Welch et al., 2018a; Wüthrich et al., 2013). However, all the above-

mentioned studies were conducted exclusively on young healthy individuals. To our 

knowledge, it is the first time that whole-body exercise performance differences with prior 

induction of respiratory muscle fatigue are reported on older individuals or trained individuals. 

Our results therefore extend previous results and notably show that the impairment of exercise 

performance with prior induction of inspiratory muscle fatigue, is magnified in master athletes.  

 

Locomotor muscle fatigue 

In both young and master athletes, despite significant lower muscle activation and time to 

exhaustion in the ILT60 compared to the ILT2 condition, we observed similar exercise-induced 

reductions in MViC and QTSINGLE. Moreover, when the very same exercise work was performed 

following the inspiratory muscle fatiguing vs. non fatiguing tasks (i.e., ILT60 vs. ILT2 ISO), a 

higher level of quadriceps fatigue was observed following inspiratory muscle pre fatigue (i.e., 

ILT60). Taken together, these findings indicate that fatigue development was accelerated 

following the inspiratory muscle fatiguing task and that exhaustion was associated with a 

similar level of peripheral fatigue. Importantly, considering the decrease in QTSINGLE and the 

lack or slight changes in VA, our results indicate that the changes in MViC were caused by 

peripheral fatigue and not by central fatigue. Our findings are consistent with priori results 

showing a greater severity of quadriceps muscle fatigue after a cycling exercise of the same 

intensity and duration with prior induction of inspiratory (Wüthrich et al., 2013) and expiratory 

(Taylor and Romer, 2008) muscles fatigue in young healthy subjects. The accelerated fatigue 

development following ILT60 is consistent with the reduction in blood flow and O2 delivery to 

the limb muscles associated with inspiratory muscle fatigue (Croix et al., 2000; Dempsey et al., 

2006; Sheel et al., 2001).  
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As previously mentioned, similar relative differences of quadriceps fatigue were found after 

each CWT90 in both groups. However, the difference in time to exhaustion with or without prior 

induction of inspiratory muscle fatigue, was greater in master athletes. This result could be 

explained by the slight difference of QTSINGLE fall between conditions. Indeed, in MA, QTSINGLE 

decrease between ILT2 and ILT60 varied by 1% while a 5% more severe decrease was found in 

YA.  

Our results also showed differences in the ability of young and master athletes to generate force. 

For example, we found a 26% lower MViC and a 29% lower QTSINGLE at baseline in master 

athletes. This result is consistent with the 15-35% reduction in maximal voluntary force 

production that was found in master athletes (Coggan et al., 1990; Porter et al., 1995, Macaluso 

et al., 2004). Although regular endurance training appears to preserve the number of functional 

motor units despite the advancing age (Power et al., 1990), aging and endurance training are 

associated with a conversion of type II toward type muscle I muscle fibers (Lexell, 1995; 

Coggan et al., 1990; Trappe et al., 1995) and with a reduced motor unit discharge rate (Grimby 

et al., 1979; Bellemare et al., 1983; Rice et al., 1993), both mechanisms being associated with 

a reduction in peak force.  

 

Limitations & technical considerations 

Several technical considerations must be acknowledged. We used PIMAX measurements before 

and after each breathing task to assess inspiratory muscle fatigue. This approach may be 

influenced by subject motivation and ability to produce a maximal effort. To mitigate these 

potential limits, subjects were thoroughly familiarized with the maneuver and strong verbal 

encouragement along with visual feedback of pressure generation was provided during each 

measurement. In addition, during each experimental visit, baseline measurements consisted of 

a series of at least 6 maneuvers and were performed until at least 3 PIMAX values presented an 
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intra and intersession coefficient of variation < 5%. Although PIMAX values do not provide 

objective data on inspiratory muscle fatigue, they are consistent with previous findings showing 

a reduction in transdiaphragmatic pressure indicative of diaphragmatic fatigue following  a 

similar inspiratory muscles loading task (Peters et al., 2017; Welch et al., 2018b). Furthermore, 

we do not believe that substantial recovery from inspiratory muscle fatigue occurred from the 

end of the breathing task to the beginning of the constant workload exercise given that 

respiratory muscle fatigue after a similar breathing task has been shown to last for at least 30 

min (Peters et al., 2017). 

 

Conclusion 

Taken together, our findings suggest that inspiratory muscle fatigue leads to an increase in limb 

vascular resistance and a reduction in limb blood flow, which accelerates exercise-induced 

peripheral fatigue and impairs time to exhaustion. This deleterious effect of inspiratory muscle 

fatigue on peripheral fatigue and exercise performance are accentuated in Master athletes, likely 

due to a heightened respiratory metaboreflex, as suggested by our cardiovascular data measured 

during the inspiratory muscles fatiguing task. Further studies are needed to confirm this 

hypothesis. 
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Table 1. Subject characteristics 

Parameter YOUNG MASTER P value 

Age (yr) 27.4 ± 4.4 65.0 ± 5.1 <0.001 
Height (cm) 178.1 ± 6.9 176.5 ± 4.7 0.527 
Weight (kg) 71.8 ± 8.8  67.9 ± 3.7 0.196 
SBP (mmHg) 121.6 ± 14.9 117.2 ± 18.0 0.568 
DBP (mmHg) 60.6 ± 7.0 67.0 ± 13.3 0.199 
MAP (mmHg) 77.1 ± 8.3 83.8 ± 11.5 0.164 
HR (bpm) 61.2 ± 9.9 53.2 ± 8.3 0.075 
FVC (L) 5.9 ± 0.8  4.9 ± 0.9  0.023 
FVC (% predicted) 108.0 ± 8.7  112.4 ± 17.3  0.482 
FEV1 (L) 4.4 ± 0.6  3.7 ± 0.8  0.031 
FEV1 (% predicted) 98.2 ± 11.0  110.5 ± 20.5 0.106 
FEV1/FVC (%) 75.7 ± 6.5* 75.6 ± 6.5  0.977 
PEF (L.s-1) 10.1 ± 0.8 10.5 ± 1.9 0.525 
FEF25-75 (L.s-1) 4.5 ± 0.8  3.9 ± 1.1  0.229 
FEF25-75 (%predicted) 95.9 ± 18.0 147.1 ± 39.9* 0.001 
PIMAX (cmH2O) 113.5 ± 15.6  106.6 ± 15.3 0.319 
PIMAX (% predicted) 106.5 ± 14.7  122.5 ± 20.4* 0.056 
PPO (W) 348.0 ± 37.9  258.2 ± 41.4 <0.001 
PPO/kg (W.kg-1) 4.9 ± 0.5  3.8 ± 0.5 <0.001 

�̇�𝐎𝟐	𝐌𝐀𝐗	(L.min-1) 4.7 ± 0.6 3.1 ± 0.2 <0.001 

    
 

All values are expressed as means ± SD. SBP, systolic blood pressure ; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; MAP, mean 

arterial blood pressure;  HR, heart rate; FVC: forced vital capacity; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; PEF, 

peak expiratory flow; FEF25, FEF50, FEF75: forced expiratory flow at 25%, 50% and 75% of FVC, respectively; 
FEF25-75: forced expiratory flow between 25% and 75% of FVC;  PIMAX, maximal inspiratory pressure; PPO, peak 

power output; V̇O 	, oxygen consumption. * Different from predicted values (p < 0.05). 
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 Table 2. Peak metabolic and ventilatory response during constant workload test  

 

Data are expressed as mean ± SD. V̇O 	, oxygen consumption; V̇CO 	, carbon dioxide output; RER, respiratory 

exchange ratio; PETO2, end-tidal partial pressure for oxygen; PETCO2, end-tidal partial pressure for carbon dioxide; 

HR, heart rate; SpO2, peripheral capillary oxygen saturation; [La]b, blood lactate concentration;  V̇E, minute 

ventilation; VT, tidal volume, BF, breathing frequency. #, significantly different from ITL2 condition (p < 0.05); 

†, significantly different from ITL60 condition (p < 0.05); *, significantly different from ISO condition (p < 0.05). 

 

 

 YOUNG  MASTER 

Parameter ILT2 ILT60 ISO  ILT2 ILT60 ISO 

Time (s) 502 ± 231 386 ± 119 386 ± 119  528 ± 222 308 ± 136 308 ± 136 

Work rate (W) 313 ± 34  232 ± 37 

Work rate /kg 

(W.kg-1) 

 3.4 ± 0.4  4.4 ± 0.5 

Metabolic        

�̇�𝐎𝟐		(L.min-1) 4.4 ± 0.6 4.4 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 0.6  3.4 ± 0.7  3.3 ± 0.6 3.4 ± 0.5 

�̇�𝐂𝐎𝟐	(L.min-1) 4.4 ± 0.5  4.3 ± 0.3 4.5 ± 0.6  3.3 ± 0.7 3.2 ± 0.7 3.4 ± 0.6 

RER (AU) 1.0 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1  1.0 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 

HR (bpm) 171 ± 13  167 ± 16 169 ± 10  145 ± 19 139 ± 14 141 ± 13 

SpO2 (%) 98.0 ± 1.6 98.1 ± 1.2 98.5 ± 1.0  97.7 ± 2.4 97.7 ± 2.3 98.6 ± 1.2 

[La]b (mmol.L-1) 12.9 ± 3.7 14.1 ± 4.9 12.6 ± 3.4  8.0 ± 2.5 8.0 ± 2.3 7.5 ± 2.5 

Ventilation        

�̇�𝐄 (L.min-1) 144.6 ± 23.8 137.6 ± 22.5 136.8 ± 18.9  116.2 ± 20.6 112.5 ± 18.5 116.9 

VT (L) 2.2 ± 0.4 2.3 ± 0.4* 2.6 ± 0.3 †  2.3 ± 0.5* 2.3 ± 0.4* 2.5 ± 0.5 #† 

BF (breaths.min-

1) 

68.1 ± 22.0* 64.6 ± 24.9* 53.1 ± 5.8 #†  53.3 ± 16.4* 52.0 ± 16.7* 47.9 ± 14.4 #† 

�̇�𝐄 /�̇�𝐎𝟐	 33.1 ± 4.5 31.4 ± 3.8 29.8 ± 3.3  35.5 ± 6.4 34.7 ± 6.2 34.5 ± 6.4 

�̇�𝐄 /𝐕�̇�𝐎𝟐	 32.5 ± 3.4* 31.9 ± 3.8* 29.9 ± 1.7 #†  36.4 ± 5.7 35.8 ± 5.5* 34.3 ± 5.0 † 
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Table 3. Baseline and post-constant workload exercise neuromuscular function  

 

 

Data are expressed as mean ± SD. YA, young athletes; MA, master athletes; MViC, maximal voluntary contraction; QTSINGLE, potentiated quadriceps twitch evoked with a 

single supramaximal electrical stimulation; VA, voluntary activation of the quadriceps; CT, contraction time; MRFD, maximal rate of force development, HRT, half relaxation 

time; VL MMAX, VM MMAX, RF MMAX, maximal amplitude of the compound muscle action potential for the vastus lateralis, the vastus medialis and the rectus femoris, 

respectively; ILT2, 2% of PIMAX non fatiguing inspiratory loading task condition; ILT60, 60% of PIMAX fatiguing inspiratory loading task condition; ILT2 ISO, same as ILT2 but 

exercise was stopped when the same amount of work than the ILT60 condition was reached .

  ILT2  ILT60  ILT2 ISO 

Parameter Group PRE 15s 15min  PRE 15s 15min  PRE 15s 15min 

MViC (N) YA 609 ± 100 486 ± 118 558 ± 89  597 ± 114 497 ± 117 569 ± 122  621 ± 118  516 ± 144 589 ± 125 

 MA 447 ± 73 378 ± 77 408 ± 80  441 ± 82 379 ± 86 413 ± 78  427 ± 95  385 ± 90 414 ± 95 

QTSINGLE (N) YA 194 ± 30 120 ± 45 128 ± 29  197 ± 31 133 ± 36 135 ± 34  188 ± 17 133 ± 45 131 ± 24 

 MA 140 ± 33 113 ± 41 104 ± 32  142 ± 38 113 ± 44 104 ± 32  136 ± 34 122 ± 41 110 ± 30 

VA (%) YA 93 ± 3 91 ± 5 87 ± 7  93 ± 3 90 ± 8 90 ± 6  94 ± 5 93 ± 5 91 ± 6 

 MA 95 ± 3 91 ± 6 92 ± 5  95 ± 4 92 ± 6 94 ± 4  96 ± 3 96 ± 5 95 ± 3 

CT (ms) YA  53 ± 24   48 ± 16 43 ± 14  52 ± 21 48 ± 17 45 ± 11  59 ± 22 49 ± 18 41 ± 10 

 MA 78 ± 7  59 ± 20 51 ± 18  77 ± 8 59 ± 19 46 ± 15  70 ± 16 53 ± 18 49 ± 18 

MRFD (N.ms-1) YA  6.7 ± 2.3  3.6 ± 2.5 4.0 ± 1.5  6.8 ± 3.2 4.4 ± 2.6 4.1 ± 2.0  6.5 ± 1.4 4.4 ± 2.8 4.0 ± 1.1 

 MA 4.3 ± 1.5  3.2 ± 1.8 2.9 ± 1.8  4.5 ± 2.2 2.8 ± 1.4 3.0 ± 1.3  4.0 ± 1.4 3.0 ± 1.6 2.9 ± 1.2 

HRT (ms) YA 90 ± 15 77 ± 25 84 ± 11  90 ± 15 92 ± 32 67 ± 30  85 ± 16 91 ± 21 58 ± 11 

 MA 117 ± 42  111 ± 35 78 ± 20  108 ± 33 130 ± 46 96 ± 45  112 ± 33 114 ± 51 82 ± 26 

VL MMAX (mV) YA 8.0 ± 1.3 7.8 ± 1.4 7.8 ± 1.2  7.9 ± 2.0 8.0 ± 2.3 7.5 ± 2.2  7.5 ± 1.7 8.0 ± 2.0 7.1 ± 1.6 

 MA  6.1 ± 2.6  6.2 ± 2.9 6.4 ± 1.9  6.3 ± 2.9 6.0 ± 3.0 6.4 ± 2.9  5.9 ± 3.0 6.3 ± 2.7 6.1 ± 2.4 

VM MMAX (mV) YA 10.4 ± 1.2 10.9 ± 0.3 10.9 ± 0.2  11.0 ± 0.2 10.2 ± 1.5 10.2 ± 1.7  10.4 ± 0.7 10.5 ± 0.5 10.5 ± 0.6 

 MA 9.1 ± 2.3  9.0 ± 2.6 9.2 ± 2.3  9.1 ± 2.5 9.6 ± 2.0 10.0 ± 1.7  9.1 ± 3.2 10.3 ± 1.6 9.6 ± 2.2 

RF MMAX (mV) YA 3.8 ± 1.5 3.1 ± 1.0 3.6 ± 1.3  3.6 ± 1.3 3.2 ± 1.0 3.3 ± 0.8   3.2 ± 1.0 3.4 ± 1.4 3.4 ± 1.2 

 MA  3.1 ± 1.0  3.9 ± 1.6 3.5 ± 0.8  3.7 ± 1.3 3.5 ± 1.0 3.4 ± 1.2  3.5 ± 1.0 3.3 ± 1.1 3.4 ± 1.0 
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Figure 1. Time to exhaustion (TTE) decrease during CWT90 after ILT60 relative to ILT2 

in young athletes (YA, black) and master athletes (MA, white). Values are means ± SD. 

*Significant effect of condition. 
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 Figure 2. MViC, QTSINGLE and VA change from baseline in young athletes (YA, black) 

and master athletes (MA, white). Values are means ± SEM. * Significant effect of condition. 
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Figure 3. RMS of the vastus medialis, vasus lateralis and rectus femoris (%MVC) during 

CWT90 in young athletes (YA, black) and master athletes (MA, white). Values are means ± 

SEM. * Significant effect of condition. 
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Figure 4. Cardiovascular system response to ILT60 in young athletes (YA, black) and 

master athletes (MA, white). Values are means ± SEM. * Main effect of group. 
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Figure 5. Ventilation, tidal volume (VT), breathing frequency (BF), ventilatory equivalent 

of carbon dioxide (VE/VCO2) and PETCO2 response during CWT90 in young athletes (YA, 

black) and master athletes (MA, white). Values are means ± SEM. * Significant effect of condition. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 
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VENTILATORY SYSTEM 

LIMITATION IN MASTER ATHLETES 

 

The healthy human ventilatory system is in many ways ideally structured and regulated to meet the 

demands imposed by physical exercise. However, there is now some evidence that it may not be 

so overbuilt. For example, for some individuals, an imbalance between ventilatory capacity and 

demand may occur and result in expiratory flow limitation (EFL) during exercise (Sheel and Romer, 

2012). EFL may be particularly present during high-intensity exercise. This may concern more the 

elderly due to its reduced lung structure and respiratory muscle function. Among older individuals, 

it was suggested that master athletes, who combine very high O2 and therefore ventilatory demand 

during exercise and reduced breathing capacity because of aging, were particularly susceptible to 

ventilatory limitations during exercise (Johnson et al., 1991b, 1991a).  

The results of this PhD thesis support this idea and provide new evidence of the limiting role of 

the ventilatory system to exercise performance in master athletes. We mainly found that master 

athletes were more susceptible to EFL compared to young athletes, indicating that age, without the 

confounding effect of sedentary lifestyle, is an aggravating factor of breathing limitation during 

physical exercise. In addition, master athletes who experienced flow limitation had a greater 

EFLSEVERITY (i.e., greater expiratory tidal volume that reached or exceeded maximal expiratory flow 

volume) than young athletes. Similar results were found in a previous study comparing untrained 

young and older men with similar lung size, where EFLSEVERITY reached up to 82% in the elderly 

(Smith et al., 2017b). However, the authors acknowledged that they did not correct MEFV curves 

for gas compression which may explain such high levels of EFL. The contribution of aging to 

ventilatory limitation was also suggested when the effect of EFL was directly compared between 

young and older untrained women, with the latter experiencing a higher severity of flow limitation 

(Wilkie et al., 2012). Our findings of higher proportion of master athletes experiencing flow 

limitation across relative workloads when compared to younger athletes, extends these findings 

conducted on untrained individuals (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018). Indeed, because master athletes 

represent models of successful aging, we believe our results are mainly attributable to the effect of 

aging and not to other age-related cofounding alteration of lifestyle, such as sedentarity. 

Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that the method we used to assess EFL, while widely 

used and validated, was not the gold-standard technique. The use of an invasive oesophageal 

balloon to measure transdiaphragmatic pressure and estimate the work of breathing would provide 

valuable complementary information on the mechanics of breathing in master athletes. While such 
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data have been obtained in untrained young and older men and women (Molgat-Seon et al., 2018; 

Molgat-Seon et al., 2019), the direct comparison with master athletes, who shall exhibit an 

exacerbated work due to their higher ventilation levels, would be very useful to further understand 

mechanical ventilatory constraints with aging. In the absence of such measurements, I can be kept 

in mind that mathematical modeling is a valuable tool to enhance our comprehension of the 

mechanisms to EFL. We did not find a greater likelihood for women or men to experience EFL 

when both young and old participants were grouped together, suggesting no direct effect of 

biological sex. Although our results are consistent with previous findings in untrained individuals 

(Molgat-Seon et al., 2022), anatomical and structural lung differences related to biological sex, such 

as smaller airways for a given lung size, were expected to significantly accentuate EFL in females 

athletes in the face of high ventilation flows during exercise (Guenette et al., 2007). However, the 

absence of biological sex effect on EFL was mainly due to the lower EFL occurrence and severity 

in young female athletes. With the natural reduction in the pulmonary function observed with age 

and the preserved O2 and ventilation demands during exercise, we also expected master female 

athletes to be particularly vulnerable to EFL (Wilkie et al., 2012). We found that a 100% of our 

women master athletes experienced EFL with a substantial EFLSEVERITY of 46%, thereby confirming 

this long-lasting hypothesis of increased propensity of EFL in this population. It is important to 

note that the higher fitness levels of our subjects must have played a significant role in these results 

because when untrained older women (~64 years) performed a maximal graded cycling exercise 

with similar method to ours, only 5 out of 8 participants (63%) experienced EFL and EFLSEVERITY 

only reached 23% (Wilkie et al., 2012). 

We also found a positive link between EFLSEVERITY and the maximal expiratory flow volume 

curvilinearity (assessed with the slope ratio [SR] method). Using a linear regression analysis on 126 

healthy participants, Molgat-Seon et al., (2022) showed that the SR was a determinant of EFL in 

healthy young individuals. Our findings extend these results by showing that reduced airway size, 

which is responsible for the concave shape of the MEFV curve, play a major role in expiratory 

flow limitation in endurance athletes and appears to be insensitive to long term endurance training.  

Moreover, smaller conducting airways show an increased resistance to airflow and tend to close 

under high transmural pressure (Junhasavasdikul et al., 2018). These phenomena are particularly 

significant in the active expiration phase of the respiratory cycle during physical exercise. 

Consequently, among individuals who demonstrate EFL during exercise, those with smaller airways 

tend to exhibit EFL at comparatively lower work rates than those with larger airways (Hopkins et 

al., 2004). Therefore, differences in airway size among individuals with similar lung volumes have 

been proposed as a determinant of EFL during exercise (Smith et al., 2014). The mismatch between 
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airway size and lung size is termed dysanapsis and can be non-invasively estimated using dysanapsis 

ratio (DR) (Mead, 1980) : DR =
( × ( ) %)

	where FVC corresponds to the forced vital 

capacity, FEF50 corresponds to the forced expiratory flow at 50% of FVC and Pst(1)50% corresponds 

to static recoil pressure at 50% of FVC. Pst(1)50% was estimated according to age and calculated 

using the following regression equation (Turner et al., 1968) : Pst(1) % =	−0.056	 × age +6.3038. A low dysanapsis ratio, indicative of smaller airways size relative to lung size, is associated 

with an increase in the work of breathing (Dominelli et al., 2015) and a high incidence of EFL 

during exercise in healthy active young men and women (Dominelli et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2014). 

However, the impact of aging on dysanapsis is poorly documented. Considering that age induces 

a decline in lung elasticity and an increase in lung resistance to airflow (Janssens et al., 2005; Sheel 

et al., 2009), an older individual with a lower dysanapsis ratio might be more vulnerable to EFL. 

Understanding the influence of dysanapsis on EFL prevalence and severity during exercise in 

master athletes could thus provide valuable insights in understanding age-related ventilatory 

limitations during exercise.  

In the first study, men master athletes showed the greater EFLSEVERITY (i.e., 52%) among all 

participants. We thus chose to investigate further the determinants of EFL in this group by 

determining the link between the DR and the severity of EFL. Our first sample was completed to 

achieve a sample of 20 male master athletes. To be able to interpret DR results, we had to compare 

individuals of similar FVC. Among the 20 male master athletes that were recruited, we found 11 

subjects whose FVC was within a range of 0.8 L from 3.9 to 4.8 L. Further analysis of these 11 

subjects revealed that their EFLSEVERITY was negatively correlated with DR (see Figure 1), indicating 

that participants with a lower DR exhibited a greater EFLSEVERITY (r2 = 0.38, p = 0.044). 
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Figure 1. Correlation between dysanapsis ratio (DR) and forced vital capacity (FVC) for all 
male master athletes and between dysanapsis ratio (DR) and expiratory flow limitation 
(EFL) for subjects with similar FVC. 

 

These findings suggest that individuals with disproportionately smaller airways relative to lung size 

(i.e., lower DR ratio) are more likely to experience a more severe EFL. Further investigation is 

needed to determine if DR is also related to EFL in young athletes and female master athletes who 

may have smaller airways relative to lung size than men (Sheel et al., 2016). An important 

methodological consideration of this study is that Pst(1)50% values were estimated using the 

prediction equation developed by Turner et al. (Turner et al., 1968).  We estimated Pst(1)50% values 

because static recoil assessment is a challenging measure for subjects and requires the use of an 

invasive esophageal balloon.  

 

Better understanding airflow resistance in the lungs of master athletes would contribute to elucidate 

the mechanisms of the accentuated exercise induced EFL with age. Indeed, Breathing a low-density 

gas mixture, such as helium (79 %) - oxygen (21%) (i.e., heliox, HeO2), during intense exercise 

increases maximal expiratory airflow and thereby attenuates EFL (McClaran et al., 1999). An 

increase in minute ventilation can also be found with heliox but only in individuals who 

encountered EFL during exercise while breathing ambient air (McClaran et al., 1999). However, 

direct measurements of airways resistance across the bronchi generations cannot be assessed 

experimentally. Considering this limitation, we used a mathematical modeling approach, and we 

modified gas density and viscosity in a model of the lungs to determine how flow characteristics 

along with resistance distribution throughout the airways would be positively or negatively 
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impacted. While a modelling approach has been already used to understand the beneficial effects 

of heliox on the constricted airways of individuals with pathological conditions (Katz et al., 2011; 

Pozin et al., 2017) it is, to our knowledge, the first time that the estimated effect of heliox on 

expiratory flow from fluid mechanics in a compliant airway tree model were compared with 

experimental measurements in a healthy endurance trained aged population. Our approach enabled 

us to identify the physical mechanisms that explain expiratory flow pattern in the first 16 

generations through an idealized lung. Heliox increased expiratory flow especially in the first airway 

generations and our modeling approach revealed that it corresponded to the area where the 

influence of inertial effects was dominant. The increase of expiratory flow was also achieved by 

decreasing flow turbulences through the reduction of Reynolds number and density-dependent 

resistance. Additionally, the simulation of varying reduction of airway size in our model show that 

heliox effect on expiratory flow may be enhanced in healthy older individuals because of their 

aging-induced smaller airways. Findings from our modeling approach help to better understand 

where the effect of density and viscosity are dominant in the lungs. The generation at which flow 

limitation occurs (i.e., site of airway collapse) could be deduced with further analysis if we know at 

which lung volume expiratory flow becomes limited. The latter information can be estimated by 

superimposing tidal flow volume curve on the MEFV curve as done in the first study. Therefore, 

comparing expiratory flow with air and heliox during exercise could aid to better understand the 

sites of constraints in the lungs across exercise work rates. 

 

As mentioned above, EFL is associated with airway collapse. Previous modeling work (Mauroy et 

al., 2004) indicated that even a slight narrowing of the airways may cause a significant increase in 

the overall resistance of the lungs. For example, a 4% reduction in the ratio of diameter to length 

between successive bronchi generations would nearly double the resistance to airflow in the lungs 

(Mauroy et al., 2004). Therefore, airway collapse with EFL may result in a steep increase in the 

resistance of the whole bronchial tree thereby putting additional demand on the respiratory 

muscles. Considering that EFL occurs during high intensity exercise, the above-mentioned 

assumption coincides with the occurrence of respiratory muscle fatigue that was shown in 

endurance-trained men and women after a constant workload cycling test performed to exhaustion 

at an intensity of 90% of peak power output (Guenette et al., 2010). Therefore, EFL, which 

increases respiratory muscle work, may accentuate respiratory muscle fatigue. Considering our 

previous findings showing more prevalent and severe EFL in master athletes, we hypothesized that 

master athletes should be particularly susceptible to respiratory muscle fatigue during high-intensity 

exercise. Respiratory muscle fatigue is another phenomenon that would make the ventilatory 
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system a limiting factor to exercise performance in this population. However, very few data are 

available about respiratory muscles in the elderly and this matter required further investigation. 

During our third study, we compared cardiovascular response to an inspiratory muscle fatiguing 

task in young vs. master and male vs. female athletes. Others (Smith et al., 2016; Welch et al., 2018) 

have demonstrated that young females have an attenuated increase in MAP and HR in response to 

high levels of inspiratory muscle work under resting conditions. The mechanisms to explain the 

different pressor response to respiratory muscle work seen in females vs. males has yet to be clearly 

identified but may be related, at least in part, to influences of female sex hormones that promote 

vasodilation. An increase in the sensitivity of vasodilatory ß2-adrenergic receptors in young females 

has been attributed to the sympatho-inhibitory effects of oestrogen on the central nervous system 

and peripheral vasculature, thereby offsetting the activation of vasoconstricting α-adrenergic 

receptors (Joyner et al., 2016). The potential inhibitory effect is lost at menopause when circulating 

oestrogen levels decrease significantly (Hart et al., 2011; Barnes et al., 2014). The effects of 

oestrogen on the metaboreflex have been observed in humans performing isometric forearm 

exercise (Ettinger et al., 1998; Parmar et al., 2018) but its role with respect to the respiratory 

musculature is unknown. We aimed at investigating the effect of age and biological sex on the 

cardiovascular response to inspiratory muscle fatigue in athletes. 36 participants (8 YW, 10 YM, 8 

OW and 10 MM) performed ILT60 following the same methodology as in the third study. Data are 

currently being analyzed but we already found a significant main effect of age (p < 0.001) for the 

increase in mean arterial pressure (see Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2. Mean arterial pressure (MAP) during ILT60 in young women (YW - ⬤), young 

men (YM - ∎), master women (MW - ◯), and master men (MM - ). 
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Others previously reported a heightened blood pressure response to resistive, inspiratory muscle 

work in older men and post-menopausal as compared to young females (Leahy et al., 2023; Smith 

et al., 2017a). They also found that older males and females had comparable increases in MAP 

indicating that there is no effect of sex with healthy ageing. Our preliminary results of this study 

extend the results that were found in untrained individuals. The pressor response to high levels of 

respiratory muscle work seems augmented in master athletes compared to younger counterparts. 

From these observations it can be suggested that there are independent effects of chronological 

ageing and sex-hormones on the blood pressure response to respiratory muscles fatigue. 

 

In men only, the third study of this thesis showed that inspiratory muscle fatigue caused a decrease 

in quadriceps muscle activation and accelerated the development of locomotor muscle fatigue 

which, ultimately, resulted in a lower exercise performance during the high-intensity exercise in 

both groups. Notably, the decrease of exercise performance was greater in master athletes. Taken 

together, these findings suggest that inspiratory muscle fatigue accelerated locomotor muscle 

fatigue to a greater extent in master athletes than in young athletes. We hypothesize that the higher 

level of quadriceps muscle fatigue we found after high intensity exercise with fatigued inspiratory 

muscles can be caused by the respiratory muscle metaboreflex summarized by Dempsey et al., 

(2006). Indeed, it was suggested that fatiguing inspiratory muscle contractions stimulate group III-

IV muscle afferents and activate a sympathetically mediated vasoconstrictor activity in limb 

muscles, which causes an increase in vascular resistance (St Croix et al., 2000; Sheel et al., 2001). 

Limb muscle sympathetic nerve activity during concomitant cycling and resistive breathing was 

shown to be higher compared with control condition when no extra breathing work was imposed 

(Katayama et al., 2018; Katayama and Amann, 2012). Moreover, the greater muscle sympathetic 

nervous output remained present when the resistive respiratory muscle loading was stopped, which 

support the idea that induction of inspiratory muscle fatigue prior to exercise has the potential to 

substantially increase limb muscle sympathetic nervous output during exercise. In turn, the increase 

sympathetic nerve activity has been shown to reduce blood flow and O2 delivery to limb muscles  

(Croix et al., 2000; Dempsey et al., 2006; Sheel et al., 2001). Although we did not measure blood 

flow or vascular resistance during exercise, they respectively decreased and increased during the 

inspiratory muscle fatiguing task at rest. Even small changes in blood flow to the contracting 

locomotor muscles substantially decrease their ability to generate muscle force (Barclay, 1986; 

Hureau et al., 2019) and these effects have been attributed to the reduction in O2 delivery and in 

the washout of local metabolites (Barclay, 1986; Hureau et al., 2019). In the current study, although 
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we did not directly measure these variables, they may explain the faster development of fatigue we 

found following the inspiratory muscle fatiguing task.  
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

 

This doctoral work opens new research perspectives related to healthy aging. Recent research has 

advanced our understanding of the effect of age and biological sex on the respiratory metaboreflex. 

Considering my keen interest in pursuing my training in respiratory physiology and my goal to 

become Maître de conferences in STAPS, I aim at pursuing a postdoctoral fellowship about the 

effect of respiratory metaboreflex on muscle sympathetic nerve activity in postmenopausal women. 

This project would be a logical continuation of my Ph.D. work and would be a valuable opportunity 

to extend my knowledge about on the neurovascular effects of the aging of the pulmonary system.  

Indeed, the decline of the cardiorespiratory system with age creates vulnerabilities and gives rise to 

new challenges in the pursuit of optimal health, especially in older women. As mentioned 

previously, the elevation of muscle sympathetic activity caused by inspiratory muscle fatigue leads 

to peripheral vasoconstriction and redirects blood flow towards the respiratory muscles, “stealing” 

flow from inactive territories and locomotor muscles, thereby accelerating fatigue development in 

the latter (Harms et al., 1997; Sheel et al., 2018).  Additionally, the age-induced fall of estrogen 

levels in women affects vascular control and alters sympathetic nervous outflow, especially during 

exercise. As a result, postmenopausal women, are particularly vulnerable to exercise intolerance 

and cardiopulmonary diseases. However, it is not known how the combination of age-related 

decline of the respiratory function and changes to circulating hormones (i.e., menopause) impacts 

blood pressure regulation and the sympathetic response to exercise. Moreover, research that aimed 

at understanding the biology of aging suffers from a significant under-representation of female 

participants and is a major shortcoming of our understanding. Therefore, there is a great need to 

fully understand the impact of age-related changes to the respiratory system, how it influences 

blood pressure control and the sympathetic nervous system, and to identify the underlying 

mechanisms. During my PhD work we found that young women exhibited a smaller rise in arterial 

pressure than young men during a fatiguing inspiratory task. This difference may be attributed to 

the effects of estrogen on autonomic control (Joyner et al., 2014). However, this cardiovascular 

benefits in the young female athlete faded away in female master athletes. A privileged explanation 

lays in the influence of estrogen in mediating the cardiovascular response to the respiratory 

metaboreflex. Indeed, estrogen modulates the activity of b-adrenergic receptors, which induce 

vasodilatation and subsequent reduction in arterial pressure. Estrogen supplementation in 

postmenopausal females has been shown to lower the pressor response to isometric hand-grip 
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exercise (Fadel et al., 2004). Another method to lower this pressor response is to perform 

respiratory muscles training. This specific type of training has been shown to attenuate the increase 

of mean arterial pressure during an inspiratory loaded task (Witt et al., 2007). This intervention 

could be especially advantageous for elderly individuals, particularly older women who may no 

longer be protected by estrogen effects.  Therefore, the aim of the proposed postdoctoral project 

would be to determine how circulating female hormones modulate sympathetic nerve activity and 

cardiovascular response during exercise and respiratory muscle fatigue in older women. Our 

overarching hypothesis are (i) postmenopausal women undergoing hormone replacement therapy 

would demonstrate a reduced sympathetic response to respiratory muscles fatigue compared to 

women with no hormone replacement therapy, (ii) respiratory muscle training would be more 

beneficial for postmenopausal women without than with hormone replacement therapy. Muscle 

sympathetic nerve activity would be measured via microneurography by inserting a tungsten 

microelectrode transcutaneously into the peroneal nerve.  Transdiaphragmatic pressure would be 

measured by using cervical magnetic stimulation of the phrenic nerve and balloon- tipped catheters 

in the esophagus and the stomach. These techniques are commonly used in Canada and represent 

gold-standard measurements for muscle sympathetic neural activity and diaphragm fatigue. 

Therefore, a postdoctoral project about respiratory metaboreflex in postmenopausal women would 

provide a valuable chance to advance my training with very valuable skills.  
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 CONCLUSION OF THE THESIS 

 

The purpose of this PhD thesis was to determine if the ventilatory system was a limiting factor to 

exercise performance in master athletes.  

Our findings indicate that age-related decline in lung function increases the likelihood of EFL in 

master athletes, with women being particularly vulnerable to such a limitation. Specifically, when 

comparing EFL between young and master athletes, men, and women, during a graded cycling 

exercise performed to exhaustion, we found that EFL in master athletes was both more frequent 

and more severe. This finding highlights the greater ventilatory constraint that master athletes must 

face during high-intensity exercise. These constraints and airflow limitation can be alleviated using 

heliox breathing which has recently been shown to increase exercise performance in male master 

athletes. Investigating the effect of this low-density gas on expiratory flow and airway resistance 

helped us better understand sites of constraints in the lungs of master athletes. This was performed 

by studying the effect of heliox on expiratory flow in an idealized modeled compliant airway tree. 

The model we used to investigate the physical mechanisms of heliox breathing, also indicated that 

the effect of this gas on expiratory flow may be enhanced in the elderly with age-induced smaller 

airways. These findings were obtained by combining experimental measurements with 

mathematical modeling and underscore the importance of considering the physical phenomena 

within the lung and conducting multidisciplinary research when investigating expiratory flow 

behavior in aging lungs. 

Our research also suggests that fatigue of the inspiratory muscles has a significant impact on 

exercise performance in master athletes. We demonstrated that inspiratory muscle fatigue led to a 

substantial increase in limb vascular resistance, which was more prominent among master athletes 

as compared to young athletes. These findings led to an accelerated development of quadriceps 

fatigue during exercise and impaired exercise performance, which were also more pronounced for 

master athletes. Therefore, our findings provide evidence for an increased respiratory metaboreflex 

response to respiratory muscle fatigue in older adults. 

Taken together, the findings of this PhD thesis showed that the ventilatory system can be a limiting 

factor during endurance exercise in master athletes. In a broader context, our data collected on 

master athletes, a model of successful aging, provide novel information regarding how aging 

impacts the respiratory response to exercise, as well as the underlying structural and functional 

mechanisms that mediate this response. A better comprehension of age-related alterations in the 

ventilatory system addresses a significant public health issue which is to distinguish the effects of 

healthy aging/senescence from those of disease or excess of sedentary behavior.
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Conséquences physiologiques de la limitation du système respiratoire chez le master 

athlète, approches par expériences et modèles 

 

Résumé. Le système respiratoire sain est généralement surdimensionné par rapport à la 

demande imposée lors d'un exercice physique. Toutefois, les poumons s’adaptent peu à 

l'entraînement en endurance. Lors d'exercices réalisés à haute intensité, le système respiratoire des 

athlètes pourrait donc ne plus être surdimensionné face à une demande ventilatoire aussi élevée. 

Cela pourrait être accentué avec les altérations de la structure des poumons et de la fonction des 

muscles respiratoires liées à l'âge. Les personnes âgées entraînées en endurance, appelées master 

athlètes (> 60 ans), pourraient donc être particulièrement vulnérables aux limitations respiratoires 

pendant l'exercice. Cela nous amène à la question centrale : comment le système respiratoire limite-

t-il l'exercice chez le master athlète ? Pour y répondre, une approche multidisciplinaire a été mise 

en œuvre combinant des mesures physiologiques avec une modélisation mathématique. 

Nous avons d'abord étudié la limitation de débit expiratoire chez les athlètes jeunes et âgés, 

hommes et femmes. La limitation de débit expiratoire a été mesurée lors d'un test incrémental sur 

ergocycle en positionnant la boucle débit volume courant dans la courbe débit volume expiratoire 

maximale. Nous avons constaté que les master athlètes étaient davantage sujets à la limitation de 

débit et que cela était associé à la convexité de la courbe débit volume expiratoire maximale. Chez 

un plus grand groupe de master athlètes hommes, la forme de cette courbe était un indice majeur 

de la sévérité de la limitation de débit expiratoire. Ces résultats mettent en avant l'importance de 

prendre en compte le débit expiratoire et les caractéristiques des voies aériennes pour mieux 

comprendre les contraintes ventilatoires du master athlète. 

L’objectif suivant était donc d’étudier les mécanismes physiques sous-jacents. Pour cela, 

nous avons analysé l'effet de la densité et de la viscosité du gaz avec l’utilisation d’héliox. Des 

principes de mécanique des fluides et des simulations de débits expiratoires dans un modèle d'arbre 

bronchique compliant ont été combinés avec des mesures expérimentales. Nos résultats détaillent 

le pattern du débit à travers les générations bronchiques avec de l'air et de l'heliox et indiquent où 

la laminarité et les turbulences apparaissent. L'heliox augmente le débit expiratoire, surtout quand 

les effets d’inertie sont dominants, et l’effet de l’héliox pourrait être amplifié chez les master athlètes 

en raison de leurs bronches âgées et donc plus étroites. 

Les contraintes ventilatoires accroissent également la demande sur les muscles respiratoires. 

Dans une troisième étape, nous avons étudié l’effet du vieillissement sur l'interaction entre la fatigue 

musculaire respiratoire et locomotrice. Lors d'une tâche inspiratoire fatigante, la pression artérielle 

moyenne et les résistances vasculaires périphériques des master athlètes ont augmenté davantage 
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que chez les jeunes athlètes. Durant l’exercice sur ergocycle qui a suivi l'activation musculaire des 

quadriceps était réduite, entraînant une diminution du temps réalisé par rapport au même exercice 

effectué sans fatigue inspiratoire préalable. Cette chute de performance était amplifiée chez les 

master athlètes. Lorsque le même exercice a été effectué à temps égal, mais sans fatigue inspiratoire 

préalable, moins de fatigue a été observée au niveau des quadriceps, suggérant que la fatigue 

inspiratoire accélère la fatigue des quadriceps et ce, de manière amplifiée chez les master athlètes. 

En étudiant les différences liées au sexe entre les athlètes jeunes et master, l’augmentation plus 

prononcée liée à l'âge de la réponse cardiovasculaire à la fatigue inspiratoire était maintenue. 

Pour conclure, les principaux résultats de cette thèse mettent en évidence le rôle crucial du 

système respiratoire dans la limitation de la performance à l'exercice chez les master athlètes. 

 

Mots clés. Fatigue neuromusculaire, limitation de débit expiratoire, master athlètes, modélisation 

mathématique, système respiratoire 
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Physiological Consequences of Respiratory System Limitation in the Master Athlete, 

Approaches through Experiments and Models 

 

Abstract. The healthy respiratory system is generally overbuilt for the demand imposed by physical 

exercise. Yet, lung adaptations to endurance training are limited. Therefore, during high-intensity 

exercise, the respiratory system of athletes may no longer be overbuilt to meet the unusually high 

ventilatory demand. This statement may be amplified in the elderly due to age-induced alterations 

of lungs structure and respiratory muscle function. Older endurance-trained individuals, called 

master athletes (>60 years old), thus emerge as particularly susceptible to respiratory limitations 

during exercise. Taken together, it brings us to the central question: how does the respiratory 

system limits exercise in master athletes? To answer this question, a multidisciplinary approach was 

implemented combining physiological measurements with mathematical modeling.  

We first examined the phenomenon of expiratory flow limitation among young and master female 

and male athletes. Airflow limitation was measured during a graded cycling test to exhaustion by 

positioning the averaged tidal flow volume loop within the maximal expiratory flow volume curve. 

We mainly found that master athletes were more likely to experience flow limitation and that it was 

associated with maximal expiratory flow volume curvilinearity. For a larger group of male master 

athletes, the shape of this curve was a major index of the severity of expiratory flow limitation. 

These results highlight the importance of examining expiratory flow pattern and airway 

characteristics to understand ventilatory constraints in master athletes. 

Therefore, in a second time, our aim was to investigate the physical mechanisms underlying 

expiratory flow in the lungs. We analyzed the effect of gas density and viscosity through heliox 

breathing in aging airways. Principles from fluid mechanics and simulations of expiratory flow in a 

compliant airway tree model were combined with experimental measurements. Our findings 

depicted flow pattern across airway generations with both air and heliox and provided insight of 

where laminarity and turbulences should be found. Heliox increases expiratory flow especially in 

branches where inertial effects are dominant and its effect may be enhanced in the master athletes 

because of their age-induced smaller airways. 

Expiratory flow constraints in the lungs increases the demand upon respiratory muscles. 

Consequently, in a third step we aimed at evaluating the influence of aging on the interplay between 

respiratory and locomotor muscle fatigue. During a fatiguing inspiratory loaded task, male master 

athletes exhibited a greater elevation of mean arterial pressure and limb vascular resistance 

compared to young athletes. On a subsequent strenuous cycling exercise, the activation of the 

quadriceps muscle was reduced. It resulted in a decrease in time to exhaustion in comparison to a 
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cycling exercise performed with no prior induction of inspiratory muscle fatigue. Moreover, the 

reduction of exercise performance was greater in master athletes. When the cycling exercise was 

performed for the same duration without prior induction of inspiratory muscle fatigue, we found 

less neuromuscular fatigue in limb muscles, implying that inspiratory muscle fatigue accelerated 

limb muscle fatigue to a greater extent in master athletes. 

Furthermore, when examining biological sex differences between young and master athletes, the 

greater age-related elevation of cardiovascular response to inspiratory muscle fatigue, was 

maintained.  

In summary, the main findings of this thesis highlight the pivotal role of the respiratory system in 

limiting exercise performance in master athletes. 

 

Key words. Expiratory flow limitation, master athletes, mathematical modeling, neuromuscular 

fatigue, respiratory system 

 

 


